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SIHì{ARY

Research work in the present thesis is rerated. to the physics of
nethods, parEicularly Ehermoluminescence (fl) wtrich can be apptied to Ehe
solution of problems associated wiEh the provision of dates and tine
scales in geological and archaeological conE.ext.

For most Errermoluninescence work in dating and. ersewhere, a trro
dimensional gl0wcurve (i.e. an ín.ensiEy vs. temperaËure p10t)
suffices. But for a better understanding of the physics involved, and.
for reinforcement of Ehe technique, it is inporÈant Eo have infornation
abour the emission spectrum as well. The significance of Eherno_
lumínescence emission spectroscopy has been discussed in deEaÍt in the
introductory Chapter One.

The natural minerals used for thermoluminescence dat,ing have a TL
sensitivity such that cheir enission spectra cannoE. be efficiently seen
by Ehe conventional devices, unless subjectecr t, very high radíation
doses' High radiation doses may, on the other hand, change Ehe spectral
character through additional rad.iaEion damage to the crysËar structure
and the entire infor¡nation nay thus become non-represenE.ative. chapEers
Two to Four describe the design details and working prlncipres of a
Fourier transform sPectromeËer capable ,rf registering TL specEra induced
by naÈural, or comparable nur¿ber of Grays of laboratory radiation dose
gi"uT to most naEural minerars used for trrernorumlnescence dating.

The following four chapÈers dear wi.h some applicaEions of Ehis
equipment particularly Eo the study of thermoluminescence in feldspars.
The name 'feldspar' covers a wide range of sÈrucÈurar and conpositíona1
varleÈy of alum'no-silrcate min,erals and the present sEudy 1s based on



the natural and beta radiation induced emission spectra of tv¡enty eight

different samples covering Ehis wide range. Chapter Five provides a

basic introduction to feldspars along with some details about the present

sarnples.

Chapters Six and Seven deal with Ehe thermoluminescence in K-Na and

Na-Ca feldspars respectively" High sodic plagioclases and K-feldspars

show an emission band ín t.he 380-400 nm region. High sodic plagioclases

exhibit another band near 540 nn. Both the inEermediaEe composition K-Na

feldspars and high calcic plagioclases show a broad band emissj-on

spectruxc with its peak around 4.30-450 nm. OEher small emission barrds are

also seen in different samples. Anomalies with mixed thermoluminescence

behaviour also exist and are discussed in separate sections. The TL

intensity appears to vary sysEenaEically by several orders of roagnitude,

particularly on the Na-C:r axis. This explains potential difficulties in

dating high calcic feldspars.

0ther interesting applications to the problems like daEing the

Pacific Island poEEery and pre-dose effect in lI0"C peak in quartz have

been described in Chapter Eighr.

The present linited study can by no neans be regarded as complete or

comprehensive orÌ L,he subject of TL in feldspars. However, it adequaEely

demonstrates the poEenLial of the equiproent and suggests several areas

for research and further investigatíon, some of which have been polnted

out,in Ehe last chapter of fhe thesís.

A part of the research work on estirnating the low-level alpha

activit.y ln solls has been included in Ehe Appendix Eo E.he nain text.
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CHAPIER OITE

INTRODUCTION

"r È.ried the experinent myself a1so. And at the same time observed thatas it grer¡r hot in the f ire its green colour r¡ras changed. into a sky-blue; which ít l-ikewise reEained so long as it continued to shine. BuÈafter that, recovered its native green ,gãírr.,,

Nathanial Grew (1681
while classífying the gem
belonging to Gresharo College,

)
collection
London.

I.I INTRODUCTION

This sna11 introductory chapter only provides sone basic thermo-

luminescence information related to Ehe work presented in this thesis.
The phenornenon of thermoluminescence (or strictly speaking, rad.iaEion

induced thermally stimulaEed enission) refers t.o the virtue of a material_

of emitting light as it is heated after íts exposure to ionizing
radiaEion' several natural minerals, dielectric solids, glasses and even

some organic naterials exhibit this property Eo a varying degree of
sensiElvity.

Applications of thermolu¡ninescence (comnonly abbreviated as TL) have

increased during the Past few decades and extend to various branches of
science and technology. According to a recent review by singhvi and

I^Iagner ( r985) , there is a research publication a1¡oost every d.ay covering
one åt other of the aspects of Èhermoluminescence. Historicarly, the
phenomenon was certainly reported by sir Robert Boyle in L664. Becker
(1973) writes that medleval alchemists were aware t.hat certain minerars
glow fainrly when heated in Èhe dark.
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r.2 THERMOLUMINES CENCE: BASIC

the basi-c process of Ehermolumínescence comprises the following main
steps:

(i) rnteraction of ionizing radiation prod.uces a series of free
electrons and holes in rhe mediun. Most of these charges
pronptly recombine and Ehe energy is dissipated as either heat or
prompt luminescence. A fraction of the free charges mây,

howeveÉ, diffuse through the lattice and be , trappedr at
locations of latÈice defects due t.o the presence of impurit.ies,
interstitions and ion vacancies.

The residence time of a charge carrier in a certain trap location
is deterroined by the Erap d.epth and the storage temperature, Ëhe

probability 'p' being given by

p = s exp(-sltr) (l.t)

(ii¡

(Íii)

I'Ihere the actívation energy 'E' corresponds Eo the Erap depth,
tTt is the temperature ín oK and ,k, the Bortzman constant. The

factor 's' is a lattice dependant frequency or pre-exponential
factor. Typically, mean lifetimes (f/Ð at anbient temperature
Inay vary from about I second to I0l5 seconds for very shallow to
very deep traps.

Equation (1. l) suggests Èhat the average residence or ,oean

lifeËiue decreases by orders of magnitude as the sampre is heated.

fo a few hundred cersius above the room Èemperature. External
Ehernal sti.mulation, therefore, resulEs Ln enpt,ying the trapping
siEes and promoting the charge carriers to their respectíve
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bands ' Some of these recombine with an opposite charge carrier
located at another appropriate centre, and. t.he enitted light is
seen in the W-visible region of the electromagnetic spectrup -
hence the name rthernoluminescencet.

Details of relationships bet¡¡een the detrapping rates, ¿emperature

and TL intensity have been d.eveloped and discussed by various authors
(see e.g. Randall and I,Jilkins, 1945 a,bi Garlick an¿ Gibson, r94g and

Halperin and Braner, 1960, for pioneering work and latest books like Chen

and Kirsh, 1981; Horowitz, I9g4 and McKeever, t9g5 for comprehensive

discussions ) .

The above scheme is ilrustrated in Figure t. l. rn practice, the

thermoruminescence phenomenon is more complicated. than this. More than

one trapping and luminescence centre exists in most natural minerals.

The charge liberation and recombination may also take place in more than

One Ia/ay.

1.3 THERMOLUMINE SCENCE DATING

Major applications of thermoluminescence include radiation dosineEry

In health and environmental physics (Horowitz, I984), âge deternination
of saroples of archaeological and geological int.erest (F1ening, l9l9;
Aitken, 1985), mineral identification and other specific applications in
geology and minerarogy (McDougall, r96g; sankaran et al. I9g2, l9g3).

Thermoluminescence dat.ing is of nore concern for the purpose of the

preseht thesis and iE is appropriate to includ.e a brief section for
further reference. Details of various dating methods cited in thts
section and at oEher places in this thesis can be seen in various books

like Fleming (tglg), Airken (19g5), McKeever (19g5) and proceedings of
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various conferences on this subject (tite pACT Journal, volumes zr 6 and

9 and Nuclear Tracks Vol I0, Nos . 4-6).

The basic principle of thermoluninescence dat.ing ís described

through an age equation, which states thaE Ehe Èine tt t elapsed since the

last heating andfor exposure to light of a sample is given by the

theruoluminescence signal from a suitable fraction of the sample,

provided iE is measured in the units of the thermoluninescence ind.uction

rate, i.e.

Age, r (yrs) = TL/ (Tllyr) ( 1.2)

The thermoluminescence induction rate (TL/yr) can be found by est.irnating

the annual radiation dose at the site of Ehe sample and the TL sensítiv-

ity of the mineral fraction used for dating. The latter is determined by

measuring the TL against known radiation dose supplied by calibraÈed

sources while the former is found by enploying one or more of different
low level in-situ and in-lab radiat.ion monitoring facilities.

Selection of suitable method.s for annual dose estinates is also

determined by the techniques used for dating. In the feldspar inclusion
nethod, for example, the doninating portion of E.he radiaiton dose is
internally supplled by K-40 when high K-feldspar grains of 0.r-0.3 mm

size are extracted fron the sample for the purpose of dating (Mejdahl and

I.linther-Nie1sen, L982; Mejdahl , l9g5). Zircon graíns, too, Èend Eo

contain significantly high uranium corupared with the general clay matrix

around them and the internal dose is consequently much higher than that
supplied by the environments of Ehe grain (Zimmerman, Lg79). External

radiation dose will domínate if. the quartz inclusion technique is
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enproyed for dating using (rypically) 0. I mm quartz grain fraction
(Fleming 1970). Both for feldspar and quartz inclusion methods, the

(external) alpha dose will be attenuated within a few uicrometres of the

outer 1ayer, which is elininated by skinning the grain through acid

e tching .

The 'inclusion techniques' as described above cannot be used. for
fine sedirnentary deposits and for rock fragnents which can be considered

homogeneous only on fi-ne grain 1evel. The 'fine grain met.hod , as

developed by Zimmerman ( I97la) nay then be best used. Typicatly,
l-8 pm grain síze fraction is taken and the nulti-mineral nature of the

sample is ignored. Such a grain size fraction receives a significant
alpha dose from its environment.

The rpre-dose techniquer differs from the above mentioned dating

methods in the sense t.hat Ehe archaeological age is deEermined not by

finding the natural thermoluminescence but by the sensitivity of the

lI0oC glow peak of quartz which depends on the amount of rad.iation d.ose

previously received (Fleníng, L973).

Thermoluninescence dating based. on photot.ransfer cechnique has also

been proposed (Bailiff er a1. r977b, Hunrley er a1. l9g5). The

phototransfer involves Ehe transfer of charge fron deeper to relatively
shallower traps by optical excitation.

1.4 THERMOLI.]MINESCENCE EMI SSION SPECTROSCOPY

1.4.1 Colours in Thermol umr-nescence

Variety of colours in thermoluminescence attracted TL workers from

the t,irne of the early discoveries. Grew (16g1) observed the blue

therruoluninescence of a green coloured stone. Lledgwood (1792) observed a
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blue fluor e¡nitting'bright green light, resembling that of the the glow-

\.¡ormt which rquickly changed into a beautiful 1i1ac, which gradually

faded awayt. Earlier in 1664, Boyle also observed. a warm diamond. to give

ouE light almost equal to Ehat of a rglow-wormr.

According to McKeever (I985), the first t.horough thermoluninescence

emission spectral studíes were, however, caried out by Morse in 1905.

The ¡tineral fluorspar was the subject of Morsefs observation. McKeever

also points out that nost of Èhe modern-d,ay theory on t.rapping,

reconbinat.ion and luminescence has renained, unchanged sínce the

pioneering work of Shockley, Rose and l,Iilliams fron t.he late I94O's to

early 1960s.

up ri11 1900.

spectrorûeters

Harvey (1957) provides an excellent

More recent work on spect.ra

Chapter 5 of

historical perspective

contemporary emissionand some

are díscussed in this thesis.

I.4.2 Significance of TL SÞectrosco pv

Although techniques for spectral neasurements are available, nost of
Ehe routine thermoluminescence applicications in fields like dosinetry
and dating appear to nake use of the conventional two d.imensional (2-D)

glowcurves in which the TL intensi t.y is displayed as a f unc E.ion of

temperature only and Ehe differences in the light wavelength are dis-
regarded. Nevertheless, a sound understanding of the basic phenomenon

almost fnvaríab1y requires the initial infor¡nation of 3-D glow curves in
which the inEensity is displayed as a funcEion of both lemperature and

wavelength. The temperature and wavelength peaks carry information about

the Erapping and luninescence cenEres, respectively. The significance of
TL emission spectroscoPy or 3-D TL glow curves is illustrat.ed through the

following examples.
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L.4.2.L Applications in TL Kinetics

The nature and stability of a thermoluminescence glow-curve is
deternined through its kinetic parameters like E and s as d.escribed in
EquaEion (t.t). Most glow curve kinetics has, however, been developed

for applications where the spectral response of the light sensing device

is assumed Eo be constant. In reality, Èhe optical sensitivity of nost

instruments changes somewhat with Ehe input wavelength. The inforrnation

extracted from the 2-D grow curves is, therefore, onry suitabre for
kinetic analysis if all the glow peaks arise fron a single eníssion

centre' In general nore than one emission centre Eay participate in
thermoluninescence from a given mineral and. z-D TL intensiEies as

measured by overlooking the spectral changes nay lead to results far from

reality.

0n1y 3-D TL glow curves, corrected for the instrument spectral
response, hence provide sufficient informaEion for t.he glow peak inten-
sities suitable for any kineËic analysis. This argument can be supported

by several examples from Chapters Six and Seven of this thesis, r.rhere,

for a number of saroples, the relative intensiEies of various emÍssion

bands will be seen to vary both with the tenperature and Ehe radiation
dose.

1.4.2.2 Nature of Ehe Emission Centres

Sound information about Ëhe nature of Ehe emission cenEres is often
requfred for establishing specific applications on a stronger fundamental

base' An interesÈing example is that of explorÍng the naÈure of lhermo-

lumj-nescence mechanlsm responsible for the senslt.ization of rhe ll0"c
peak in quartz. As described in the previous section, the sensitivíty of
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this peak depends upon the radiat.ion dose previously absorbed in the

sanple. McKeever et a1. (19S5) suggested. Ehat Èlro different emission

centres namely ¿t3-n+ and u-h+ (u refers to an unknown ion) nay be

operatíve at lI0oC, leading to 470 nm and380 nm emission respectively,

one of them being related to Èhe pre-dose effect. They predicted that

the pre-dose activated quartz should shov¡ a greater ratio of 380/470 nn

enission. Investigations of this point on archaeological ceranics are

included in Chapter Eight.

I .4.2.3 l"fineral Identifi cation

rn several apprications, it is desirable to know Ehe nature of

roinerals responsible for thermoluminescence signal. Under suitabl-e

circumstances the emission spectrum can provid.e ad.equate information for
mineral identifícation. An interesting example from fine grain dating of

Pacific Islands pottery is discussed in ChapLer Eight.

I.4.3 The Soecrr omeÈer Desisn Challenee

During the lasL two decades or sor several types of equipment have

been developed for Ehermoluminescence emission spectroscopy. Horowitz

(1984) and McKeever (I985) provide a comprehensive review. Basic working

principles of such equipment is d.iscussed. in chapter Five of this
thesis. whereas EosÈ contemporary equipnent is capable of providing

adequate specEral information, their scope is seriously linited by Ehe

fact'Ehat, for most natural minerals, radiation d.ose of several kGy is
required Eo obtain a meaningful spectrum above the background. Such

instruments arer Eherefore, not of nuch use in context. wíth applications

1n thermoluminescence dating, where the sanples are irradiated to doses



only of the

hundred Gy).

Chapter Five.

9.

order of naÈura1 radiation dose

The TL sensiÈivíty of the present

( typically

equipment is

up Èo a few

discussed in

I .5 THIS TI{ESIS

This thesis can be divided into Ë.wo parts. Part one, comprising the

first three chapters following this introduction, deals wiËh Ehe design

and working principles of a Fourier transform spectroneter for TL

emission sPectroscopy. The next four chapEers, which make the second

part' are related to the applicaÈion of this insErument,, particularly for
the three dirnensional view of the t,hermoluminescence in f eld.spars.

Enission spectra of some archaeological sanples are discussed. in Chapter

Eight.

chapEer Nine summarises some of the main findings and future
research dírections.
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CHAPTER TIm

FOURIER TRANSFORM SPECTROSCOPY: SOI,IE
RELEVANT THEORETICAL DETAILS

" A sinple and general raw capabre of explaining a number of the
phenomena of coloured light, which, without this law, would remain
insulaLed and unintelligible. The law is that 'wherever t,\4ro portions ofthe salue light arrive at the eye by different routes, eit.her exactly orvery nearly in the saIDe direction, Ehe light becomes most intense when
the difference of the routes is any nultiple of a certain rength, andleast intense in the int.ermediat.e state of the lnterfering portions; and
this length is different for light of different colours. r rr

Thonas Young intAn account of sone cases
production of colours not
described'
the Philosophical TransacÈions

of Ehe
hitherto

(r802)

2. I INTRODUCTION

Fourier Eransform spectroscopy is a widely useful and. versatile tool
in optical techniques today. Its basic principles and uses in a variety
of light wave analysis probleros have been well established and reported

(see for example Bell r97z; chamberlain, L979; park, I9B3; Birch, I9g4

and many others). Theoretical consi-deration of Fourier Eransform

spectroscopy (FTS) wiEh particular reference to the present equipment.

have been given by Jensen and Prescot.t (i982) and in greater detail by

Jensen (1982). The purpose of Ehis chapter is, therefore, neither to

describe the theoret.ical aspects leadíng to the selection of a Michelson

inte'rferolneter as a TL emission spect.rometer, nor to discuss the general

basis of FTS in any greaE detail. IÈ has been introduced to help in
laEer explaining the working principles and the scope and lirnitations of

the experimental tool. Only topics of sone relevance to the present
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application have been included and they are not elaborated upon in

great derail. All

spectral analyses

therefore, provides

equipment as well.

the illusÈrative examples have been selected

any

from

carried out on our own equiprnenÈ. The chapter,

useful information about Ehe working of the present.

2.2 BASIC

Gebbie (1984) rightly points out that "it cannot be said too often,

or too 1oud1y, that the real inventor of Fourier Eransforn spectroscopy

was A.A. Michelson" - yeÈ nost Ewo beam equipment used for Frs today

reserqbles closely the one used and described by Míchelson (I891, 1892).

The incident light in such equipmenE is spli.t into two beams normal Eo

each oEher and of (ideal1y) equal intensiÈy. It is done with the aid of

a partially coated beam-splitter. Two mirrors placed normal to Èhe

optical axis in planes perpendicular to each oEher, reflect Ehe beams

back to recombine and generate an interference paEtern. The interference

pattern will depend upon the difference in the paths traversed by the two

beams, which can be changed by Èo and f ro movements of one of t.he tr^/o

mirrors (Figure 2.L).

For a monochromatic light input, the intensíty of the inEerference

pattern vs. t.he optical path difference (interferogram) is a cosinusoidal

rrave. Constructive interference is seen r¡hen Ehe optical path difference

(OPD) is an inLegral multiple of the wavelength of the lncident lighr -

the input lntensity being maximum at this stage. Minina are seen for

path differences each given by n),/2, n being an odd inÈeger (Figure

2.2a).

For a broad-band light specÈrum, the interference paEtern is just a
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summation of several closely-spaced "monochromatic'r bands of incidenE

light. The output intensiEy in this case passes through a maximum at

zero-path-difference (ZpD) between the two beams. Ilere all the incident
wavelengths of light inÈerfere constructively. As the optícal path

difference changes on both sj-des of the zpD, the light of different

wavelengths will gradual-1y become incoherenE and the troughs and crests

due to different monochromatic bands will fal1 at different locations.
The overall effect is that the difference in the inÈensities of alternat.e

maxima and minina will gradually decrease, tiII aft.er a certain OpD it
will becone indistinguishable above the noise fluctuations (nigure

2.2b). what we see in Ehe outpuE are the I coloured fringes, of

decreasing visibility. The central bright fringe at the ZpD should have

the same colour as the input 1ight, followed by others depending upon

what wavelengths dominate in constructive interference at that particuLar

path difference. The coloured fringe visibility will gradually fad.e into
a uniform input light colour of approximately half its intensity. The

light at Ëhis stage becomes completely incoherent.

Marhenatically,

= c ,r'B(k)"ik*¿t +r¡24o)r(x) (2.1)
ro

I(x) is Ehe intensity at

interfering beams, k= 2rfl,

power spectrum. I(0) is the

a path dif f erence t x I between the t\.ro

is the wave-number and B(k) is the input

intensity at ZPD and is given by

@

2c / B(k)dk

-
I(o) = 11*¡ 

| x=0 (2.2)
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The constant of proportionality C

and transmission coefficients of

refractive index of t.he nedium,

I3.

depends

the

upon fact.ors like reflection

opEical components and the

As has been point.ed out above, all

wavelengÈhs of light at ZPD are assusted to be exact.ly in phase; x = O is

therefore Ehe poinE. of maximum intensity, i.e.

I(o) ) I(x) 
I rt0 (2.3)

where the equality nay hold for monochromalic sources only at point.s

x = nÀ , n being an integer. It. can be shown that

(2.4)

$

Practically, the infinite limits refer to

displacenent where the light becomes too

distinguishable interference pattern.

Fourier inverse transformation is used

intensities from the recorded interferogams.

inversion theorem B(k) will be given by

a stat.e of large arm

incoherent to generate a

to compute the spectral

According to the Fourier

B(k) c- I Ir(x) - r(-)] -íkx (2.s)e dx

where is another consËant of proportionality. For practical

applications where either Èhe instrument can be calibrated using sources

of st.andard IuninosiEy or relatíve spectral intensiEy is the ultimate

desire, this constanE can be eíther det,ermined experinentally or assumed

Eo be unit,y.

@

Ð
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Idea1ly,

I(x) should

fornation for

spectrum can

an interferogram should be symnetrical about the ZpD i.e.

be an even function of x. Only a cosine Fourier Erans-

the positive values of x alone is therefore needed. The

then be computed using an integration like

@

B(k) Ir (x) I(-)lcoskx dx (2.6)
o

The constant of proportionality has been dropped here without any loss of

generality. The Practical requirements for the Fourier transform

specEral analysis are therefore (a) to locate the point of zero-path-

difference (ZpO) and (b) to measure I(x) as a function of x on one side

of zPD. Equation 2.6 or one or other of its special forms can later be

used Eo conpute B(k). rt wirl, however, be shown in a later chapter

that, in order to obtain neaningful spectral informaEion, the TL emission

interferograms will require some addiÈional correct.ions as wel1.

For derivaÈions of Ehe EquaE.ions 2.L Eo 2.6 and for further

explanation of the subject see the references like Bell (lg7z),

Chamberlain (1979).

Connes (1984) points ouE that expressions similar to 2.L were used

by Michelson (tggt, L892) and by Rayleigh (1S92) who acrually inrroduced

the Fourier theorem ín interference spectroscopy. Yet Ehese workers

never developed it for the general case of broad-band spectral

analysis. Rubens and Hollnagel (i910) r{ere Ehe first to record t.rue

interferograms in Ehe infra-red region using a micro-radiomet.er as the

deEector. They did not actually Fourier transform these interferograms

to obain the spectral information.

I

$
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2.3 THE INSTRI]I-IENT LINE SITAPE

An interesting feature of Equat.ions 2.5 and 2.6 is t.he limit.s of

integration (x = tu) as imposed by the Fourier inverse transformation

theorem. Practically, no interferograns are Èraced. to infinite linits.

What w€r therefore, record and calculate is a somewhat ¡oodified spectrum

given by

B (k) lr(x) - r(-)1"-ik* ¿* (2.7 )m

where +L are Ë.he finite linits of integration. A relation beÈween the

instrumental spectrum Bm(k) and the input spectruro B(k) can be found by

introducing a box-car function like rect(x) where

rect(x)=lwhenL>x>-L

0 elsewhere.

Equation 2.7 can t.herefore be rewritten as

=1"
-L

B (k)
m

@

/ tr(x) r(-)l recr(x) s-ikx ò< (2.8)
ro

Applying t.he convolution Eheorem of Fourier transformation to Equation

2.8 we get

Bn(k) = B(k) * Flrecr(x)1. (2.e)

The insErumental spectrum Bn(k) is, t.herefore, related to the input

spectrum B(k) through a convolution function FIrect(x)], which is the

Fourier transform of a box-car function. Thls convolution function is a

characteristic of Ehe instrument and lt ls ofÈen referred to as Èhe
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instrument line shape (ILS). The effect of the instrument line shape is

well exhibited for a nonochromatic light source. The ídealized output

specErum corresponding Eo such input should be a delta function with a

finite value at the input wavelength and zero elsewhere where the

symmeEric delta function in negative reciprocal space is ignored. The

finite truncation Ii¡nits at L result in a broader output spectrum with

sidelobes ranging up Èo several percent in intensity of the roain peak.

The output spectrum is nathematicaly given by

B (k) 2Lt (2.r0)

laser recorded on

632.8 nn. The

intervals, shov¡s

at half maximum

in this case were

sin{ (ko + k)Li
m (ko + k)L

Figure 2.3 shows the instrumental specErum for a He-Ne

this equipment. The l-aser emits a red line at À =

computed spectrum, as indicated Ehrough the dots aE 5 nm

a peak beEween

( FI^JHM) value of

À = 630 and 635 nm wirh a fu1l widrh

about 17 nn. The liruits of integration

t\r/enty two laser wavelengths (L = 22x) from ZPD. The continuous Line is

the expected specLrum calculated using Equation 2.10. BoEh the instru-

mental and the expected spectrum agree very well with each other.

SignificanE sidelobes of decreasing inEensity extend up to a few hundred

nanomecres on both sides of the nain peak.

The effect of finite truncation cannot be easily recognized for a

broad-band speetrum, where Ehe output intensity is scanned, for path

differences long enough to reach the incoherent. stead.y-state signal

linits. This is because beyond these linits the bracketed t.erm in Ehe

lntegral part of the Equation 2.8 approaches zero before the box-car

function, suggesting t.hat the insÈrument.al specÈrum will approach the
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infinite spectrum i.e. for a broad-band source

B (k) : B(k). (2.tt)
m

2.4 INTENSITY ERRORS

In addit.ion to the effect of int.erferogran truncation at the finite

linits, Èhere are sone other sources of errors in Fourier Eransform

spectrometers leading t.o complex instrument line shapes and modified

calculated spectra. These sources of errors are generally bracketed into
ttintensitytt and ttphasett errors (Park, 1983). Those errors, which result

in the distortion of individual specEral lines symmetrically and

soueEimes create strong sidelobes, are generally referred Eo as intensit.y

errors. Int.ensiEy errors are introduced due to factors like the limited

scanning, apodization, extended sources, and drifts in environmental

factors affecting the light transmission, mirror naladjustment or optical

surface non-uniformities. 0f these, the effect of scanning li¡nits has

already been discussed in the previous section. The other three of

greatest relevance are briefly discussed next.

2.4.r A izat.ion

As has been shovm in the last section, because of the finite limits

of integration, Èhe instrumental spectrun may have lobes on each side

which nay interfere with Ehe other spectral lines nearby. To overcome

this error, the interferogram is sornetines int.enEionally distorted,

usually multiplying it by a triangular function wíth lts verÈex ac æD

(¡ett, L972; Norron and. Beer, 1976; park, Lgs2). This is known as

apodizatl.on, the effect of which is to reduce the sidelobes at t,he
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expense of resolution. park (1992) has

peak will renain conserved as long as

normalized to uniEy at ZpD.

shown that the area under t.he

Èhe apodizaEion function is

concern

Fourier

(1e64)

of the

2.4.2 Extended Source Int.ensi Ey Error

Extended source intensity errors are perhaps of more

particularry in the higher wave number or visíble light region.

spectroscopy using ext.ended sources has been discussed by Steel

and Be11 (1972). steerts arricre gives a historicar perspective

subject as wel1.

WiEh an extended source, we need to consider the effecE of boch the

normally incident (parallel to the opÈical axis) and the oblique incident
(naking an angle say '0' with the optical axis) rays. It is easy to
visualize that, for normal incident rays, the optical path d.ifference
(OPD) between the two bearos will be twice the difference of the disEance

between either of the mirrors and the beam splitter. For the oblique
incidence (Figure 2.4 a,b) it can be shown that Ehe opD wirl red.uce by

Ehe cosine of the incident angle i.e.

OPD(0 ) 2d cos0 (2. rz)

For a gíven relative nirror displacement 'd' Èhe overall outpuÈ intensity
can be obEained by integrating the radiant flux over a1l angles from zero

Eo a maximum' sâY 0r.*. The average path difference over the ent,ire
field of view rvíll be less Ehan zd, and the expansion in the inter-
ferogram will produce a ureasured spectrum broader and shifted to rower

wave numbers. Moreover, these changes in the spectruro will depend both
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o'the \{ave number and Ehe solid angle subtended by the
(L972) has shown rhac for a nonochronatic light input of
fron an extended source subtending a solid angJ-e CI

spectrum will show a mean wave number k as

source. Bell

wave number ko

the computed

k ko(l - a/hr)
The spectrum will spread. be.ween the limits ko and ko(r-a /2tr) as

¿k = k 0/2n

(2.13)

(2.r4)

(2. Is)

Here

o

Q=2r(l-cos0 )
ut¿l

For those Fourier transform spectrometers where the optical path differ-
ence between the beans is neasured Ehrough Ehe actual- displacenent of the
movable mirror, the knowled.ge about the absolute shift of various lines
and bands in the cornputed spectrum is important. For o.hers which are
calibrated using a set of sËandard. input lines, only the rerative
displacernent of the experimental spectrum w-ith respecÈ to Ehe observed
locations of the standard lines need. to be known. rt is iroportant. to use

Ehe same fierd of view both for the experimen.al spectrum and the
standard lines. oEherwise changed. input sorid angle wirl read E.o a
nodified placement of the lines.

'Fo, the existing equipment the field of víew subtends a sorid angre
of about 0.24 steradian" (0r.* = 160) with the centre of the mirror. A

He-Ne laser (^ = 632'8 nn) is used to calibrare Èhe spectral range (350

to 7 50 nn) rcithin the error limits of a few nanometres . I.Ie expecË a
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backward shift of the spectra up to six nanometres around. À = 350 nm.

Figure 2.5 shows the insErumental spectra recorded. for narrow band

incident Iight bearos from a xenon lanp and diffraction grating nono-

chromator arrangement,. !.ie notice that the instrument is well calibrated

within a few nanometres. A shift aÈ lower wavelengths is evid.ent. As

expected, the instrumental spectrum broadens with l-ncreasing lrave-

lengÈh. The peak broadening can partly be explained using the equation

2.L4 (where k -- 2r/r^ and Âk = -aÀ /x?). Furrher broad.ening is d.ue roo o "o'-
finiEe limits of the scan. The effect of finite limits of the scan on

spectral resolution will be discussed in a later section.

2.4.3 Errors due co Reflecting Surface Defects and Mirror Mí s al ignment s

Perhaps the most serious intensity errors in Fourier Transform

spectroscopy for visible light range will occur due to the strict

tolerance limits of che reflecting surface d.efects and maladjustments of

the mirrors. The reflecting mirrors in an ideal Fourier transform

spectrometer are assumed to be perfectly flat and adjusted in such a \¡ray

that the output images due to t.he two beams fa1l exactly parallel to each

oEher. Practically these requirements can be met only within certain
limits and both constant and variable maladjustments and surface non-

uniformity do exíst to a srnaller or greater extent. Griffiths (1975) and

chanberlain (L979) have discussed Ehe case of misaligned mirrors in a

Fourier spectromeEer.

The effect of consEant maladjusEnenE will be ind.ependent of Ehe

novable mirror scan over Lhe interferogram. rf r.¡e suppose that the

circular n'irrors of radius 'r' are mlsaligned by a sna11 angle { then the

nodified spect,rum BD(k) due to this effect will be related to the
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unmodified instruroental spectrum B(k) Ehrough a Besselrs function of the
f i.rst order as,

B
J, ( 2krq )(k) = 2t(zk.o--T-l B(k)

m (2.t0)

The spec.ral distorÈion f¿ 
J 

' 
(2krq )

rctor 2 ti'kÐ] fatts to zero when

2kr6 = 3'83' rt neans that for mirror rnisalignment angles approaching

r'92lkr, the output rad'ianE flux integraEed over the ent.ire beam area

will stay constant and maxima and minima caused d.ue to the interference
will not be distinguishable. Chanberlain (Lg7g) mentions rhat the
spectral attenuation r¿iIl be less t.han I .7"1 if. the roaxirnum lrave number

or(= kr/2n) involved in the spectrar analysis is such that

0.04r
ró (2. L7 )

For our equipmenÈ, the effective mirror radius is about 15 nm. For Ehe

shortest spectral wavelength of 350 nm, 0 comes out to be L.52 x 1o-7

radians' rt would mean that for L.77" attenuation linic t.he maximum

tolerable tangential tilt in the mirror plane could. be 5 n¡0. For tí1ts
beyond 34 nm or sor the equiprnent. will cease to resoLve specEral lines
below 350 nm.

The effect of surface non-unifornity is equivalent. to the consE.ant,

maladjustment as discussed above. There is a variation of the path
diffJrence over the aperture of t.he nirrors and to take account of this
variation each erement of the beam should be consid,ered separater.y.
surface strains near the holding points can produce substantlar distor-
tions and shouÌd be kept Èo their mrniuum. The major error wíll,

o<
Itr
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however, come through the linit to which the uniformity of the substratum

glass surface under t,he nirror coating has been achieved. Most surfaces

used for interferonetry are clained to be flat up to À/10 or aE the

most x/20, where À is typically 500 nm or so. This can offer serious

limitations on the efficiency of Ehe spectrometer in the viole! or

ulÈraviolet region. The surface non-uniforniE,ies can be seen by looking

at the beam iroage in Ehe interferometer output near ZPD for white

IighÈ. The variable path difference due Eo surface non-unifornities

gives rise to an incoherenc light component wíth an increasing proportion

at lower wavelengths. I^Ie have actually observed this ef f ect on our

equipment. Figure 2.6 shows the interferograms recorded for narrow band

input lights of 600, 500, 400 and 350 nm. The optical alignrnent was kept

the sane. Lov¡er wavelengths shor¿ a higher incoherenr light component

indicated by the height to widEh comparisons of the inEerferograms.

The applicaEion of Fourier transform spectroscopy in the ultraviolet

region is yet to be seen. Tittel et al (1984) maint,ain the view that the

optical and mechanical concepts of their visible líght Fourier transform

spectrometer should apply at lower wavelengths as we11, if Ehe optical

elements in question erere made from quarEz.

A varíable tilt. with the unirror translation will lead to a variable

naladjustment. It may be randoo and oscillatory or periodic and definite

wiE,h ÈranslaEion. Chanberlain (L979) shows t.hat Èhe defecE function in

this case may not st.rictly be a Fourier transform and a general specErum

distorEion funcEj-on Eây, therefore, be hard Eo arrive aE in theory.

Guelachvili (1981) suggests thaE oscillations of a mirror may cause a

sinusoidally nodulated intensity error in Ë.he spectra.
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2.5 THE PHASE ERRORS

The wave-number dependent phase errors commonly encounEered in the

Fourier transform spect.rometers are nostly due t.o facEors Like

difficulties in correctly locating the ZPD (particularly in d.iscrete

sampling) or due to wavelength dependent phase shifts produced by the

presence of extra surfaces or Iayers (tlte anti-reflecÈion coatings etc.)
in either of the beam paLhs.

Suppose that the analogue interferogran is truly symmetricaL but the

interferograno has actualJ.y been sampled at discrete points to facilitate
the data storage and later compuLer-based analysis. Now suppose Ehe

sampling comb misses the true ZpD by a snalL displacenent, say ô . The

recorded one-sided interferogram will therefore start with an initial
displacement and the instrumental spectrum as given by Equation 2.5 noer

becomes

B (k) r (- ) lãik" (2.18)
@

re
/ tr(x-s ) dx

This gives

B B(k);ikô (2. re)
m

(k)

The instrunental sPecÈruro is Èherefore nodified by a phase dependent

factor ãíkô . This distortion depends upon boEh the wave number as wel-l-

as tl" displacement size. Average sEep size for mosE. of our spect.ral

recording vras about 30 nm. If $te assune the maximum ZPD displacement.

error by one such step then the corresponding spectral distortion in the

spectral range fron 350 to 750 nn will vary from about 14 to 3"Á. These

figures on Èhe maximum distortion refer to a single-slded interferogram
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starting fron the experimentally located ZPD. Sltght differences in the

instrumenEal and expected spectrum for a He-Ne laser as shown in Figure

2.3 can be attributed Eo such phase errors.

Various nethods have been proposed to correct Ehe results of Fourier

spectrometers against some of the intensity and phase errors (see for

exanple Forman eE aI, f966; BelI, L972; Chamberlain, 1979; Park

1983). Each nethod has its own merit and scope of application depending

upon the deslrable purity of the specÈrum, nature of the daËa, wavenumber

range of interest and avaílability of the computer tirne.

For several reasons Èo be discussed in a coming chapter, !.¡e found it

nost appropriate Eo use Èhe uethod based upon t.he two sided interferogram

analysis for the couputation of Ehe specEra. The spectral response curve

of Ehe instrument, is found using a standard light source and t.he align-

ment is frequently rechecked during the course of operation.

2.6 JACQUINOT AND FELLGETT ADVANTAGES

Contributions of Jacquinot (I954) and Fellgett (1951) are of

fundamental significance in the revival and present day stat.us of the

Fourier transform spectroscopy. The extended source Ehroughput and

mult.iplex advantages as pointed out by Ehese two scíentisEs have been

explained both ín hist.orical perspective and technical details by various

authors (Stee1 , L964; Bell , L972; Connes, 1984 and many others) -

Jensen (1982) discussed Jacquinot and Fellgett advantages in detail with

reference to the optical design of the presenÈ apparatus. On the basis

of t,hese studies, he correctly arrived at the conclusion that art

apparatus based on Fourier transform specEroscopy will make a sensit,ive

thermolunínescence eml-ssion specErometer (also see Jensen and Prescott
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1982). As the baslc optical couponencs have not been replaced since

then, only a very brief mention of Ehese advantages is included in this

chapt.er. Readers int.erested in further det,aíls are referred to Chapters

8, 9 and I0 of Jensen (1982).

rf the resolving po\¡rer I R' of the instrument is measured as

k/Âk then Equation 2.14 can be re-writÈen as

Q = hr/R. (2.20)

The extended source Ehroughput advanE.age can on1y, therefore, be achieved

at the expense of resolution. Jacquinot (1954) basically showed that t.he

resolution trade-off for a Míchelson interferometer will- be much less

Ehan t.hat in case of a dispersive Eype spectrometer. This means, t.hat,

for a preset linit of the spect.rum resolving pov/er, much broader solid

angles and beau fluxes can be tolerated through a Michelson type

interferometer as compared to a diffraction grating. Be1I (L972) points

out t.hat even for the best diffraction grating systems, Ehe solid angle

tolerance limits wí1l be less by at least two orders of magnitude.

ResulÈs of an experiment to demonsÈrate the resolving power of the

existing equipment are shown in Fígure 2.7. Ilere, t\,¡o narrow band light

beams from a He-Ne laser (632.8 nm) and a xenon lamp and grating

monochromator set up at.608 nm \¡rere thrown simultaneously Èhrough the

sane pupil of the equipment. The input light !¡as int.ercepted through

field stops of varying aperture. The equlpment, wich a field stop of

lOnm diamet.er, \.ras calibrated with laser light prior to the resolutíon

experiment. Decreasing resolving porrer with increasing aperture

diameters ls evident from both increasing peak wídEhs and decreasing peak
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to valley ratios in the instrumental spect.ra. Another interesting

feat,ure is the spectral shift as expecÈed fron Equation 2.13, indicated

by the arrowheads in the Figure. I.Iithin an error ef *2nm, t.he conput.ed

instrumental spectrum agrees well wíth the expected values. The spectral

shift also indicates the inportance of calibration of the equipnent using

the same input angle as is used for recording the acÈual spectrun; a

wavenumber-dependent. specÈra1 shift correction factor will ot.herwise be

required. Under it.s normal operating condí.tíons with no field stops, our

instrument will resolve better than 20nn throughout its present spectral

range.

The Fellgett advantage associated wiEh the spectroscopy is based

upon the time available to scan each segment of the wavelength. The

thermoluminescence signal is temperature dependent and, depending upon

Ehe heatíng rate, continuously changes with the tirne. A rapid spectral

scanning is, therefore, desirable. In previous TL spectrometers this is

achieved by rotating eicher a set. of interference filt.ers (¡ai.fift et a1,

L977a) or a dispersive optical devíce like a grati-ng or a prism (Mattern

eE a1, 1971). Each wavelength segment is, therefore, scanned. only for a

snaller time interval as compared Eo a Fourier transform spectrometer

where informat,ion about all the wavelengths is recorded sinult.aneously.

It should be noted, however, that since t.he recording sysEen is based on

single-photon counting the Felgert advantage ls only parÈly realised.

This aspect has been discussed in detail in Be11 (L972).

2.7 THE OPTIMIJI'I STEP SIZE AND SCAN LIMITS

For ease 1n computation of with digiÈalEhe spectra

transforms

conputers it is

steps of knownpreferable to record Fouríer at discrete
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oPtical Path size. The Fourier íntegral thus becomes a summation of the

form

B(k) I(-)l-kjÀx (2.21)

where N is the total number of steps on each side of the point of maximun

intensity (i.e. observed zPD) and, Àx ls the step sj-ze, assumed to be

constant. throughout the scan. Experiroentally it is achieved by

translating the movable mirror in equal steps. The t.ranslation time has

to be kept negligible compared to Ehe stationary time whi-ch, aE each

stage, has t.o be precisely constant. The effect of ¡oissing the analogue

ZPD in discrete stepping has already been discussed in a previous sect.ion

on phase errors. In this section Ëhe selection of optirnum step size and

scan limits will briefly be discussed.

Selection of the total number and size of the steps strongly depends

upon the nature and range of the input spectrum and, the desired purity

and resolutíon of Ehe results. As can be seen from Equation 2.21, the

coEPutation of the spectrum from discrete interferogram daEa basically

involves a summation over all steps of a prod.uct of Ehe recorded.

incerferogran as [r(jÂx) - r(-)] with a functior 
"-íkia* 

of unir

anplitude. rt can be shown that if we are interested in a unique

solution for each wavenumber 1n t,he spectral range, an upper linit on the

step size has to be imposed. rf the interferogram is sampled ac

intervals longer t.han thaÈ. upper linit, then a set of more È.han one wave

function will fall at identical poinÈs leading to Ehe repetition of the

same spectrun (rigure 2.8). This phenomenon is known as aliasing. rt

can be shown that the conditlon for no aliasing is that

N

¡E-Ntr(j^x)
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tx ( n/k (2.22)
max

Aliasing, therefore, sets the upper linit of the sanpling step size as

half the mlnimun wavelengÈh of the spectrum. The lower linE of our

spectral range is 350 ûD, which sels the maxirnun allowable step size as

175 nn. IE is worth not.ing that the step here refers to the optical pat.h

difference step beÈ.ween the two beams, twice the actual movable mirror

Eranslation. The effect of aliasing on one of the compuÈed specLra is

shown in Figure 2.12

A relationship between Ehe scan linits 'L' on either side of Ehe ZPD

and the resolution of a Fourier transform specErometer has been discussed

by Jensen in Section 8.4 of his Ph.D thesís (Jensen, 1982). Referring to

the work of Be11 (I972), Chantry and Flerning (1976), Chanberlain (1979)

and Chantry (1979), he states the weIl-known conclusion that the

resolution should improve with increasing L. He also points out the

upper linit Lr.* of the scan length, beyond which no further improvement

in the specErum can be seen, as

L = 2rF'/k (2.23)
max

where R is the resolving po\¡rer of the equipment obÈained from Equation

2.20. Lr"* here refers Eo a scan liniE beyond which Ehe oscillaLions in

t.he 
,l-nterf 

erogram due to a monochroroatic light inpuE of wavenunber k danp

down to a dlninishing value due to an exÈended source inpuE. For our

equipnenÈ with no field stops

$

Lr"* 162/k (2.24)
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show t.he results of an experiment on the resolution

recorded on our inst.rument,. The results are

essencially for the same ínEerferogram but. the truncation linit tLt has

been varied up Eo 22\. The interferogran has been record.ed using a

fieldstop to extend the Lr"* up Èo about a hundred laser wavelengths.

The effect of spectral broadening due to extended. source input is
therefore negligíble. The resurts show Ehat the resolution (= 100 x

FWHM/À ) varies linearly with ), lL. For a monochromatic inpuÈ,

therefore, the resolving pourer is related to the scanning rimit as

L - r/¡t. (2.25)

The absolute limit is, however, inposed through the relation (2.23) but

it is due to the extended source intensity error. rn general, the peak

broadening in the conputed spectrum would be the composite of the effects

due Èo the finite truncation limits and the extended source inpuE.

Lr.* corresponding to the lowest wave number in Èhe spect.run,

therfore, sets the liroiE for the scan on either side of the zpD in an

interferogram. If N is a preset number in the computer memory for the

data points on one side of the interferogram, then the liniting step size

will be given as

Ax L k ) /N. (2.26)linit IDAX m1 n

For our instrumenE À*rírit co¡nes out Èo be abouÈ 75 nm for 256 steps on

each side of ZPD. Lrr* fot I = 750 nm is I9.4 pn.

The above relationship has, however, been derived by keeplng in ntnd

$

(
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the application of the Fourier transform spect.roscopy to monochromatic or

discret.e sharp line spectra. MosE thermoluminescence emission spectra E,o

be analysed on the existing equipment are broad-band. The spectral

informatíon is, therefore, rnostly contained in the first few oscillations

on each side of the ZPD, which then quickly tend E.o decrease to a steady

state va1ue. I,Ihereas longer scanning in the steady sËate region can help

Eo improve the signal to noise rat,io to a smal1 or large extent, depend-

ing uPon the signal leve1, it cannoË. be carried out at che expense of

nany data points in the oscillacory part of the interferogram. The

optinum step size for a broad band specErum can, therefore, be nuch less

than the one suggested by Equation (2.26) providing more data points

within the oscillatory parE of the interferogram. Figure 2. l0 shows a

one-sided interferogram for alpha radiation induced scintillations in a

silver activated zínc sulphide phosphor screen. The interferograro has

been recorded for 256 steps, each of about 30 nn. The computed spectra

f or dif ferent truncation linits are shown in Figure 2. I t (a-d) . I.Ie

notice Ehat practically Ehe same spectral information is obtained wiEh no

loss of resolution Eill the Eruncation limiEs are reduced down well into

the oscillatory part of the interferogram. The spectrum appears Eo be

rather suoothed by onitting the data points iu Ehe steady state region.

Figure 2.12 (b-d) shows Èhe spect,ra computed using every third, fifth and

eíghth data sÈep starting frora the ZPD. Practically t.his would be

equivalenE to raising Ehe step size to 90, 150 and 240 nm respectively.

I^Ie observe that, although stil1 within the aliasing linits, the spectral

information from 90 and f50 nm sEep sizes starts geEting disEorted

compared to Èhe one fron 30 nm sEep size. This can be att.ribuEed Eo the

Poor statistics due to lesser and lesser number of data points ln the
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oscillatory regíon of the inÈerferogran. The 240 nm step size lles

beyond the no aliasing condítion linit. The effects of poor stagistics

as well as aliasing are apparent frou the conputed spectruo for t,his step

size. The aliasing here gives rise Eo Èhe additional broad band near 550

nm. I'Ie therefore conclude t.hat Ehe selection of t.he step size and scan

rimits is mostly controlled by t.he nat.ure of the spectra. Although

equations like 2.23 and 2.26 provide liniting values of Èhe scan and st,ep

size, these can only be regarded as an upper limit guide for the broad

band Fourier spectroscopy, where t.he ultimate quality of the spect.rum

appears to be related more Èo the number of data points in the

oscillatory part of the inEerferogram.
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CHAPTER THREE

REVISED DESIGN OF TI{E EQUIPMENT

rrThis experiment required an almost unbelievable delicacy of
observation. . . . .It \.Ias not surprising thaL the f irst instrument built
should have been found not to possess sufficient rigidicy of structure

H.B. Lemmon on rAlbert Abrahan Michelson, 1852-1931'
The A¡nerican Physics Teacher, Vol. 4 No. I (1936)

3.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapEer is a descripEion of che equiproent. l'lechanical , optical

and electronics aspects have been illustrated. As indicated in the

previous chapter, Ehe work done by Jensen and Prescot.t (I982, Jensen

1982) showed that Ehe design r¡ras feasible and brought it to che first

working status. llowever, revision of the previous design was essential

to ensure reliable regular operation of the TL spectromeLer. It was

carried out by keeping in nind t.he utility of the design and of the

components already available. Detailed specifications of several optical

and electronics conponents reused in the existing design can therefore be

seen ln the references cit.ed above. This chapter may be regarded as a

suppleroent of what has already been said by Jensen and Prescott, and

repetition has been avoided as far as the cont.inuity of the text allowed.

r AnoEher aspect of this chapter is some discussion on t.he performance

of salient components, which is either included with the description of

the design or rnentioned in separate sub-sections. The over-a11

performance of Ehe equipnent and lts status as a TL spectromeÈer is the

subject of Che following chapter.
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3.2 THE DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

The equipnent has been designed consideríng the research needs of a

thermolumínescence dating laboratory. rts primary operaEion is to

provide t.he thermolurnlnescence curves for types of sanples and glowing

conditions comnonly employed for dating work, but wiEh additional

information about the emission spectra. Characteristics and operational

details of most Èwo-dimensional t.hernoluminescence equipment in use ín

various archaeometry laboratories can be seen in books and reviews on

thernoluminescence dating (see e.g. aitken, L974, 1985; Frening, 1979

Singhvi and l,Iagner, 1985).

For thermoluminescence dat.ing work, the sarnple is either in the forrq

of grains taken in a planchette or spread over a meÈa1 disc, typically

lOnm in diameter. A sample chip of comparable diroensions, a fraction of

a nillimetre thick, is also used for hard samples like flint or pre-dose

dating of porcelain and stoneware (Göksu and Fremlin, L972; Stoneham,

f983; Robertson and Prescott, 1986). The sample is heated in a moist.ure

and oxygen free atmosphere of argon or nitrogen. Constant heating rates

up to several degrees Kelvin (typical from 5 to 20) per second are

¡naintained for sample heating from room tenperaEure to a naxinum of

several hundred Celsius. An elecErically heated plate is used, for this

purpose. Some proposals for direct heating of the samples with pulsed

ínfrared lasers have yet to see developnent (Gasiot et al, 1982).

" 
*" light out,put is generally low, typically -105 photons per second

per sEeradian (Flening L979). Efficient phoÈomu1típliers, preferably

with photon counting electronics are used for luminescence detect.ion.

The Tl-inducing radiat,ion levels are also not very high. Natural

radiation dose is rypically 2 Eo 7 mGy per year (Flening r979).
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Artificial radiation dose to a maximum of a few hundred Gy is provided by

laboratory radiation sources.

The thermoluminescence is usually observed t.hrough filters biased

towards the violet-blue end of Ehe àp""tr,tr. Flening (1979) suggests

that Ehis specEral range will cover Èhe TL emission spectra of the most

1ike1y crystalline ninerals ín pottery (i.e. quartz and feldspar) while

offering quite effective reducEion of the red incandescence background..

He uaintains that it will also help to subdue any non-radiation induced

spurious TL as its euission lies around 550 nm in the yellow-red region

of the spectrun. The commonly used combinaÈion of Chance Pilkington I{A,3

heat reduction and Corning 7-59 (or 5-58) blue filrers has also been

discussed by Fleroing and ot,her references cj-Eed above. Replacement of

Corning 5-58 by a SchotÈ, UGA-Il filter from Norroandy and Konarów Górny

has also been proposed (see e.g. singhvi and wagner, I985). aitken

(1985) suggests Ehat the thermal signal, wi.th a significanr green

component by Ehe Èime the temperature reaches 500C, means that only

samples with thermoluminescence emission reaching to blue and shorter

wavelengths can be dated.

The spectral response curves of the filters mentioned here and the

commonly used.EMI 9635 QA photomultiplier tube are shown in Figure 3.I

which is after singhvi and wagner (19s5). rn general, the natural

uinerals are known to have TL emission bands ouEside t.hese spectral

limits as well (see e.g. ìfedrin, 1968; sankaran eE al 1982, 1983 and
I

McKeever' i985). The enission spectrum in most cases is expected to be

broad-band, at leasL up to a few Ë,ens of nanometres.

The existing 3D TL equipment can provide excellent spectral

information under the above mentioned condit,lons of TL sensftiviÈy,
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radiation dose liroit and glowing conditions of the sample. rts only

major linitation is a spectral cut-off at 350 DD, which is due to the

crown-glass and acrylic optical conponent.s. The upper linit around 620nm

is due to the dininishing photomultiplier speetral response. Strong red-

glow signals can, however, be observed up to 700 nm or even above.

As it will be shown later in Èhis and the next chapter, the

equipmenÈ is quite versatile in its operation. It can easily be used

with consÈanE intensity light sources or i-sothermal operaEions at room

ternperature or above. It is therefore equally useful for scintillation
and phosphorescence research. Both the oven and the Fourier transform

specErometer can be driven independently of each oEher. The oven can

thus be coupled directly Eo a photomultiplier assembly for conventional

2D grow curve operation. The spectrometer can be used for generar

demonstraEion, study and applications of Fourier transform spectroscopy

in Èhe visible region. Some experiments on the spectrometer have been

used to explain relevant principles of the Fourier transform spectroscopy

in the previous chapÈer.

3.3 THE PREVIOUS DESIGN

It is perhaps nost apPropriat,e briefly to discuss Èhe main features

of the previous design in a separate section at this stage. ThaÈ design

has been explained in detail by Jensen (I9g2 Ch. g, I0).

The oven charober rdas similar Ín design Èo E,hose supplied by the
I

Littlemore Scientific Engineering Cornpany, oxford (see their catalogue on

Thermoluminescence Apparatus, Type 7II).

The opÈical comPonents ltere mounted on a 20 um thick steel base

plate and consisted of three najor parts, the input light gatheríng
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assenbly, the int.erferomeÈ,er wit.h its movable uirror stepped by a piezo-

electric transducer, and the output light detecÈion assenbly. ïhese

components provided by Cole Preclsion Optics, Melaíde (now a dívision of

QuenEron OptJ.cs, Adelaide) and the oven chamber have been retained with a

few inprovenenÈs in the presenE design. The equipment was interfaced, to
a PET Commodore mínicomputer (Basic 2, 24 k RAI{) v¡hich also had the soft-
ware for cornputation of Ehe spectra through Cooley Tuckey algorithro. The

associated electronics included the oven and movable mirror drive

stepping ramps, the EHT for the photonultiplier tube, a d.iscrininator
aroplifier, a rate-meÈer and a control pane1.

The optical base plate was originally held by metallic stems screwed

upon a heavy r'¡ooden table. The oven chamber was mounted. on rails running

on the table top and, after pracing the sarople on the heating plat.e, it
could be driven under and lifted up with a spring loaded cam arrangement

to couple it ¡¡iEh the input light gathering assembly fixed to the optical
bench' Here, it was evacuated, flushed with an inert gas and then glowed

for TL signal as inEerferograms. A cover on the optical base prate

ensured the light tight operation. This cover had to be removed and

photomurtiplier housing È.o be replaced for fine adjustment of the

alignment.

The accessories included a 'calibration/test light source' assembly

which could be used for constant intensity líghc sources, and a photo-

multiplier assenbly for Ehe 2D glow-curve mode.

Jensen (L982, ch. t0) obtained interferograms and corresponding

spectra for some constant intensity right sources (1aser and LEDrs) and

one selected fine grain Pottery sanple for its fairly constant int.ensity
response fn the region of lnEerest. Ttre early design clearly, therefore,
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demonstrated the feasibility of Fourier transform spectroscopy applied. to

thermoluminescence sÈudies but Jensen also pointed out that fseveral

design modífications were desirable before the interferometer could be

used for ful1y rout.ine measurements of TL emíssion spectra'. He id.en-

tified the problern areas and suggest,ed possible inprovements. These

problems and their proposed solutions (Jensen 1982, Ch. I0 Section 5)

were critically evaluated and formed the start,ing point for consid.eration

of design nodifications.

Perhaps the most necessary (and, interestingly, overlooked by

Jensen) \^tere the changes pertaining to Ehe mechanical rigídity of the

optical syst.em under actual experimental condiEons. It was soon realized.

that the stresses experienced by t.he steel base plate during its evac-

uatíon and later supply of the inert Bâs, \¡rere enough Eo cause drastic

distortions in any previously achieved opt.ical alignment.

SEability and isolation of the optical table was, therefore, given

prinary attention in the revised design. Several other essential changes

and additions were made in the optical and electronics design. These

changes also include the int,roductíon of a rremoter fine alignment setup,

improvemenEs in the mirror and oven drive ramps and revísion of the d.ata

accumulation and processing nethods (hard and software). The revised

design has been described in the following secEions.

Bill 01d from the DeparEmental workshop was mostly responsíble for

an", mechanical fabrication, Brian F\¡ller from Electronics Services

i-mproved Ehe electronics and \.¡rote the machine language programnes for

operaEion and analysis.
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3.4 THE MECHANICAL CONSTRUCTION

Primary thought behind Ehe nechanical reconstruction of the equip-

ment \.ras Èhe added sEability of the Michelson interferometer.

3.4.f. The Oven Chanber

The purPose of the oven charober is to provide a sample heating

facilíty up to several hundred degrees celsius aE a constant raËe in

oxygen- and moisture-free environments. Its central feaÈure is an

electrically heated nichrome plate about 30 x 60 mm in dimensions. About

t0 nn length on each end of Ehe strip is firrnly clanped in high current

elect.rode junctions connected Èo Ehe secondary winding of a trans-

former. The current through the primary windings of this transformer is

controlled for the heating rate and temperature. Feed back signal fron a

Eheruocouple spot welded under the oven plate is used for this purpose

(see the electronics design for more details).

0ther importanE features are a coolant line through the electrode

junctíons, a vacuun line and a high purit.y gas line. Components in these

lines have been described, through block diagrams in Figure 3.2 (a-c).

Although xoost components have been renounted to suit the ner¡r require-

ments, the over all chamber design is Ehe same as t,he prevLous one. The

improvemenÈs include the inÈroduction of a \dater filter on the coolant

1ine, a remoÈe controlled elecËronagnet,ic isolation valve in the vacuum

lin¡ and a ball head control valve in the gas line. The former \{as

necessary to guard against long-tern scaling and rust settling in Ehe

coolant 1ine, while Èhe latter two provided a handy control from the

front panel. The high purity nitrogen in Èhe gas line has been replaced

by relatlvely low cost special grade argon, wíEh no expected loss in the
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quality of signal (Smith, 1983a). The uaximum heating temperature linit

has also been extended fron 500 Eo l000oC and the heat.ing step rarnp has

been smoothed for heating rates below 5Xs-1.

3.4.2 The Oven Table

For a two dímensional glow-curve operationr a housing containing an

EMI 9635Q4 photomultiplier and a set of HA3 and 59-7 filters can be

placed on the top of Ehe oven chanber. This housíng has been described

by Jensen (1982, Ch.9). For a three dinensional TL glow-curve, the oven

has to be translated under a fixed and rigid optical bench. rt has

Eherefore been mounted on a laboraÈory jack which can be raised and

lowered through a shaft and wheel arrangemenE. Three rod in tube guides

between the upper (roovable) and the lower (fixed) plares of rhe jack

ensure smooÈh lift. The jack rests on rails so Ehat the chanber can be

driven to the right position under Ehe optical table before it is lifted

up for coupling. This position is fixed with a buffer on the rails. For

3D operation t,he chamber is covered with a tlíght guide'. It can then be

evacuated, isolated from Ehe rest of the vacuum 1ine, and flushed with

the argon gas. The light guide includes an aspheric lens which, in the

previous design, s/as fixed in the optical base plate. It also has

provisions for field stops and filters. The light guide has been

sketched in Figure 3.5 and operaÈ,ion of the aspheric lens will be

described further in connection with the optical design. Figure 3.3 is

an overall view of the nain part of the equipnent..

Also fixed on t.he rails is the fine allgnuent set up for the

int,erferometer. It has been installed just behind the oven chamber and

comes in line with the input light assembly of the interferometer lrhen





the chamber is

light source

diffuser
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drawn f orward ( tr'igure 3.3 ) .

(an ordinary tungsten bulb),

IE consists of a broad-band

translucent glass light

The operation of the fine

the optical design of the

d

and a partially silvered glass plate.

set up wilI also be described withalignmenÈ

equipment.

An essential feature of the design is that the oven chamber and

light guide assembly does not couple directly wiEh the optical rable. Ir

is, instead, guided into a canopy fixed to Ehe Eop of the oven Èabre

itself (rigure 3.4). The periphery of Èhis canopy is joined ro the

optical table through a light tight unstretched black rubber sheet

(Figure 3.5). Movements and vibrat.ions of the oven table are con-

sequently not transmitted directly to Ehe optical table. Holes through

the canopy and slate of Èhe opEical table al1ow light transmission from

the oven chanber lighE guide to the input light assembly of Ehe spec-

troneter. An EHT interlocking microsv¡itch inside the canopy senses the

light guide in iEs ".tp" position. Threaded feet and locking nuts help

adjust Ehe oven table level relat.ive to the optical table.

3.4.3 The Oprical Table

As can be seen in Figure 3.3, the opEical table is basically a slate

slab herd separaÈe from, but on the top of the oven table. The 890 x 610

x 50 n¡n3 slab weighs about 75.5 kg (densiry abour 2.g c/.^3>. rr resrs

on a frame of hollow 50 x 50 mm square tubing and a 30 mrn thick rubber

padding is provided under Ehe feet of the structure. Two layers of a

special vibration absorbing neoprene mounting pad (MI64, Mackay

Sllentruba, Kent Town, Adelaide) have been introduced, underneath Ehe

slate. A I55 mm diameÈer hole through Èhe slaÈe accommodaEes the oven

n



FIGURE 3.4: The oven table with its
canopy. The oven chamber
fixed on jack and rails
on the table Eop ( see
previous figure ) :_s
directed into this canopy
for 3D TL operation.

EHT Interlock
Mi croswí tch 0ptical Base Plate

=--Slate Slab Optical Table
Light

Lighc Tight Unsrrerched Rubber
Oven Table Canopy

The oven table canopy and the optical table
join through an unstretched light tight rubber
sheet for vibration ísolation. The figure also
shows the light guide on the oven chamber.

1

FIGUR.E 3. 5

Oven Chamber
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table canopy (Figure 3.5).

The 470 x 470 x 20 ron3 (32.5 kg) nild sreel opticat base pì.are is

Ehe same as used in Ehe previous design. In the present d.esign, however,

t,he slate slab and Ehe steel plate have been bolted at t\4renty E.hree

poínts in a nearly equally spaced pattern (Figure 3.6). The surfaces

\¡/ere initially flattened to better than 0.05 ron and a 25 pm Èhick teflon

sheeE \{as spread in beÈween. The adjoining surfaces of the bolts v/ere

also machined for a uniform contact and an equal torque of about 50 Nn

was applied on each bolt. These tneasures \¡¡ere chought to be necessary

for a fairly uniforro degree of stiffness Ehroughout the optical base.

The gun-blue blackening of E.he base plate provides a non-reflecting and

rust protected surface for the opEical components.

It ís wort.h mentioning at this stage EhaÈ the neasures Eaken to

nodify Èhe optical table design for added stiffness and stability may not

be the besE methods available from the poinE of view of contemporary

technology. They are, however, much cheaper!

The t\./o options considered for stiffness r¡rere Èo fabricate an open

cel1 ribbed strucE,ure wit.h metallic tubing and then weld the exist.ing

plate on it or, ot.herwise, to bolt it on a rigid slate slab. The latter

I¡Ias pref erred for the ribbed struct,ures are known for persistent, low

resonant frequencies of high amplitude which are hard co isolate ('Table

systen alternatives aE a glancet, Newport Research Corporation Catalogue

I980, p.3).

The sources of disturbing vibrations in the laboratory considered

were the noEor of the vacuum punpr the air condiE,íoner, the oven chamber

translation, and operaËorrs movements 1n t.he laboratory. Two isolaÈion

syster0s were considered: the rubber composite pads usable for danping



TI,TO LAYERS OF
VIBRATION ABSORBING
MOTJNTING PAD

FIGURE 3.6: Steel oPEical base plate and slate slab stiffening bolts patEern.
Each bolt was tightened to the same torque of 50Nm. The vtbration
isolation rubber sheet under the slab ís also shown.
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frequencies from above 15 Hz (see sirentruba caEalogue No. 5g t9g3 pp l-
2), and the pneunatic pressurised tubes usable for frequencies above I-2

Hz (see e.g. an article on tVibration Isolation'in NRC Catalogue I9g0 pp

l2-19). The former was tried first for its relative rigidity and less

constant care problems.

The low frequency noise between tvro to fifteen llz is atEributed. Eo

the floor notion (see reference above). once conpleEed., t.he optical
systen was tested for any adverse effects d.ue to normal laboratory

operation. Results of one such experiment are shown in Figure 3.7. The

instrument was aligned for a bright tight fringe output for Ehe He-Ne

laser light (no field stop) and common laboratory operations and soüe

credible accident.s v/ere performed to observe any fringe deflec.tion. No

adverse effects r¡/ere seen for common lab opeaEions and movements.

For credible accidents like dropping a tool on the optical table or

abnormal floor vibrations, a sErongly damped vibration of about I Hz and

I/l rd of a fringe took place. The system was therefore approved and no

instabílity due to common 1ab operations have been experienced over the

pasE few years.

3.4.4. the tical onent,s

MosE optical cotrponents reused from the previous design have been

remounted on the steel base plate in the sane manner as before. The

reflect.ing surfaces have been repolished and recoated. The najor

addit,ion ín the interferomet.er ís an (SG IOI) star ginbal mount for Èhe

fixed mirror. It has been supplled by Burleigh Instruments Inc. (New

York) but its base and mirror frame have been modifíed to maÈch E.he rest

of the optical setuP with the opEical axis at about 66 nn above the base
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Results of an experiment to test the alignment stabí1ity of the optical system
under various operating and credible accident condÍtions. (a) Sti1l (b) lab
operatíonal i.e. vacuum pump, air conditíoner on-and operator working (c) a
tool weighing 2509 dropped several times from a height of about 30cm on the
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plate. The gimbal mount enables fine alignment, control through the bias

volÈages on two (pZ 40) piezoelectric transducers. A sliding door,

fitted with an EHT interlock nicroswiEch in Ehe light tight cover,

provides access to Èhe micrometers, both on Ehe gimbal mourit and the

movable mirror, for any adjustnents t.hat. nay be required. The light

tight chanber can also be opened froun the top for betEer access to most

componenEs on the base plate. Figure 3.8 is a view of the optical

comPonents as taken fron Ehe Èop. This figure has been labelled with an

overlay explaining various components.

The input light assembly comprises a field lens, a front surface

mirror and a Fresnel 1ens. The 50 mm diameter and about 2OO uÌm focal

length field lens, with its focal plane paralleI to the base plate is

coaxial wiEh the aspheric lens of the light guide on the top of the oven

chamber. The ll5 x 80 ¡om front surface aluminium coated mirror inclined

at an angle of 45" reflects the light input normal t.o its previous

course and along the optícal axis of Ehe interferometer (Figure 3.9a).

The 81 nm díameter and about f02 mm focal lengt.h Fresnel lens guides it

on to the interferomet.er. I\rrther details on the interdistances and.

oPeration of this input light asseubly are given in the optical design of

the equipment.

The opEical componenEs of the interferometer require additional

mounEing care for firm but unstrained holdings. DisÈorted or strained

surfaces clearly show, particularly through t.he colour contrast and

distortíons in the white light fringe patterns near the compression.

Loose mounts lead to an unstable pattern and can often be detected by

gentle tapping or by a finger stress and release on the suspected.

component.
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The aluminium coated I0 nn thick 33 mm in diameter glass substrate

mirrors of the present interferomet.er rest on three point contact

phosphor bronze discs. They are hel-d in frames with t.hree grub screws

pressing against a paper ríng, padded at the front. surface. The fixed

mirror frame can be adjusted in the threaded holder of t.he girobal mount

(Figure 3.9b). The novable rnirror frame is mounted on a parallel leaf

canËilever spring arrangement as shown in Figure 3.9 (c). The mirror can

be pushed forwards and backwards in sEeps between Ewo selected limiEs

just by selecting appropriate initial bías and step size for a PZT 44

(Burleigh, Nev/ York) piezoelectric t.ransducer pusher. Coarser adjust-

ments can be made through a fractional micromeEer whích pushes an optical

grade stage with Ehe PZT pusher fixed on ir. Jensen (1982, ch.9) gives

a detailed discussion on the merits and consEruction of t.he movable

mirror stepping rqechanisn. Some relevant aspects of Ehe scanning cycle

of t,his mechanism are cited in Section 3.7 of this chapEer.

Figure 3.9(d) is a side view of the beam splitter/compensator

holder. The two plates spaced by thin paper st,rips are held wit.h

phosphor bronze curred leaf springs. Each plate measures 16 x 54 x 6.5

tt3 and the sandwiched. surface on the beam splitter is partiaLly coated

with aluninium for nearly equal out.put transmission efficiency over the

entire region of spectral interest.

The output light gaEhering assenbly has been shown in Figure

3.9(e). A combinaEion of two thin Fresnel lenses (81 mn diameEer, 37.m

combined focal length) is held in fronE of the EMI 9635Q4 phoÈomultiptier

tube in lEs cooling unit.. The Product,s of Research (MassachuseEts)

thermoelectric-liquid heat exchange unit TEI04, with a double non-fogglng

quartz window, has been raLsed on an 8 rnn high plate Èo match the optical
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axis. Holes at the appropriate places on this plate a1low for the bolts

on t.he optical base plate as shown in Figure 3.6.

A parallel light input assembly with an aperture and lens arrange-

ment can be seen in Figure 3.8. A 3 mm diameter gap in the aluminiun

coaËing of the fronr surface mirror (Figure 3.9a) àllows the light

through the optical axis of the interferometer. The assembly can be

illuminated externally by opening a window províded in the líghr tight

chanber.

A similar parallel light arrangement il-lurnínates a t0 mm d.iameter

diffused glass 'simulaÈedrTL disc of the constant intensity light source

(Figure 3.9f). This assembly fits on the oven chamber and, with the

light guide on its top, can be inEerfaced with the inEerferometer for

experiments through t,he same optical set-up. The name rconstant inten-

sity light source'on1y refers to the fact that, unlike Ehe thermolunin-

escence signal, the light t,hroughput does not change as a function of

temperature (or tine) during the course of operation. Several illus-

trative experiments reported in the previous chapEer were performed using

this assembly.

3.5 THE OPTICAL DESIGN

Mounting of most optical component.s used in the presenc design has

been ill-ustrated in a previous sub-sect.ion. The present. section is

confined to the optícal operat.ion of these components as a parE of a

Fourier transform spectrometer. General principles of performance and

the theory of a l{ichelson interferometer are well illust.rated in several

books on inEerferometry and specÈroscopy (see e.g. Michelson , r9z7 ;

Be1r, L972; Tolansky, L973; charnberlain, l97g; steel, l9g3). ExcepE

ì!
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for a very brief íntrod.ucEion and some rerevant. ciEation, t.hese

principles will not be described. in any det.ail.

3.5. I The Bearn li tter

As has been mentioned. earlíer ín introd.ucing basic principles of
Fourier transforrn spectroscopy (chapter 2), t.he essentiar feaEures of a

Michelson interferometer are a half sirvered surface and t\^ro nirrors
arranged to reflect back the light beams splic at the surface. An

identical prate placed in front of the bean spliLting layer conpensa¡es

for additíonal paEh and phase changes inEroduced by the substrate.
Design specifications of these plates are given in Figure 3.9(d).

The surfaces are specified ro be flat to ),/zo (¡.-soo nm) on borh sides,
with parallelísrn beEter than 5 arc seconds. The 50:50 spritting
aluminium layer in fact refers to a 447. reflectivity measurement

nonitored for a 570 nm wavelengt.h of light beam lncident at 45" during
evaporative aluninium coating.

The optical properties of alurninium fil¡os vary significantly wiEh

1íght wavelength and coating thickness in this region. Reflection an¿

transmission lines in Figure 3.10(a) have been d.ravm using the d.ata froro
Table 6g-4 (p6-159) of Èhe American rnsriEure of physics Hand,book (3rd

edition) ' The dotted línes for 570 nm have been interpolated.. The bold
line which joins the poinEs of equal splitting ratios for various wave-

lengths indicates that it is achieved at different coating thicknesses
and at different reflection (R) or E.ransmission (T) coefficienÈs. The

line passes t]htough 42"1 refrectivity at 570 nm which is close to Ehe one

quoted by Ehe supplier for thís specific beam_splitter.

Be1l (L972, ch.9) discusses the spectral response and efficiency of
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different types of beam splitter coatings (mostly applicable to infra-red
spectroscopy). rE is easy Èo visualise Ehat the pair of beams inter-
fering in Ehe output arn are reflect.ed and transmitted once through the
beam splitter (rigure 3'r0rb). Neglecting any other light rosses, the
effíciency of a Michelson interferomeËer ís given by

Efficiency (À) = 2n(l) x T(r) (3.1)

For an ideal beam spliÈter both R and T equal 0.5 and a maxi¡ourn 50"Á of
the input light power wil1, therefore, be transmit E.ed through the
output' Absolute efficiency value estimates for different waveleng¡hs

are shown as an insert i.n Figure 3.10(b). These varues correspond. to
coaÈing thicness for 42"Á (estimated) anð. 447" (specified) reflecriviry at
570 nn' The results indicate the absolute efficiency of about 0.35 with
a maximuro of about ro% varíation over the spectral range. These figures,
obtained through interpolation between two data points mây, however, be

regarded as a fair but nominal estimate and a further decrease by a few

percent due to an oxide layer formation may also be possible (see e.g.
Holland, 1966) ' The oxide formation is sonewhat logarithnic in nature
with tine (..g. Eley and Wilkinson, 1959) and the effect slows down after
a few Eonths of deposition. t{ol1and (1966) shows 4"1 and gZ decrease 

'nreflectiviÈy around 530 nm light after exposure in air for fifty days and

four years respectivery. The corresponding numbers for 600 nm J_ight

input are 27" and, 5"/".

The Mírror S

$

3.5.2

The effective diameter of the front surface aluninium coated. mirrors
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in the present design is about 30 ûuD., l¡hile about 4 mn width on the

peripheries is heLd under the frane (Figure 3.9, b. and c). According to

Ehe suppliers, the mirror surface is flat to \/20. For r- 500 nm, a

surface ripple of 25 nm is Èherefore possíble. The effect of mirror

surface non-uniformities and maladjustments has been discussed. in the

prevíous chapEer with reference to Èhe performance of the existing
equipment (Section 2.4.3). It has been shown for exanple t.hat Ehe

interferograms can be record.ed for Iight input over the entire range of

i-nterest (350-750 nm) but for a given inpur lighr intensity the
j'ncoherent componenE increases with decreasing wavelength (Figure 2.6).
A corresponding decrease in the conputed spectral intensity will

therefore be seen. Figure 3.I1 shows the interferograms for a - 550 nn

light input from a light enitting diode. These have been recorded for
restricted fields of view using field stops of varying diameters. The

purpose of this experiment h/as to resolve the contribution of the (fie1d

of view dependent) mírror alignment limits and Ehe (random) surface non-

uniformities. The incoherent. component. varies only slightly which is,
therefore, mostly attributed. to Ehe surface non-uniforrnities in the range

of x/20. This experiment also shows the effecEiveness of the mirror
alignrnent procedure which will be illustrated in a following sub-secE.ion.

3. 5.3 The In r0 tics

The input optícs of Èhe equipnent comprise a light guide Ehat fits
on the oven charnber (Ftgure 3.5) and inpuÈ light assenbly fixed on the

steel base plate (Figure 3.9a). Various components of the input opEícs
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can be seen in Figure 2.L of. the previous chapter, where Ehese were drawn

as a part of an overall skeÈch of a Fourier transform spectroneter. some

specificaEions of these componencs have arso been given in a previous

section in connection with Ehe mechanical design of the equipment.

As can be seen froro the rays t.raced in Figure 3.L2, t.he input
optical components form a real and about Ehree times magnified image of
the sanple disc (on Ehe oven plate) ín Ehe mirror planes of the spec-

trometer' rhe front surface inclined ¡oirror and the beam splitter have

been omitted in the equivalent design for ray tracing. Refraction
through the bean splitter, however, introduces about 4nm displacement of
the optical axis which has been accounted for in the actual design
( Figure 3.10b) .

The angle of incidence 'o' of the rays upon the interferometer
mirrors as determined by the input opcics controls the resolving power of
the inst.rument (Section 2.4.2, Chapter 2). l{ith no f ield stop, Orr* f o.
this instrument is about I6o or solid angle about 0.24 steradians. The

resolving po\¡rer (12 /¡r ) as obtained. using the Equation 2.20 of the

previous chapter is therefore abouE 26. The êtendue of the equipnent
(defined as the producE. of the beam area and the solid angl-e) is abouE

182 nnn2.

3.5.4 The Our t icst

The output optics consist of a pair of Ëhin Fresnel

photoroultiplier tube in its cooling unir (figure 3.9e).
Fresnel lenses forms the image of inEerferometer nirrors in
the photocathode of the photomulriplier tube (Figure 3.13).

Temperature dependent dark current of the Èube can

lenses and a

The seE of

the plane of

be reduced
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through the Ehermoglectric liquid cooling unit.
not operated for the work presented in this thesis

baekground counts typically Iess than f00 Hz (or

for the existing photonultiplier.

This cooling unit r4¡as

because of already 1ow

5 counts per channel)

3.5.5 Fine Alignroent

Methods of ¡[ichelson interferometer alignment and various types of
fringes are well discussed^ in books on interferorùetry (e,g. l,fichelson

L927, Tolansky L973, SEeel t9g3, and Be11 1972). Jensen (IIBZ, Ch"9)

describes in detail a method applicable to the existing interferometer.
The coarsest alignment involves locating the mirrors and beam

spritEer holders in appropriate positions so Ehat the later aJ-ignnent is
well within the adjustment range on t.he roounts.

No matter what technique is used for the int.ernediate alignment

step' the aim is Eo observe what is commonly referred. to as the ,white

light fringes'. These nulticoloured. fringes, formed by the broad.-band.

(white) light sources, are seen near ZPD and, as expected from E.he broad.

band interference patEerns (chapter 2), fade sharpry in intensity on the
trso sides ' The first few coloured fringes can easily be seen separated
by dark destrucÈive interference lines. The symmeÈry of the colour
paEtern on both sides of a central fringe provides (although coarse)
first hand inforrnation about the absence of any phase error. The

intermediate alignrnenE Eay require ad,justments on Èhe micrometers and

grub screr{s of the mirror holders. rhese provisions are easiry
accessible in the present design by opening the side and top lids of the
inEerferometer cover.

The final step is the fine alignment of the nii rrors. The central
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bright fringe is brought in Ehe middle so thaL iÈ inrersects wirh rhe

optical axis and the mirrors are aligned parallel to ensure that iE

covers the entire field of view. Several coloured fringes covering the

whole field of view can Ehen be observed. through stepping the mirror on

eiEher side of zpD. unÌess by choice, the white light fringes, once

obtained in the intermediate setting, were never lost over the operaËion

of the last few years; whieh says much for the stability of the

equipnent. The fine alignment is, however, a day to day requirement

before operation and the set up is now described.

In a l{ichelson interferometer a second complementary set of fringes
is produced by t.he pair of reflect.ed beams which E.ravel towards the

source (Figure 3. l0b). These complemen.ary fringes can be seen by

intercepting the beam using another beam splitter in the input arm (see

e.g. steel' I983). This property has been used. for fine alignmenE. As

has been described in a previous section on the mechanical design,

diffused white light is shown to Ehe interferometer through the field
lens in the input assembly. The complemenEary interference pattern is
viewed using a partly coated glass plate. The interferomeEer ruirrors can

now be aligned by adjusting the bias voltages both for the ginbal mount

and the movable nirror pusher, viewing simult.aneously the enEire circular
image through the partially coated glass plate. This sec up is partly
visible in Figure 3.3.

3. 5.6 The Movable Mirror Dríve

It can be derived from Equarion (2.24) in
useful optical path difference scan limits ín

to be L9.4 um on each side of the ZpD. Even

ChapEer 2 that the maximum

an interferogran turn out

for a monochromatic light
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input in the Present spectral range of interest, no further improvement

in the resolution is expected in scanning beyond this limit. The total
of 38'8 un (or i9.4 pn on each side of ZPD) is an oprical path difference
(OPD) well within the range of the novabre mirror drive, which is up to
80 ¡rn optical path difference or 40 ¡rm physical displacemen¡ of the

mirror and corresponds to the transducer bias change from 0 to 1000v.

As has been discussed in Section 2.7 of Ehe previous chapter, the

optimun OPD step size for the present. work is about 30 nn. Both Ehe

initial bias and step size can be selected through potentioneter knobs on

the front panel of the transducer control unit, while che t.otal number of
steps and stepping rate are options in the cont,rol computer progranme.

The data presented in this thesis have nostly been collected for 512

steps, each of about 30 nn optíca1 path difference and at a stepping rate
of I00 Hz. The equipment design, however, offers a varieEy of com-

binations of movable rnirror stepping parameters and this aspect will be

further illusÈrated in Èhe next section on the electronics design of Ehe

equipnenE.

The effect of step non-linearity of the piezo erectirc pushers on

the performance of the exisÈing equiproent will be discussed in section
3.7 .

3.6 THE ELECTRONICS

rn principle, the electronic design of Ehe equipnent is sinple.
Appropriately pre-scaled pulses from the same vortage controlled
oscillaÈor (vco )c'2206) are used t.o provide sEep ramps for the current
through the oven transformer, for cycling t,he novable mirror of the
interferometer and for advancLng the daÈa output channels. The heatlng
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rate from

which can

the front of the control unir (Figure 3.14).

control voltage raup ranges from zeEo to Lo.24 volts

steps. A total of L0240 pulses from the VCO are pre-

The oven

covered in 256

scaled by 40 for this purpose. A chromel alumel therno-couple welded

under Ehe niddle of the heating plate provides the oven-temperat.ure

signal with reference to an autocold. junction (ACJ2). The signal outpu¡

is swtitchable to gains such that L0.24 volts correspond eiEher to 5L2"

or to 1024"C- The latter enables heating up to about I000'C but the

system was not actually used above 800oC or so. The difference bet\.reen

the ramp and the Ehermocouple output ís read as the servo-error, which in
fact deternines the current increment through the primary coils of the

oven transformer. Each of the 256 ramp steps, therefore, corresponds to

heating up to 2 or 4K depending upon Ehe mode of operation.

As the oven Ís driven by Èhe servo-error, the physical (or thermo-

couple) signal always lags the ramp signal which is actually used as a

temperature index for the purpose of recording. Figure 3. l5 indicates

that, due to increasing heat loss, the Iag increases with tempera¡ure,

the maximum being about 25K aE 800C. A 1ínear correction by about -37" of.

teEperature above 300"C to all presentations in this thesis will there-

fore lead to more realistic estimates.

Discrete steppíng of Ehe oven temperature is not noticed. at higher

heaEing rates (lOKs-l or above). At cornparatively lower heating raEes

(tp to about 5 Ks-I), the discrete heating produces a small undeslrable

ripple in the TL signal, depending upon the hearing rat,e ( Figure

3' l6a). A switchable capacit.or has therefore been provided in the

0.2 to 100 Ks-l is determined by the frequency of these pulses,

be dialled on a calibrated Een turn pot.entiometer provided on

panel
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present design which smoothes Ehe

the servo-error ( Figure 3. t6b) .

rates between I to 5 Ks-I.

54.

amplified

Its use

thermocouple

is recommended

output and hence

at. low heating

As can be seen through Figure 3.14, the data accunulat,lon channels

can be advanced for 20,10,5 or 2 signals per degree rise in ten-
perature, the last option being exclusive to the 2D roode of operation.
Two sixEeen bit buffer counters share TTL pulse eounting fron alternate
channers while Èhe oEher is read. by the conmodore 2001 pET computer. A

naximum of 65025 counts can be stored per channel. once saturated Ehe

channel recycles itserf so thaE the useful information is not lost.
BoEh phoromulriplier rubes (EMI 9635QA) for Ehe 3D and 2D glow curve

outputs are used in photon counting mod.e. The NrM output pulses from the

discrirninaror-anplifier (ORTEC 9302 ) go ro a rare_nerer (ORTEC 9349 )

and a Nrl''l to TTL purse stret.cher. A switchabre pre-scalar ( l , z,4 rg,L6)
is also incorporated on the front panel to âccommqds¡g high inEensity
signals without channel saturation. The optimuro EHT voltages for 2D and

3D photomulripliers are +1400v and -I650v respectively (rhe opposire

signs are correct).

The roovable mirror drive ranp cau be cycred in 64, Lzgr 256 or 5rZ

steps each side, so that several interferograms can be recorded while the

sanpì-e is heated. The tenperature interval limits per interferogram in
the present design vary fron 3.2 to 204.g K. For TL spectra reported. in
this thesis ' t\^/enty interf erograms each covering a leroperature range of
25-6 K are record.ed while the sample is heated. to 5lz c at a rate of
_ -l)Ks 

" 
rt has been mentioned earlier that the step size an¿ initial

position of the mirror can be adjusted through knobs on an RC44

(Burleigh) ramp generator, which has been modified Eo supply independent
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bias voltages for t$ro PZ4O transducers of the fixed mirror star girobal

mount as we1l.

Figure 3.I7 is a block diagram of various elecÈronic components in

data accumulation and anlysis. The raI¡I daEa are transferred over a

serial RS 232 link to an MS-DOS personal computer (Olivetti M24 ) for

analysis wirh a superior processing po\.Ier. Presently up Eo twenty data

files can be Eransferred, analysed and retrieved overnight through Ehis

method. The PET Comroodore interfaced Eo Ehe systen is not used for this

purpose and the data stored on the ftoppy discs is instead analysed on an

independent seÈ up. A possibility to analyse the data on the University

main computer VAX F exists but it is not preferred, mainly for a long

queue due Èo heavy day and night work load. Spectrum printing and

plotting routines do exist for MS-DOS, but part of the the data presented

in this Èhesis has been ploEÈed using the facilities around the Comnodore

in the 3D TL Laboratory (i.e. a HewleEc Packard 7225l^ X-Y plotter,

Commodore Tractor Printer 4022P printer and Commodore CBl"l Model 8050 dual

disc drive).

3.7 HYSTERESIS IN PIEZO ELECTRIC PUSHERS

Non linearity of the step size due to hysteresis in the piezo

electric transducer cycles has been noticed by various users of (Fabry-

Perot) spectroroet.ers (see e.g. Hernandez, 1978; Basedow and Cocks,

f979). According to the suppliers, the Burleigh PZT pushers rexhibit

typical characteristics of high motion PZT materials i.e. subsE.anEial

non-linearity, creep and hyst.eresis' . The suppliers pointed out that for

applications requiring large, precise and rapid linear steps Ëhe PZT
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pushers will Probably Present some problems (Instruction Manual for pzT

Pushers, Burleigh Inst.runent Inc. New york).

Operation of the movable mirror drive wiEh a pZT44 pusher \{as,

Eherefore, examined- Results shown in Figure 3.lg (a-d) indicat.e that
considerable non lineariE,y exists in Ehe stepping mechanism over the

frequency range of operation of normal interest. It is also evident that

after the first hal_f cycle (plotted as a dotted line), Ehe mirror drive
tends to stay in the same hysteresis loop for Ehe rest (rp to twenty)

half cycles. Each half cycle here corresponds to the stepping for an

interferogram. Curves for the second. half cycle have been replotted in
Figure 3.18e for convenience of comparison. These curves show a stight
increase in the rmechanical resistance' at higher stepping rates. This

observation is in line with what has been expected fro¡n the pZT pushers.

If the shape of the hysteresis curve is known, then sone improvenent

in the scan linearity can be rnade by applying a non-linear scan

voltage. This facility actually exisLs on the RC44 ramp genera¡or, and

the value of a quadratic correction factor can be adj usted with a

programmable ramP adjust potentioneter (Tech Meno/Instruction l{anual for
RC-43/44 Ramp Generat.ors, Burleigh rnstruments rnc., New york ). with

the existing set uP, this facility is useful for a fairly linear scan in
one direction at the expense of added non-lineariEy on che reverse half
cycle' Changing the stepping rate will require readjustnents (see Figure

3.18e).

An alternate solution would be Eo independently monitor the step

size by incorporating an additional s¡na11 referencing interferoneter
sharing the same mirror drive, or by mounting a capacitance displacement

transducer and using Ehe öutput in a servo system Eo cont.rol the ramp.
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This has not been necessary in the present case.

Results presented in Figures 3. l8(a-e) are in fact the plots of

second order polynornial fits upon the points corresponding Lo Ehe maxina

and rninina of a monochronat.ic (laser) light lnterferogran which, in the

absence of any non-linearit.y, are expected to fall at equally spaced step

numbers. Figures 3.19(a-c) show thaE all odd (with the exception of the

first) and all even hatf cycle scans produce sets of nearly identical

interferograms, leading pracEically to t.he sane loop.

Use of such polynomials has been found to provide satisfactory

correction for t.he mirror step size at Lhe analysis stage of each run

comprising several samples. A laser light calibrarion run of four or six

interferograns is , therefore, performed using the consÈant intensity

light source assembly and for Èhe same knob seEtings as in the actual

sample run. Third and fourth interferograms are usually used for

computing t.he odd and even polynomial coefficients.

The step non-linearit.y correcEion is inporEant and its significance

increases \,¡ith narrowing input light band width. Figure 3.20(a) shows

the corrected spectrum for a laser and a broad-band light inpuÈ which

will look different from the expected shape if no correction ís applied

for Ehe non-linear step síze.

3.8 THE TEMPERATURT EFFECT

Performance of most electronic and opEical components is affected to

a smaller or greaEer extent by changing laboratory temperature. Some

results of experiments to observe the effect of Eemperature on the

performance of this equipment are summarised in this secËion.
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Figure 3.2I(a-c) shows Ehe effect of laboraÈory temperature change

on the counting electronics (2o mode). It leads to a correction factor

of about -17" Per degree rise in temperat.ure. The change \¡/as brought

about artificialty by readjustlng the room air-cond.itioning which is

normally kept at 22+I"C. No tenperaEure corrections (within 2"Á or so)

have, therefore, been applied to the count rates present.ed. in Ehis

thesis.

I'Iith the linear thermal expansion coef f icient of l.2xL0-5 , the steel

optical base plate wiJ-l expand by about. nine wavelengths of He-Ne light

per degree change in temperature. This expansion is only about one laser

wavelength longer than thaE of the underneath slate optical table which

has an expansion coefficient of 1.04x10-5 (for these coefficÍents see

Newnes Engineer's Reference Book p.1627, lOth ed. George Newnes Ltd.,

London 1965). The overall expansion along t.he thickness of Èhe slaEe

slab and steel plate will be about 760 nm. Such sna1l tangential and

vertical expansions can easily be accommodated in Ehe fittings of the

bolts and against the teflon layer between the coupling surfaces. Little

temperature change is expected during a run of several hours and minor

effects can be corrected using the fine alignment set up described in the

opEical design of rhe equipnent (secrion 3.5.5). Day to day fine serring

requirements can partly be atLributed to srighE temperature changes.

A possibility of serious effect of any relatively local temperaËure

rise due to heating the oven strip Eo several hundred. degrees in the

vicinity of Ehe optical base plate was also examined. Figure 3.22 shows

the results of an experiment based on observi.ng any Eemperature dependant

fringe shift. White lighc was shone Ehrough Èhe parallel lighr assembly

(section 3.4.4, Figure 3.8) while Ehe oven \¡ras heated up to 500c ar a

rate of 5Ks-1. No adverse effects of oven Èempeature changes are

evident.

Þ
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rate of 5Ks-I. No adverse effects of oven temperature changes are

evidenE.



"l^/hile it nay be admitted t.hat
method of visibility curves is
certain, iË has nevertheless proved
cases where Ehe effects Eo be
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CEAETER FOUR

COMPUTATION OF SPECTRA

the analysis of spectral lines by the
somewhat lndirect and not ent.irely
of considerable value, especially in
observed are beyond the povrer of

(4.4. Ifichelson, L927)

4. I INTRODUCTION

This chapE.er is about the overall perforroance of the equipment as a

3D-TL spect.romeEer. The method adopted to compuEe t,he spectra from the

ran interferogram data has been described and results compared with the

spectra of known constant intensiry sources and thernoluminescence

phosphors. A section is devoted to describing the status of È.he equip-

ment among other existing thermoluminescence spectromecers. Thermo-

luminescence (2D) glow-curve recording is also mentioned..

4.2 RUNNING THE EQUIPMENT

The 2D TL glow curve system is not much different from most other TL

equipments (McKeever, 1985; aitken, l9g5; Singhvi and. I^Iagner, I9g5).

The oven chamber and the photornultiplier system have been described in

Ehe previous chapter on the equiprnent design. The chamber is evacuated

below 4xl0-3 torr, isolated from the vacuum line, supplied with high

puriEy argon aE 2f"/ni¡ and heaEed to a chosen temperature (maximun 800'C)

aE a suitable heating rate (rated beEween 0.2-100 Ks-I, not tried above

20 fs-l). The TL signal output is simultaneously registered for half a

degree heating int.ervals (ligure 4.1). The main operation is controlled
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t,hrough a computer programme, and the data can be stored, retrieved,

printed and plotted with various options, like black body subtracÈ.ion,

regions of interest, normalízation and scaling.

The naj or use of Ehe equipment is, however, âs a 3D TL spec-

trometer. As can be seen from Figure 4.2, its operation is, in

principle, similar Eo Ehe 2D TL glow-curve syst.en; the only addition

being an interferomeÈer bet.ween the oven and the photo-nultiplier. The

data are regístered more frequently (i.e. fron 5 to 20 signals per degree

rise in tenperature) while the novable nirror of the interferometer is

scanning a given optical path difference in a preset number of sEeps.

Each of t.he one way scan outputs represents whaÈ ís cal1ed a (raw)

interferogram. The data are stored if later spectral i.nformation is

desired. Indívidual ínterferogram display, print and ploE routines are

available in the main control programne.

Four Eo six interferograms for a He-Ne laser J-ight input are

recorded for the same seEtings as for the TL operation. This informat.ion

is used for calibrating the movable nirror stepping mechanism, âs

explained in Section 3.7 of Chapter 3.

The piezo-electric pusher PZT 44 is subject to some creep and the

fringe position tends to shift by one or Èr^ro steps fron one Eo anoEher

inÈerferogram. This effect is apparent in Flgure 3.19 of chapter 3,

where alternate odd and even numbered interferograms are plotted for the

sake of comparison. This small change does not affect the movable mirror

step size polynomial fiE (Figure 3.18, chapter 3) and, in most cases,

cycling the roirror for a few minuÈes prior to the actual operation

overcomes Èhe creep and corresponding fringe shifts (Figure 3.22, Chap¡er

3).
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Generallyr âû equipxnent warming-up tine of some 30 minutes is

required, particularly for the RC-44 PZT bias supply and initial de-

gassing of the vacuum line.

As has been mentioned in the previous chapter, ten-t,urn

poÈent.ioneEers provided on the front panel can be dialed for sult.able

heating raEe, and movable mirror average step size. The computer conErol

programme t.hen offers a variety of opt.ions to select t.he total nurnber of

interferograms, number of steps per inEerferogram and stepping rate (as

the number of steps per degree rise in temperature). These selections

are flexible to suit various possible siEuations of input spectra.

4.3 COI'ÍPUTATION OF THE SPECTRA FROM TI{E INTERFEROGRAMS

Mathematical treatneot of Fourier transform spect.roscopy has been

discussed in ChapÈer 2. Greater decaiL can be found in references like

Bell (1972) and Chanberlain (1979). The conputation of the spectra from

interferograms involves solutions of one or other form of Equation 2.5 or

2.2I of Chapter 2. The zero-path-difference (ZPD) is generaJ-ly easily

locaÈed as t.he step of maximum intensity. The incoherent light intensity

I(-) ideally equals half the intensit.y at ZPD, but for a broad-band

inpuE., is nore precisely deEermined by Èhe average intensiEy over the

int.erferogran (Sett, L972). The optical path difference 'x' as measured

from the ZPD equals twice t.he novable mirror displacement, which, for the

present set uP, does not change linearly with Ehe sÈep number. The exact

value of x at each step can, however, be determined using Ehe procedure

laid down in Section 3.7 of the previous chapter.

It Eay be recalled from Chapter 2 that È,he output intensiEy I(x)

st.ored as the raI¡I interf erogram data is related to the inpuE spectrum
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I (x)

where'Cr is a constant and I(o), Ehe intensity at ED, is given by

r(o) 2cl- B(k) dk

B(k) as

n

Irr(o rt) here denotes the

the interferometer while

c/- n{ t) ãio*do* Llz t(o) (4.1)

(4.2)
o

The input light spectrum from Ehe mineral samples depends upon the

thermoluminescence properties plus incandescent g1ow. It Eherefore

varies continuously over the sanpling tine. The ouEput inrensity r(x) as

given by EquaEion 4. I has, therefore, to be replaced by its time

dependant counterpart as

I (x,t) c/-n,r(t,r ) ãik*at + L/2 tni.o,t) (4.3)
o

intensity as it

recording the nth

difference txt between

would be seen at the ouEput of

inEerferogran if, at time ttt,

the two beams is set to zero.the optical path

The tine dependent intensity variation of the interferograms can be well

appreciated through Figure 4.2.

The derivation of Equation 4.3 offers no problems due to its tine-

dependence. The inverse Fourier transform Èo obtain nrr(krt) is, however,

noÈ possible in principle. Such inEensity variations are not relaEed to

the movable mirror position as an interference patt.ern and produce errors

quite independent of the input spectrum. The optical paEh difference tx'

changes in physical t.ime 't' which makes the input spectrum a funcgion of
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txt as well. i.e.

Bn(k, t) = Brr(k,x) (4.4)

Now Èhe Fourier Eheorem is strictly valid for consEant sPectral ernission

in the x domain; and as is shown in Figure 4.3 (a'b), attempt.s Eo

transform Equation 4.3 generate uisleading infornation changing with the

shape of the intensity curves (or ra\./ interferograns). Single sided

inE.erferograns offer an added difficulty of exactly locaEing the ZPD.

This problen is overcome through defining a time function and

correcting the interferograms for intensity variations. In nost

practical cases of TL spectroscopy, the recording tine interval for each

interferogram can be selected such Ëhat Ehe spectral intensiÈy nrr(krt)

for the nth interferogram appears only as a slowly varying function of

tiroe. A pure Eime function Frr(E) can then be selected such that

Bn(k,t) = Frr(t) Bn(k) (4.s)

and

t
tf " F(r)drl/tt -r ,l'L - n n-rn-l

(4.6 )

Here [t_-t_ ,] = Àt is the time interval and B-(k) is the average (tinenn-ln
independent) spectral intensity over Ehe registration of Èhe nth

interferogram.

Substituting Br.(k,t) from Ehe Equation 4.5 in 4.3 we obE,ain

I
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Comparing Equation 4.7 with Equarion 4.1,

EquaEion 4.7 gives the interferogram

independent spectral intensity B--(I)-.

transformed to compute \Gt, representing

Equation 4.7 gives

we reali.ze that the L. H. S. of

corresponding to the t.ine

Thís interferogram is Èhen

the nth inEerval. For X = o,

(4.8)

\eil, i.e. the intensity at

(4.e)

I (o,t)

þ = 2cl-s T[t ¿t

Cornparing it with Equation 4.2, we obt.ain

ZPD corresponding to E-@), AS

T-G'
n

Eliminating Frr(t) between Equations 4.7 arrd 4.9, we obtain

çGt f+8# - U = c/; BJE ;ik*¿r (4. l0)

As has been mentioned earlier, r(o,t) is the output intensity at t if the

optical path difference between the interferomecer mirrors is unchanged

from ZPD. Analogous to iEs t.ime independent counterpart, this int,ensity

will be twiee the value if the nirrors are set at large paEh difference

for incoherent light ouEput, i.e.

I
n

(o, t) 2l
n
(-, t) (4.t1)
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-ikx (4 . L2)e dk

Ip GL/ZIJõ ) here deternines Ehe average incoherent intensiEy

corresponding to Bn(k).

Equation 4.12 is just another form of EquaEion 4.7 and gives an

inEerferogram for transformaÈion. ALl terns on the L.H.S. can be

deternined from the raw interferogram daEa Irr(xrt) . Irr(-, t) is the

"inÈensity trendtt over the tiue of recording the nch interferogram. As

has been shown in Figure 4.4, this trend can be fairly determined by a

second-order polynomial fit on the raw interferogram dat.a. The average

intensity f-lõ is also determined as a part of the polynomial fitting

procedure.

Consistent spectral information can be reErieved using Èhis

correction technique (Figure 4.5, where it has been applied Eo Ehe data

of Figure 4.3a).

Two sided Ínterferograms are used to corûpute the spectra using the

relation

Equation 4.10 Ehus becomes

B ¡Nlr(*
j=1

I_(x,r)
qGt tircÐ - Il

j) - r(-)]co"(t*,rÌt . jt=i lr (x ) - I(-)lsin(kx )\\'t,
J J

ZPD) and

changes,

(4. l3)

I(x3 ) is

N is the

Here *j is the optical path difference (measured from

the jth step ouÈput data corrected for the intensity

toEal number of steps in the interferogram.

Two sided interferograms are computed to avoid possible spectral
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distortions caused by any phase error (Chapter Z). The results are

couputed for wavelengrh (X = 2r /U) range of 350-750 nrn at 5 or l0 nm

interval. Fast Fourier transformation using the Cooley-Tuckey al-gorithm

(¡ett, I972) is not suiEable for this speciflc application because of the

non-linear ínterferogram step size and 1i¡oited spect.ral range of

interest.

4.4 CALIBRATION

The light throughpuE efficiency of Èhe opt.ical system e/as experi-
mentally measured using a Xe-lamp, graEing monochromator and pin diode.

Theoretical estimates qTere made using information on refractive indices,
ray optics, mirror and bean spliEter reflection and transmission charac-

teristics. The results can be seen in Figure 4.6. The experinentaì_

results indicate that for the present optical design, the absol-ute lighc
throughput efficiency is about 5'i! or so, which when multiplied wirh Ehe

quantum efficiency of the tube (figure 3.1, Chapt,er 3) reduced to abouE

17"' This product has been plotÈed on a relative scale as Curve,a,in
Figure 4'7 and gives the first informacion about the spectrar response of
the equipnenE. The theoretical estinate of the light throughput is
somewhat less than the experimental value. rt was expected. so, for the

calculations referred to the light through the optical axis on1y, where

the substrate thickness is maxinum; contribut.ion of muJ.tiple reflections
was also neglected.

The actual spectral response curve for Eransforrned. spectra is
obcained by correcting Ehe curve'a'in Figure 4.7 for increasing
incoherent light component of int.erferograms with decreasing i.nput

wavelengËhs (see Section 2.4.3 and Figure 2.6 in Chapter Z). Ir is
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plotted in Figure 4.7 as curve 'b'.
Confirmatory test of calibration is done using a standard tungsten lamp

light calibrated by the CSIRo Division of Standards. Results of one such
experiment are shown in Figure 4.8 and show excellent agreement between
the expected and obtained spectra.
Unless otherwise mentioned, the 3D data presented in thís thesís are not
corrected for the spectral response of the equipment and may be treated
as relative for the purpose of comparison. A corresponding set of revised
figures is, however, enclosed at the end of the thesis. These figures,
corrected for the spectral response of the equipment and also for the
temperature discrepancy as discussed in Section 4.6 of this Chapter, may

be used for comparison wíth similar observatj-ons in other laboratories.
The discussion and conclusions drawn in the thesis aïe not affected.

4.5 APPLICATION TO CONSTANT INTENSITY LIGHT SOURCES

Various types of constant intensity light sources of known input

spec tra !^/ere used f or addi cional E.ests on the perf ormance of the

equiproent.

Results using monochromatic (AÀ = lnm) light inputs of varying

wavelengths are shown in Figure 2.5 and discussed in Section 2.4.2 of

Chapter 2. The peak shift and broadening of the computed spectra are due

to the exte.nded Ehroughput and limit.ed scanning of the interferograms.

Figure 4.9 shows the expected and obtained spectra corresponding to

several broad-band light inputs in different spectral regions. The input

filters in fronE of thelight ra/as generated by placing broad-band

standard lamp mentioned in the previous section. As shown, the compuEed

and expecLed values are in good agreement with each other.

ScintillaÈors of two dif ferent types r^/ere also used. Figure 4.10(a)

is the measured spectrum for a low intensity solid staEe lighr source

("beta light") supplied by D.A. Pítman LEd., surrey. The radioactive

content of t.his light source is lyCi C-I4 which is dispersed in a plastic
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scintillator NEt20. The emission spectrum for this scintillator, as

reported by Facey (1966), showed a nain peak at 424 nm and a sroaller'peak

aE 445 nro wiEh a tailing towards a long wavelength side. These features

are apparent in t.he computed spectra and compare well with the Figure

4.10 (insert) which is afEer the above mentioned reference.

Silver activated zínc sulphide is a well knor.¡n scintillation

phosphor. Its spectrum has been reported by several authors as broad-

band peaking near 450 nm (see e.g. curran,1949; van Gool 1958; Birks

L964). The spectrum conputed for a two sided interferogram correspond.ing

to An-241 alpha induced scintillations in a coulmercially available

ZnS(Ag) screen is shown in Figure 4.10(b). The broad band. peaks ar 445

nm; a snall peak near 390 nn is also suggestive. The insert shows the

reported spect.run after van Gool.

Spectra presented in Figure 4. l0 are not corrected t:: the spectral

response of the equiprnent. In case of the solid state-light, the overall

change in the spectral response is about IO7" wit.hin the nain region of

interest (400-470 nm). The znS(Ag) spectra may shift by several nm

depending upon the art of preparation (van Gool, 1958).

4.6 THERMOLT]MINESCENCE DOSIMETERS

Prior to any application to relatively less reported samples, i.t was

thought most appropriate Èo observe Ehe emission spectra for sone of the

popular dosimeter phosphors and compare them with the reported results.

Figures 4.I1(a-c) show Èhe emission spectra for CaSO4:Dy, TLD 200

and rLD IO0 respect,ively. These phosphors were suppried by Harshaw

Chenical Company, Ohio, in 100 pn grain fraction.

The two spectral peaks at 485 and 580 nm as observed for CaSO4:Dy
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agree erell (within l0 nr) with the values reported by others (".g.

Yarnashita et â1, 197 L; Nambi et â1, 197 4; Portal , I981 ; Horowit,z ,

I984). As suggested by Nambi eE â1, and Portal, the peak location does

not change with temperature. Sone indicaEion of the existence of smaller

peaks before the main peak and at high wavelengths is also apparent and

agrees with t.he spectral information given by Nambi eE al.

TLD-200 (Cafr:Oy) shows peaks around 490 and 595 nm for a beta dose

of 0.1 Gy. This compares well with 483.5 and 576.5 nm as report,ed by

Binder and Cameron (tg0g) for Cs-I37 gamma dose of 500 Gy. A shoulder

near 460 nn is also apparent. Some fine strucEure shown by Sunta (1970)

is, however, not resolved. Peaks beyond 700 nn lie outside the exisEing

spectral range.

TLD I00 (lif:Mg,Ti) shows a broad band spectrum with its peak aL 420

nm ( I'igure 4. I I , c) . This sarople \^ras given 0.4 Gy of beta dose. The

results are in close agreement r¿ith Ehe ones report,ed by Townsend (I983)

and Fairchild (I978a), except È.hat Ehe present specErum reduces in the

long wavelength region due Eo loss of spectral response. Featur.es like

Ehe presence of several specEral peaks and slight shifÈ with increasing

temperature are also suggestive from Èhe present observation as we11.

These det.ails srere, however, not followed any further. Corresponding

glow curves obt,ained by summation over E.he raer inEerf erogran data are

shown in Figure 4.I2(a-c).

The 2D glovr curve corresponding to the spectrun of TLD I00 shows a

series of peaks at 80, 140, 190, 2I5 and 240"C followed by a smaller peak

near 300"C. I,lhereas the nain glow curve features are in agreemenE v¡iLh

oEher observers (Fairchild et al, f978b; Townsend et al., 1983 and

Horowitz, 1984), the peak locat.ions show a consisEent shifE t.o higher
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temperatures. The nain dosimeEry peak, nostly reported to be near 200oC,

appears at 240"C on this apparat.us. portal (l9gI) reports Ehis peak

around 225'c and Ehe smarler high tenperat.ure peak around 275.c.

This temperature shift cannot be att.ributed to the effects like
nature of ionization radiation, because Èhe peak locations are consistent
t¡ith the observations both for gamma and beta dose induced. phosphors

heated on another apparaÈus with a similar heating strip. Glow peaks for
TLD-100 are suggested to follow first ord.er kinetics (Fairchil-d et al.,
I978b; McKeever, 1980)- Peak shifrs due ro differences in initial crap

concentration are also, therefore, not probable.

a sinilar situation arises when the 2D TL glow curves for the other
two dosimeters are compared with the results reported in Ehe references

cited. For exanple caso4:Dy main peak seen at 250"c in Figure 4.r2(a)
has been quoted to be at z2o"c by yamashita et ar. (r97r) and portal
(198I). Nambi (r974) reporrs ir ro be aÈ 2IOoc. Horowirz (r9g4)

nentions that the glow-curve characteristics of caso4:Dy are dependent on

details of preparation procedure and compostion of sEarting materials.
similarly TLD 200 peaks in Figure 4. r2(b) correspond to the

temperature I40, 17o, 24o and 290"c as compared to L2o, r40, 200 and

240oC as shown by Binder and Caraeron (I 969).

uncerEainEies in exact location of peak maxiroa are not uncommon j.n

thermoluminescence glow curve observations. These are mostry attributed
to heaE losses during the glow process (Nambi, L977). This being true,
heaE loss on this instrument appears to be much larger (fron I0 to 2oT.)

than displayed by Èhe thermocouple servo error which appears to be only
about 3"/" (Hgure 3.15 Sectlon 3.6, Chapter 3) . This temperature uncer_

Eainty, Eherefore, applies Èo arl TL spectra, though the waverength peaks
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shor¿ excellent agreement.

As mentioned earlier, a separate set of the Revised Fi.gures, corrected both
the spectral response and temperature discrepancy, is enclosed at the end of
thesis.

4.7 STATUS OF THE EQUIPI.IENT AS A TL SPECTROMETER

Significance of TL spectral measurements has been discussed in
chapter I of this thesis. several instrunents based on different optical
princip]-es have so far been designed for this purpose. (For a brief
review see HorowiEz, lgg4; McKeever, lgg5). The designer mostJ_y has to
address E\{o main problems of TL emission spectroscopy, i.e. Èhe low

intensity leve1 and its variation wirh time. Merhods based on optical
filters are employed, sometimes wiEh rr^ro photonultiplier tubes, one

registering Èhe filtered and the other unfiltered TL signal- for reference

(Nash et al., L967). Bailiff et al (1977a) reported a 'rapid scanning,

TL specErometer based on sixteen 20 nm band width interference filters
fixed on the sane disc. These filters are successively ínterposed in Èhe

light collection system as the d.isc is roEated. at 4g0 rpm during Ëhe

glow-curve registratíon. This makes the spectral measurements possible

without repetitive irradiation.

0ther types of rapid scanning systens are based upon a prism or

diffraction grating (Harris and Jackson, r97o; Mattern et ar. L97r;

McKeever et a1, 1983). These sysEems accept only a narrow beam light
input and require an exít slit in front of the detector scanning the
(dispersed) spectrum in a narror"¡ wavelength "band. These requirements

drastically reduce the systen efficiency as a TL spect.rometer r¡here the

spectral information continuously changes wiËh the increaslng

temperature. Sl-ow heating rates are generally enployed to nake use of
short temPerature scans over all wavelengths, but t.hen the spectra can be

obtained only for high radiation exposures. Low efficiency llmits the

for
the
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use of Ehis type of instrument only to very sensitive thermoluminescence

phosphors aE radiation doses above several Grays.

RecenE developnents in Charge Coupling Device (CCl) arrays has nade

Ehero relatively more attractive (Bakas , 1984; rroaed,a et al . l9g5; I^Iada

et a1., 1985). The exit slit and scan system is repraced by an array of

Iight detecting diodes. All wavelengths in the d.ispersed specrrum are,

therefore, registered simultaneously. This advantage is generally

referred to as tnultiplexing'. BaSO4:Eu thermoluminescence spectrurn with

radiation dose as low as I Gy has been reporEed using a CCD array (Imaecia

et al. , 1985 ) .

spectrometers, based on interference filters, make use of
ttthroughput advanEage" i.e. the spectral infornation can be extracted

from an extended source. Bailiff et. al. (L977a) displayed the usefulness

of throughpuE advantage by reporting Ehe spect.ra for minerals an¿

radiation doses in archaeologícal context. They also regist.ered the

spectrum for a TL dosimet.er at a radiation dose of onry 0.0r Gy. The

present equipment, based on Fourier Eransform spectroscopy, in principle,

makes use of both Ehe multiprex and throughput advantages. Data

corresponding Eo all wavelengt.hs of light is coll-ected simultaneously

from an extended source. These characteristics make this inst.rument a

sensitive Eool for 3D TL spectroscopy. As will be seen in the next part

of the thesis on the applications, this equipmenË opens up a possibility

of studying the Ehermoluninescence emission phenomena at 1ow radiation

leve1s and for relatively less sensit.ive minerals. The TL spectrum

displayed in Figure 4. 13 has been recorded for a beta radiation dose of

only I nGy Èo 3 ngro of caso4:Dy phosphor, heated at a raÈe of 5Ks-I and

sanpled at EwenÈ.y light out.put signals per d,egree rise ín temperature.
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Most features coumonly seen ín a cas04:Dy spectrum (as in Figure 4.LIa

for 0.1 Cy) are effecEively resolved even at this low dose.

A limitation of E,he exísting equiproent is iEs narrow specEral range

(350-620 nn). rt can be extended on boEh ends by replacíng the

glass/acrylic oPt,ical components by those made of fused silica and E.he

phoEomultiplier tube with a broad band quant.un efficiency extending into

red/infra red region as welI.
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CHÀPTER ETVE

THE FELDSPARS

"...4 field of unending fascination. Study of the differences
vltaL for
negligible

SOInE

a fac
purposes, but for other purposes they are
t not always suffíciently apprecíated.r'

can be
nearly

Helen D. Megaw (f974) inrThe ArchiÈecture of t.he Feldsparr

5. I INTRODUCTION

Therrooluminescence emissíon spectra of feldspars constitutes the

major portion of the rest of this Ehesis and ic is appropriate to

introduce them at this stage.

The name feldspar covers a large group of aluminosilicate ninerals,
subclassified both in composirion and sEructural details. Reports on

various aspects of feldspar Ehermoluminescence strongty suggest. the

significance of the subclassification. The first sectíon of this
chapter, therefore, briefly describes some features of feldspar
classification. Feldspars are complex to hand.le in detail and the

inforroation provided here may appear rather superficial, particuì-ar1y to
those already familiar with the feldspar mineralogy.

The second section is about thermoluminescence in feldspars. It is
confined only to the relevant aspects and is by no means conplete in
citation. Though some other references and detaíls wiII follow in Ehe

course of discussion in the following chapters, the reader interested in
recenÈ biblíography is referred to recenEly published books and con-

ference proceedings: Aitken (1985), I,Iagner er a1. (19g5) and McKeever

(1e8s).
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Feldspars used in the presenl study are inEroduced in Ehe final

section.

5.2 THE FELDSPARS: AN INTRODUCTION

The feldspars form one of the most abundant parts of several rock

structures. They are present as a major constituent of a great roajority

of the igneous rocks and occur in many thermally and regÍonarly

metamorphic rocks as we11. They are next in abundance to quartz in

arenaceous sediments and cortunon in nineral veins. Feldspars are of

relaÈively ninor significance only in the carbonate and argillaceous

rocks and absent from ultra basic and some rare alkaline rocks.

This section briefly describes the feld.spar conposition and

structure with the purPose of providing some background information about

the varieEy of minerals used d.uring this research. This section is based

mostly on Ehe infornation in Smith (I974), MacKenzie and Zrssman (I974),

Deer et al. (1982), Ribbe (1983a) and Brown (I9g4).

5.2,1 Chemical Classification

The feldspar minerals are aluminosilicates of alkaline and alkaline-
earth cations and are chenically classífied by the mole percentages of

four end-members; namely orthoclase (or:KAlSi306) , albite (Ab:

NaAlsi3Og), anorthite (An:caAl2si2og), and celsian (cn:BaA12si206).

The first three constitute a ternary system with extensive solid

solutions along Or-Ab and Ab-An axes. The nomenclature on the basis of

Ehe nole percenÈages of the end-nembers is shown in Figure 5.I which also

shows the approximate location of the region of phase stability. Any

nelt outside the l1ne of stability (narked as regíon ror + An') will
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as Èwo solid phases i.e. a plagioclase + an alkali

Exact location of the line of stability is determined by the

like tenperature and pressure during crystallisation (see e.g.

Parsons and Brown, 1984). Deer et a1. (L982) suggest thar,

arl potassium feldspars may have up to 5 to I0% carcium but

end members nay take a 1itt1e more. Sirnilarly all plagio-

contain up to 5 Eo 107" potassium in solid solution.

1S present in smal1 quantities in most feldspars but the term

applíes to those which contain more than a few percent of

Feldspars with more than 90"Á of Cn are referred to as

those having less than 307" Ct are termed as hyalophane.

5.2.2 Structural State Classification

Structural state of feldspar is controlled nostJ-y by the temperature

of crystallisation and subsequent thermal history. Most feldspars from

volcanic rocks retain the structure appropriate to their high t.enperature

formation. Others formed either at lower temperatures or through slow

cooling from elevaEed temperatures have cryst.al structure appropriaEe for

the 1ow tenperature formation. Feldspars found. ín plutonic rocks are of

this type. Intermediate t.emperature feld.spars exist in beEween Ehese two

s tates .

Alkali feldspars are classified into four series on the basís of

their oPtical properties determined by the conditions of crystalli-

sation. Sone characterisEics of both high and low t.emperature alkati
feldspar series and their end-members are shown in Figure 5.2(a,b). The

celI structure change from monoclinic to Ericlínic for about 63:Z 
^b 

molar

concentration in Èhe high temperat.ure series is attributed to the loss of



HIGH TEMPERÀTURE AI,KÄLI FELDSPAR SERIES

Àb end rnember Series DetaiLs Or end rnember

complete sol-id solution

l--

Ab Or

2-

Ab Or

High-aJ-bite
( tricl-ini-c)

Sanidine
(monoclinic)

. Anorthoclase

. Triclinic
Na-rich to
K-rich sanidine
Triclinic

solid solution li¡n-ited to end.s;
intergrowth on submicroscopic
scale between Ab75 and Rb40

High-aJ-bite
( triclinic)

Sanídine
(monoc]-inic)

Sanidine to
Sanidine-
CryÞtoÞerthite
Triclinic

Ànorthoclase to
A¡orthoclase-
crvptoperthite
Triclinic

FIGURE 5.2a: High temperature alkali felclspar series and.
their end members. note a symmetry change
near 1\b63. The term cryptoperthite refers
to subrn_icroscopic intergrowths.
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Ab end member Series Detail-s Or end meInber

solid solution more limited to
the ends and intergrowths ca¡
be seen with a uticroscope in

Ab80-Àb15 li¡nits
3- Low-albite

(triclinic)
Orthoclase
(nonoclinic)

Àb Or
Orthoclase microperthites

solid solution fur-.her Lir¡-ite<i
only to the ends

4- Low-albite
(tricLinic) Microcline

(triclinic)
Àb Or

- Microcline ur-icroperEhites

FTGURE 5-2b: some characteristics of low temperature alkali
feldspar series. Intergrowths in a microperthite
can be identified. using a microscope.
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symmetry caused by t.he positioning of t.he smaller Na* cations. Exact

boundaries are, however, diffused and temperature dependant.

All synthetie alkali feldspars belong to the highesE temperature

series, while the natural feldspars are confíned, only to its potassium

rich end. Some alkali feldspars belonging to the low temperature series

display irridescence due to lamellar intergrowths and are often named as

moonstones. The terra perthite is used if. interpenetrat.ing potassic and

sodic phases can be seen w-ithout the aid of a microscope.

Both sodium and potassium end members formed ât low temperature

exhibit a state of A1,si order in which the A13+ ion shows a high

preference for a specífic structural sit.e (out of the four allor¿e¿

between A1 and si). This preference is rost in high temperature

formation and feldspar is found to be "d.isord.ered" with complete randon

distribution of A1 and Si. Partial order (or disorder) exists for

internediate tenperatures .

A different Lype of

anorÈhite. The equal number

the allowed lattice positions

unaffected by t.he temperature

triclinic cel1s have vector c

fu1ly ordered structure is observed in

atoms alternate inof aluminiurn and silicon

with stríct regulariEy, which is apparently

of fornation. Both anorthite and celsian

double in lengEh as compared to that in the

case of low temperature albite.

Plagioclase series classification is cornplex and depends strongly

upon the chemical cornposition. The main generalised. characteristícs are

shown in Flgure 5.2(c). The high tenperature plagioclase sEruc¡ure,

resulting in complete solid solution from the rne1t. is retained. by some

voLcaníc rocks. Except for the boundary limiÈs, the anorthite-like

structure is common to the high and 1ow tenperature series. Deer eE al.
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(1982) suggest that the high temperature anorthite, in fact, extremely

rapidly ínverts to the 1ow tenperature anorthire structure.

As sodiun replaces calcium in the anorthiEe structure, a

corresponding replacement of Sí for A1 becomes necessary Eo preserve

charge balance. The regular alternation of Sí thus no longer occurs and

a cell domain faulted struct.ure evolves whi.ch is often identified through

the diffused X-ray diffracÈion (&'l) reflections. The increasing

frequency of faulted ce11 (or íntermediate structure) extends ti11 An22

(or Ab78). Plagioclase in Ab97-4b78 region has submicroscopic

intergrowths of both low-albite and intermediate structure feld.spar.

The low t.emperature series is more comrnon in most igneous rocks,

metamorphic rocks and sediments.

5 .2.3 Feldspar Architecture

Chemical conposition of feldspar can be characterised by E.he general

formula MT40g, where rTr are the atoms capable of tetrahed.ral structural

co-ordination with ro' (oxygen) atoms and 'M' is a larger cation.

Typically, 4T atoms comprise (ter + 3si) if M is monovarent (Na,K) or

(241 + 2Si) if ì'f is divalenr (Ca,¡a).

Corner sharing [0+ and Si04 Eetrahedral framework for alunino-

silicates wiEh MT40g general fornula was first appreciated by Machatschkí

(1928). Other non-feld.spar structures are now also known to foll-ow this
formula and a Eetrahedral fraroework (see e.g. those mentioned by Ribbe,

1983b). Topology of the tetrahedral framework is, therefore, the only

real crj-terion to uniquely deEermine the feldspar.

As aluminíun and silicon are alike in size and bonding, quasiperfect

(or disordered) strucEures exist where they replace eaeh other at
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random. The sinplest feldspar structure, Ehat of sanidine (disordered

KAISi30g), rras determined by Taylor (1933), who found rhar the four-

membered rings of T04 Eetrahedra share corners with similar rings to forn

crankshaft-like chains extending para11e1 to Ehe a-axis (rigure 5.3).

The actual four-membered ring structure formed by Ehe vertices Tl'"

and T2t" of non-equivalent tetrahedra has been shown with T-0-T linkage

in Figure 5.4 (a), which is projection of the cel1 structure on the

(201) plane. Figure 5.3(b) is the extension of the ring srructure.

Twofold horizontal axes of symmetry parallel to [010] (or b-axis) and a

mirror plane (0I0) leading to C2/rn sanidine structure synmetry can be

noticed in the figure. M caËions (not shown) are placed on t.he mirror

plane and in large cavit.ies made by the ríng linkage structure.

Depending upon their condiEion and composition, feldspar cel1 parameters

deviate in detail from the sanidine structure, Megaw (1914), Snith

(1974), Ribbe (tge:U, I984) Kíramura and Morimoro (I984).

DisÈortions in cell structure are common to almost all feldspars

(see e.g. Smith 1974; Kitanura and. Morimoto, I9B4). These can be t.raced

back to factors like spatial needs of different sLze M cations in the

framework and the effect of topology on various at.omic bonding

requirements.

The exact locatíon of M cations and the nature of t.he bonding change

widely with feldspar composition. For example, large co-ordinat.íon

polyhedra are associated rrr-ith large size K+ and Ba** íons. Na* and ca++,

on the contrary, are too smalL to ft11 the framework caviEies and E.he

ce1l structure consequenÈIy shri.nks. ca++ ions are placed on Èhe

alÈernaEe sides of a mean position while lla+ displacemenÈ is irregular,

distorted and depends strongly on the temperature.
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Snith ( I974) sumnarises the effect of composition on the bond

angles. He says thaE the T-o-T angles show a strong dependence on I,l

cation size and also a weak tendency with its charge. The o-T-0 angles,

on the other hand, depend nainly on Ehe M charge, whiJ_e T-o distances

relate with Ehe A1/Si distriburion.

5.2.4. Colours. Defects And Inpuríties In Feldspars

Like most other ninerals, feldspars are not free from Ìattice

defects and impurities. The extent of íntake and its influence on the

appearance varies widely wíth the factors like the environment during

crystallization, composition and (occasionally) the subsequent history.

The subjecE of feldspar colour, defects and. impurities has been reviewed

in Hofneister and Rossman (1983), snirh (L974,19g3), Tu11is (19g3), and

Gandais and trlillaime (i984).

Feldspar with litEle inpurity and defects does not absorb light in
the vísible portion of the spectrum and. should appear clear (Ilofmeister

and Rossman, l983). I,lhite, non-transparent appearance is due to the

microcracks - microcracking being a dominant deformaE.ion mechanism in all
feldspars (Tu11is, 1983; Gandais and Llilliame, I9g4). smoky colour in
some sanidines is aEtribuEed to nostly internal (K40) or some external
(u, Ttr, K) radiation-ind.uced hole centres on oxygen (0-) in a cluster of

3+A1 ions by producing an absorption band. near 550 nm which is supported

by two other bands near 380 and 450 nm associated. with F.3* ." an impur-

ity. Sunlight bleaches it and ionizing rad.iaL.ion regenerates the colour
(Speit and Lehmann, L976; Ilofneister and Rossman, 1983). Dark feldspar

inclusions are noE. very well understood,. Hofmeister and Rossman,

summarísing the earlier conclusions by Snith (L974>, suggest that oxides
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of iron in mixed valence states, possibly with Èitaniun and, \{ater, are

thought to be responsible.

Feldspars in ye1low, blue, green and red shades are also common in
3+nature. Fe absorption bands in the blue region lead to a yellowish

,>4
Eint. Fe- does not produce absorption band.s in the visible region.

Blue colour of amazonites (blue to green microclines, sometimes

orthoclases) Ís reported to be due to the reduction of pb2+ to

Pb* state. Blue sodic feldspars, wíth high Pb conEent, are relatively

unconmon. FeldsPars acquire pink to red shades from inclusions of

hematite, a ferric oxi-de mineral. Oriented flakes of iron oxide sone-

times gíve rise to preferentially scaEtered. red colour and the feldspar

is called a sunstone (HofmeisÈer and Rossman, l9g3; srnith, l9g3).

Crystal deforroations including t.he grain scale fracture and

nicrocracking have been discussed by Tullis (1983) and Gandais and

I'Ii11aime ( 1984 ) . Disrocarion glide and slip , f orlowed by parÈial

recovery and recrystallization, is less frequent in feldspars compared

t¿ith several other minerals with relatively simpler ce11 structure.

Complex inter-atomic bondings and. cell dinensions offer resistance to the

propagation of dislocations and later recovery. The phenomenon, however,

becomes compet.iEive with microcracking aE elevated tenperatures and

dominates typically above 500oC.

rmpurity content of feldspars has been reviewed by smith (I9g3).

5.3 THERMOLUMINESCENCE IN FELDSPARS

Historically,

t,hermolumines cence

those by Hirschi

I,Iedgwood (I792) certainly reported on the

in a feldspar. OËher significant reports include

(L925) and HoLuquist (L926). Kohler and Leirmeier
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(1932) relate Ehe earliest observations due to Macquer (i778).

5.3.1 2D-Glow Curves

McDougall (1968) summarised conEenporary reports, including his own

observations, and noted a decreasing Èrend of natural Ehernoluminescence

in plagioclases of increasing anorthitic content. Nishita et al. (I974)

also confirned this trend with the exception of anorthite which showed a

higher signal than bytownite. Bachtiger (1967) reported a similar rrend.

for X-ray induced TL and found enhanced thernoluninescence for rurbid

plagiocJ-ases indicating some correlation with H2O or OH.

A rePort. of a relationship between feldspar thermoluninescence and

st.ructural characteristics is that of platanov et al. (197I). They

noticed that the natural TL in K-feldspars from granitic rocks in the

lJkrainian shield increased with the increasing disorder. Shcherbakov et

al. (1972), extending the observation to Uman granites as well, concluded,

that the same argument applies to X-ray induced TL. Both these refer-

ences maintain t.hat the thermoluminescence peak in 200-220'c is

associated with A1-0-Al centres. Marfunin (L979) also states Èhe

assocíation of the oxygen hole cencre with 200-220"C and Ti3+ centre with

280-300"c peaks, but suggests Ehat the TL signal ís commonly rnore

intensive in microclines than in ort.hoclase. sankaran eE al. (1983)

maintain the sane view. Nishita et aI. (L974) show natural TL peaks of

varying shapes and peak tenperaLures for perthite, microcline,

anort,hoclase and perthít.e intergrowth in decreasíng order of peak

intensi ty.

Garlic

terres trlal

et al. (I97 L) compared various features of lunar and

plagioclases and noticed an excessive loss of high
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femperature TL during raboratory storage time (see arso Garric and

Robinson, r972). Thís aspect of feldspar t,hernoluminescence, being
inexplicable on the basis of kinetic parameters, has been rightJ-y named

as f anomalous fading' by trrintle (I973 , I977).

Guérin and valladas (lgg0) report the existence of a high temper-
ature peak in the 600-650"c region in plagiocrase feldspar. speit and

Lehmann (1982) suggest that the thermal excítaEion of (radiarion induced)
holes into the valence band will possibly require higher t.empera.ure than

the electrons in the conduction band.. They also conclude

of radiatíon defects in feldspars is fairly independent

41, Si disorder.

Ogelman and lGpur (1982) mention an increase in TL

feldspars subject to weathering.

Feldspar thernoluminescence peaks are reported to

order or interactive TL kinetics (see e.g. pasternack et
Ir¡inrle and Hunrley, 1980; Levy , L9g2). Strickertsson ( l9g5 )
the kinetic parameters for some natural alkali feJ_dspars.

that the nature

of the type and

sensiLiviEy of

fo11ow second

a1. 1976;

deEernined

5.3.2 Enission Spectra

Thermoluninescence emission spectra of feldspars are far less
reported as compared to their cathodo- or X-radiation induced
luminescence. McDougall (I96g) mentions assorted colours and shades,
varying from deep brue-vioret. Eo red, as seen by various observers.

Lesnov and Serebrennikov (Lg72) saw a band. near 570 nm in six, and

an additional band near 450 nm rn four out of síx calcic feldspars.
roffe and Yanchevskaya (1967) measured Eransmisslon spectra for sodic
feldspars and reported three bands, the nost intense being near 570 nm
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and another between 380-480 nm range. The third band in the infra red

region was later confirmed to be at 700 nrn along with another band near

280 nm seen in connection with TL in albite (toffe and Yanchevskaya,

1e68).

Pasternack and Levy (1978) reported Ehat an ínE.ense ernission band at

280 nm and an ínEernediate band near 558 ûD, as observed by thern in an

albite from A¡ne1ia, monotonically broadened and shifted toward.s higher

wavelengE.hs wiEh increasing (Ehernally induced) disorder. A weak band

near 406 nm remained unchanged.

Lalou et al. (1972) observed the thermoluminescence emíssion

spectrum for a lunar sample.

Marfunin (I979) assumes the possibility of emission centres to be

associated with the trapping centres and suggests that the blue

t.hermolurninescence nay coue from A1-O--41 and Ti+3, another possibility

being Eu as an iropurity. I{e atEributes the peaks near 280, 580 and. 750nm

,2+ 2+ 3+to Pb , Mri and Fe- respectively.

5.3.3. Thermoluminescence Datins

Thernoluminescence dating of feldspars is a story of successes and

failures. The latesL state of Ehe art has been summarised by Aitken

(I985). Factors like high thermolurninescence sensitivity and longer pre-

saturat.ion dose range nake this very abundant roineral more attractive for

thermoluminescence dating Ehan the widely used quartz. But successful

reports so far are nostly those related to K-feldspar dating (Mejdahl and

I^IinEher-Nlelsen , L982; Mej dahl , I985 ) .

Anomalous fading by an uncertaín amount, over tine periods of
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archaeological and georogical interest, is Ehe najor adverse factor
leading Eo underest.imated and untrustwort.hy daEes (I,Iintle , rg73).

Anomalous fading is particularry shown by high calcic plagioclases.

Guérin and vatladas (r980), however, demonsrrated the possibility of
dating plagíoclase of vorcanic origin from chaine des puys. They state
that the volcanic feldsPars may show serious fading in Ehe 300-400c range

of of the glow curve, but not in the region above 600C. Thick UV filters
were used to reduce the black-body radiation, which otherwise will nask

the genuine signal. Earli-er, aitken et a1. (I968) reported difficulties
in datíng plagioclase feldspars from Mount Etna and. Hawaiian lavas. They

noÈiced varying thermoluroinescence signals fron separaEes of different
magnetic susceptibility and. also observed spurious (non-radiation
induced) thermoluminescence associated with sampre grinding.

5.4 FELDSPARS IN THE PRESENT STUDIES

Twenty eight different feldspars of varyirrg cornposition and rocality
have been studied for prompE and delayed thermoluminescence emission

specEra induced by natural and artifi.cial radiation. rdentification and

other avaílable details of the indívidual sampres are given in Table 5.1

and at the end of this chapter. Two-dimensional glow curve information
was obtained through interferogran summation. (Figure 4.2, Chapter 4).

Most of the samples have been selecÈed from the museuE collecEion of
the Geology DepartmenE at the university of Adelaide wich che courresy

and consultation of Dr. John Jones. Most composition analysis has been

carried out by Dr. John HutEon using che xRF facility aÈ the csrRO

Divison of solls, Adelaide- Dr. Raphael visocekas supplied two rabrador-
ite samples fron Chaine des Puys regíon and Dr. John Hutton obtained the
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synthetic feldspars.

Figure 5-5 summarises the composit.ion distribution. The numbers in

the circles are in increasing order of Ab (on Or axis) or An content and.

also represent the serlal number assigned to the sanples in the Table.

An inEeresting feature of the figure is the high Ca and K content of

feldspars along the or ancl A' axes respectivery. only 60T" of the

feldspars lie in l0"l of the relevant axis. About 207. of the samples,

lying between 20-302 inEercept, are very likely to have crysrallised in
two different phases.

Albites (narked as t5 and I6) show litt1e calciurn i.e. I.5 and 0.62

respectively. This feature is in confornity wiEh the fact that the

ordered albite-1ike structure can have only a small (a naxirnum of up to
3%) amount of calciun (Deer er a1 . Lggz).

No Andesine (An30-50ií) is included arnong the sanples. Composition

analysis of a labradorite and an anorthite r{as not att.enpted. due to the

shortage of the sample.

Figures 5.6(a) and (b) show the aluminiun and silicon conrent

resPectively' as plotted agaínst that expecEed. from the idealized. formula

MT408' h¡ith the excepEion of one sample, the aluminj-u¡o analysís agrees

within 5"/. of the expected value. The d,ata f or the silicon analysis

apPears srightly more scattered but, wíÈh two exceptlons, agrees r¡e1l

wiEhin I0Z error limits.

Sample 28, the only barium feldspar included ln the present study,

showed exceptionally hlgh silicon content. Scanning electron microscopy

(SEM) and Energy Dispersive Systen (EDS) revealed. a heterogeneous mixture

of plagioclase (IO"A) a celsian (70%) and a quarrz (ZOT") phase. The

plagioclase appeared t.o be near 4n84. Excessive si can, therefore, be
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attributed to the existence of a quartz phase. The SEM and EDS analyses

are due to the courtesy of Dr. John Jones.

The low silicon content of sample 9 is presently not understood,.

The possible explanations include an excessive error in sod.ium estimate

caused by the sma1l amount of the sanple available for XRF analysís

and/or sodiuro cont.amination during )G.F sample preparation. If the sod,iurn

estimate error is totally responsible, the correspond.ing alurniniun

estimate (Figure 5.6,a) should also have been some LO7" lower than Ehe

present va1ue.

Conposition analysis identifies sanple 21 as a labradoriEe with high

potassium, iron and magnesiun irnpuríties. It reads low both on aluminiun

and silicon estimates. Once again, only smal1 quantities e¡ere available

fot analysis. Correction for any sodíun over-esEimate by using silicon

as a true value will only partly compensate for aluminíu¡r 1oss. Substi-
q* :*tutíon of 41" sites by a few percent of impurity ions like Fe'' is

probable. SmiEh (1983) points out Ehat bytownites of volcanic origin can

take up to - I wtT of. F.3*.

Two out of the three samples showing s-LO"Á higher silicon are the

synthetic feldspars included in thís study. It may be pointed out that

an occasional deviation from the ideal MT406 formula leading to defect

structures has been seen by several workers, particularly in connection

with the synthetic feldspars. Goldsmith (1980), for example, synEhesised

an Al-deficient anorthite and Kim and. Burley (1971) reported a synthetic

albite with 52 excess SiO2. Smith (19g3) reviews the defecr structures

of feldspars.

The results reported in this thesis correspond to

puriflcatíon on concentration. The

samples untreat.ed

for any further rock samples \{ere
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ground in a mortar and pest.le and a coarse grain fraction beÈween 90-

125 ¡rm sieved for spreading on stainless steel discs of approximately l0
mm diameter. The phosphor disc preparation proced,ure is common among

several therrnoluminescence laboratories (see e.g. Aitken, tgg5; Mejdahl

and wintle, 1984). rhe anount of phosphor on each disc weighed between 3

and 4 rg. Deviations exist, particutarly in the case of fine grain
sanples, and the results have been normalised for the purpose of inter-
conparison' The fine grain and coarse grain sanples wilI also have a

different dose Per unit mass response for a given radiation source and

ti-ne (see e.g. Mejdahl, Lg79). This aspect has been taken inEo account

while conparing the results.



TABLE 5.1

FELDSPAR SAMPLES USED IN THE PRESENT STUDY: SOME DETAILS

EXPLANATIONS:

column 1: Serial number startíng from the highest 0r molar
concentration, through Ab to An.

Column 2: NAME: As given at the Source.

COLOUR: According to the 'Revísed Standard Soil
Color Chartsr published by the Ministry
of Agriculture and Forestry, Japan.
Distríbuted by Frank McCarthy Colour
Pty. Ltd., Melbourne (1970).

Geology Department: Geology DeparËment, The
UniversítY of Adelaide,
Adelaide, S.A. 5001.

XRF JTH CSIRO: The composition analysis carried
out by Dr. John Hutton using the
XRF facilíty at the CSIRO Divisíon
of Soils, Adelaide.

JJ Geol. Dept.: The analysis provided by Dr. John
Jones, GeologY DeParÈment.

Expected 41, Sí (I^ltZ): On Lhe basis of standard
feldspar formula.

(contd. )



SAI"ÍPLE No. DETAILS

1 NAME:FELDSpAR I8L IDENTIFICATION: A1kali Feldspar
LOCATION:Broken Hi1l, N.S.I^I . , Ausrralia Sanidíne
FORM AS REC|EIVED IN LA3.: 100 þm grains
SOIIRCE:Geology Department Collection
CENERAI COLOIIR:ç¡ains appear white
COMPOSITON:
KNaCaBaAJ-SiFeTiMg
22.r r.63 0.53 0.3s r8.0 57.3 0.09 0.06 0
Source of analysi-s: ¡pp JTH CSIRS
Expected A1,Sí (l,Ir%) :I8,54.9
K:Na=93:7 Na:Ca= 75:25 K:Na:Ca=9I:7:2
OTI{ER DETAILS:

NAME: FELDSpAR 24I13 IDENTIFICATION:A1kali Fetdspar
LOCATION: Bruckhanga, South Australia Orthoclase
FORM AS RECEIVED IN LA3.:100-200 ].rm grains
SOIIRCE: Geology Department Collection
GENERAI COLOIIR:Light grey in bulk, 7.5Y7 /I, I-27" black grains
COMPOSITON:
KNaCaBaAJ-SiFeTiMg
22.r 2.1 0.55 1.5 18.9 55.7 0.i9 0.08 0.02
Source of analysis:XRF JTH CSIRO
Expected A1,Si (rlt%):18.3 , 54,3
K:Na=91 :9 Na: Ca= 79 :2I K:Na: Ca=89 :9 :2
OTIIER DETAILS:

NAME: FELDSPAR f3802 IDENTIFICATION; Alkalí Feldspar
LOCATION; Kíngston,south Australia 0rthoclase
FORM AS RECEI\rED IN LAB.; About 500 Um grains
SOURCE ; Geology Department Collection
GENERAL COLOIIR: Clear to white
COMPOSITON:
KNaCaBaAlSiFeTiMg
21.3 2.5 0.25 0.66 19.l 56.2 0.02 0.08 0.01
Source of analysis: XRF JTH CSIRO

Expected .Ll, Si (WE%) 2 18 -2,55. 5

t(;¡i¿=90:10 ¡¿39¿=91:9 K:Na:CaJ9:10:1
OTIIER DETAILS:

NAì4E: FELDSPAR 16129 IDENTIFICATION;A1ka1i Feldspar
LOCATION: Taratap, South Australia Orthoclase
FORM AS RECEIVED IN LAS. sAbout 200ym graíns
SOURCE; Geology Department Collection
GENERAI COLOIIR:Light olive Erey, 2.5Gv7ll
COMPOSITON:
KNaCaBaAlSiFe
2r.4 2.8 0.26 0.83 19.0 s5.7 0.01
Source of analysis: XRF JTH CSIRO
Expected AJ-rSi (wx%) : 18. 7'56. I
K:Na=89:11 ¡¿3ç¿=91:9 K:Na:Ca=88:1I:1
OTIIER DETAILS 3 Also ldentif ied as Granadiorit,e

2

3

4

ülo,
Ti
0.08



SAMPLE No. DETAILS

5 NAI(E:3NS 7Oa IDENTIFICATION:Sanidine(?)
LOCATION :Synrhetic f eldspar
FORM AS RECEIVED IN LAB.: Fine grain
SOIIRCE: JTH, CSIRO Collection
GENERAI COLOIIR: tlhite
COMPOSITON:
KNaCaBaAJ.SiFeTiMg
18.6 3.5 0.14 0.03 18 59.7 0.08 0.01 0
Source of analysÍs: NBS Standard
Expected 41, Si (WcY") : 17 . I ,5 3. I
K:Na= 84: t6 Na:Ca= 96:4 K:Na:Ca= 83: 16:1
OTHXR DETAILS:

6 NAME: FELDSPAR 241/ I IDENTIFICATION:
LOCATION: Bayard, New Mexico, U.S.A.
FORM AS RECEIVED IN LA3.: Granular l-5pm
SOIIRCE : Geology Depa.rtment Collectíon
GENERAL COLOIIR: Irrhite
COMPOSITON:
K Na Ca Ba 4,1 Si Fe
rs.9 4.5 0.89 1.8 19.6 56.4 0.ss
Source of analysis: XRF JTH CSIRO
Expected A1,Si (Wt%): 18.5, 53.8
K:Na=77:23 Na:Ca= 84: 16 K:Na: Ca= 74:22:4
OTIIER DETAILS:

0rthoc las e

Ti
0.04

Mg
0 .01

Mo-'ð
0.01

7 NAME: FELDSAPR 4456 IDENTIFICATION: -
LOCATION: Pinnacle Arkaroola, South Australia
FORM AS RECEMD IN LA3.: Rock pieces 2-3cm
SOURCE : Geology Department Collection
GENERAL COLOIIR:White to light Brey, 2.5y8/l
CO}POSITON:
KNaCaBaAl.SiFeTi
17.4 s.4 0.0r 0.11 19.0 s7.9 0.06 0.06
Source of analysis: XRF JTH CSIRO
Expected Al-,Si (WtT"): 18.4 , 57 .4
K:Na=76224 Na:Ca= 100:0 K:Na:Ca= 76:24:0
OTIIER DETAILS:

NAI{E:FELDSPAR 5785 TDENTIFICATION: orrhoclase microperrhire
LOCATION: I^/írrega, South Australía
FORM AS RECEIVED IN LA3.: Granular abour 50Oym
SOIIRCE: Geology Department Collection
GENERAI, COLOIIR:Dull Ogange
COMPOSITON:
KNaCaBaAJ-SiFeTiMg

16.2 6.L 0.27 0.11 19.1 57.9 0.2 0.06 0.02
Source of analysis:XRF JTH CSIRO
Expecred Al,Si (Wt%):18.7 , 57 .6
K:Na=73:27 Na:Ca= 96:4 K:Na:Ca=72:21:I
OTHER DETAILS:



SAMPLE No. DETAILS

9 NAME:FELDSPAR M46OOA IDEMIFICATION. Sodíc Sanidine
LOCATION:Mount soria, Itali
FORM AS RECEIVED IN LAB.; Grains t00pn
SOURCE 3 Geology Department Collection
GENERAI COLOTIR:Light Grey 5Y8/2
COMPOSITON:
KNaCaBaAJ.SiFe

L6 .2 7 .5 I .0 0.04 2r.6 53.9 0. 19

Source of analysÍs: XRF JTH CSIRO
Expecred A1,Si (ÍÃx%):2I.3, 63.7
K:Na=69:3I Na:Ca= 88:12 K:Na: ¿a= 66:30:4
OTITER DETAILS:

NAME: FELDSPAR 24T12 IDENTIFICATION:
LOCATION :l^lisconsin, U. S.A.
FORM AS RECEIVED IN LA3.: Grains l00ym
SOURCE: Geology Department Collection
GENETLAI, COLOIIR: Light Grey, 7.5Y7 /2
CO}IPOSITON:
K Na Ca Ba Al- Si Fe
48. B 44 .7 6.s
Source of analysis: JJ Geol. Dept.
Expect,ed A1,Si (WtZ): -
K:Na= 52248 Na:Ca= B7:13 K:Na: Ca= 49 24526
OTIIER DETAILS:

Moons tone

ïMg

TÍ Me
0 .04 0."02

10

1t

I2

NAME: FELDSPAR G3I IDENTIFICATION;SANidiNE
LOCATION: Slieve Gullion, Northern Ireland
FORM AS RECEMD IN LA3.: Grains 100-200pm
SOURCE: Geology Department Collection
GENERAL COLOIIR: Líghc Yellow, 5Y113
COMPOSITON:
KNaCaBaAJ-SiFeTiMg
rl.1 8.5 0.35 0.05 18.3 6r.2 0.53 0.04 0.02
Source of analYsis: XRF JTH CSIRO

ExpecÈed A1,Si (WX%):18.1, 55.4
K:Na= 57 243 Na:Ca=96:4 K:Na:ça=56:42:2
OTIIER DETAILS:

NAI'fE: NBS 99a IDENTIFICATIoN: Sodic Sanidine (?)
LOCATION: Synthetic Feldspar
FORM AS RECEIVED IN LA3.: Fi-ne Grains
SOURCE: JTH CSIRO Collection
GENERAI COLOIIR: hrhíte
COMPOSITON:
KNaCaBaAJ.SiFeTiMg
8.3 8.8 2.9 0.44 20.9 s8.6 0.07 0 0.02
Source of analysís: BNS SÈandard, tr{ashington D.C.
Expected Alrsi (wtï"): 20.2, 54.5
K:Na= 48252 Na:Ca= 75:25 K:Na:Ca= 4L:44:L5
OTEER DETAILS:



SAMPLE No. DETAILS

13

I4

15

16

NAME: FELDSpAR 241/12 rDEMrrFrcATroN:
LOCATION: Mount Anakíe, Victoria, Australia
FORM AS RECEIVED IN LA3.: Rock pieces l-2cm
SOIIRCE: Geology Department Collectíon
GENERAI COLOIIR: Clear
CO}POSITON:
KNaCaBaAJ.SiFe
4.8 12.3 2.2 0.31 2I.6 58.7 0.16
Source of analysis: XRF JTH CSIRO
Expected A1 , Si (Í¡It%) : 20 .8, 5 8 . 5
K:Na= 28l.72 Na:Ca= 85:15 K:Na:Ca:25:64:11
OTHER DETAILS:

Anorthoclase

Ti
0.02

Mg
0.01

NAME: FELDSPAR 24I/4 IDENTIFICATTON. Anorthoclase
LOCATION: Mount Anakie, Victoria, Australia
FORM AS RECEIVED IN LA3.: Fine grains
SOURCE: Geology Department Collection
GENERAI COLOIIR: White
COMPOSITON:
KNaCaBaAlSiFeTiMg
4.8 12.6 2.2 0.4 20.8 58.8 0.25 0.rl 0.09
Source of analysis:XRF JTH CSIRO
Expected A1,Si (Wt%): 2L.2,59.8
K:Na= 28:72 Na:Ca=85:15 K:Na: ¿a=24:65: l1
OTIIER DETAILS:

NAME: FELDSPAR 16949 IDENTIFICATION: Albíte
LOCATION: Sittíne Bull Localitv
FoRM AS RECEIVED-IN IAB.: Rock piece
SOIIRCE: Geology Department Colläction
GENERAI COLOIIR: Greyish white, N8/0
COMPOSITON:
KNaCaBaA]-SiFeTi
2.0 ls.6 0.24 0.01 19.9 62.2 0.06 0.01
Source of analysis:XRF JTH CSIRO
Expected AJ.,Si (WtZ) z20.O, 6I.9
K:Na= 11:89 Na:Ca=98:2 K:Na:Ca= ll:87:2
OTHER DETAILS:

NA}G:FELDSPAR 16955 IDENTIFIcATIoN: Albite
LOCATION: Amelía Court House, Virginia, U.S.A.
FORM AS RECEIVED IN LAB.: Rock piece
SOIIRCE: Geology Department Collectíon
GENERÁL COLOIIR: trrhire
COMPOSITON:
KNaCaBaAl-SiFeTi

0.4s 16.8 0.11 0 20.3 62.3 0.r 0.01
Source of analysís: JJ Geol. Dept.
Expected AJ_,Si (WtZ) | 20.2,62.7
K:Na= 3:97 Na:Ca= 99:1 K:Na: Ca= 2:91:I
OTEER DETAILS:

Mg
o.o2

Mg
0



SAI"ÍPLE No. DETAILS

I7

t8

19

20

NAÈÍE: FELDSpAR Igg2O IDENTIFICATION:Otígoclase
LOCATION: Arendal , Norway
I'ORM AS RECEIVED IN LAB.: Rock piece
SOIIRCE: Geology Department Collection
CENERAI COLOIIR: Olive grey to dark grey
COMPOSITON:
KNaCaBaAJ-Si1.8 14.i 3.2 0.03 2t.r 59.0

Fe
0.61

Source of analysis: XRF JTH CSIRO
Expected .L1, Si (wtT") z 22 .I7 , 60 . L2
K:Na= if ;89 Na:Ca= 8l:19 K:Na:Ca=9:l4z17
OTITER DETAILS:

üe,
Ti
0.03

NAI'ÍE: FELDSPAR 307 IDENTIIICATION:
LOCATION: Sweden
FORM AS RECEMD IN LAB.3 Rock piece
SOIIRCE 3 Geology Department Collection
GENERAL COLOIIR: Greyish white
COMPOSITON:
KNaCaBaAlSiFe
1.r 13.6 4.9 0.0i 22.9 57.4 0.19
Source of analysis: XRF JTH CSIRO
Expected A1,Si (wt%) z 23.3, 59. I
K:Na= I 293 Na:Ca= 73227 K:Na: Ca: J:69:24
OTITER DETAILS:

Oligoclase

Ti Ms0.0I o .óz

NAME: FELDSPAR 19752 IDENTIFICATION; Otigoclase
LOCATION: Renfrew Co., Ontario,Canada
FORM AS RECEIVED IN LAB.: Rock piece
SOURCE: Geology Department Collection
GENERAI, COLOIIR: I^Ihite
COMPOSITON:
KNaCaBaAJ.SiFeTiMg
0.66 13.8 5.0 0.03 23.3 57.2 0.0s 0.01 0.03
Source of analysis: XRF JTH CSIRO
ExpecÈed 41, Si (t¡t%) : 23. 4, 58. 9
K:Na= 5:95 Na:Ca= 73:27 K:Na:Ca=3:lI:26
OTIIER DETAILS:

NAI'ÍE: FELDSPAR T6947 IDENTIFICATION: O].igoclase
LocATIoN: Mitchell Co., North Carolina, U.S.A.
FORM AS RECEIWD IN LAB.: Rock piece
SOIIRCE: Geology Departmenr Collèction
GENERAL COLOIIR: Llhite
COMPOSITON:
KNaCaBaAlSiFeTiMg

0.5 13.3 5.2 0.03 23.6 57.2 O.15 O.0r o.ol
Source of analysis: XRF JTH CSIRO
Expecred A1,Sí (Wr%) | 23.0, 57.I
K:Na= 4:96 Na:Ca= 72:28 K:Na:Ca= 3:70:27

TEER DETAILS:



SAMPLE No. DETAILS

2I

22

23

24

NAME: LABRADORITE C.F.R. IDENTIFICATIoN: LabTadoTiIe
LOCATION: Chaine des PuYs, France
FORM AS RECEMD lN I.AB.: Grains lOOpm
SOIIRCE: Laboratoire de Lumi-nescence, Pari-s
CENERAI COLOIIR: Grey, 5Y6/1
COMPOSITON:
KNaCaBaAJ.SiFeTiMg
3.3 7.s I2.3 0.19 23.5 47.1 3.2 0.55 Zls
Source of analysis: XRF JTH CSIRO
Expected Al, si (Í¡It%) | 27 .6 , 5I .7
K:Na= 30:70 Na:Ca= 38:62 K:Na:Ca= l4:33:53
OTIIER DETAILS:

NAME:FELDSPAR 18568 IDENTIFICATION: Labradorire
LOCATION: Labrador
FORM AS RECEIVED IN LA3.: Rock pi_ece
SOIIRCE: Geology Department Collection
GENERAI COLOIIR: Light olíve grey 5GY7/1, dark grey inclusions
COMPOSITON:
KNaCaBaAlSiFeTiMg

0.94 7.7 13.5 0.08 27.8 49.2 0.7 0.09 0.06
Source of analysis: XRF JTH CSIRO
Expecred Al,Si (IÃt%): 27.9, 49.2
K:Na= l1:89 Na:Ca: 36:64 K:Na:Ca=4:35:6I
OTIIER DETAILS: 2-5mm dark grey inclusíons covering 4O-50% of

section area.

NAME: FELDSPAR 18681 IDENTIFICATION; Labradorire
LOCATION: St. Paul Island, Canada
FORM AS RECEIVED IN LAB.: Rock piece
SOIIRCE: Gelogy Deparrmenr Collection
GENERAL colouR:o1ive grey 2.5c]Í6/I wirh dark grey inclusions N3/0
COMPOSITON:
KNaCaBaAJ-SiFeTiMg
0.78 7.o 13.9 0.06 21.7 49.r r.2 0.18 O.f:
Source of analysis:XRF JTH CSIRO
ExpecÈed A1,Sí (Wt%) z 27.6, 47.O
K:Na= 10:90 Na:Ca= 33:67 K:Na: Ca= 4:32264
OTIIER DETAILS:

NAI"ÍE:LABRADORITE OXFORD IDENTIFICATION: LabTadoTíte
LOCATION:Chaine des Puys, France
FORM AS RECEI\IÂD IN LAB.: Grains t00pm
SOIIRCE: Laboratoire de Luminescence, paris
GENER.AI COLOIIR:t^Ihire wirh IO-20% dark grains
COMPOSITON: NOT AVAILABLE

II"!"BaAlsiFeriMg
Source of analysís:
Expected A1,Sf (wcT"):
K:Na= Na: Ca= K:Na: Ca=
OTHER DETAILS:



SAMPLE NO. DETAILS

25

26

27

2B

NAIG: FELDSPAR 303 IDENTIFICATION: ByrowniÈe
LOCATION: Silesia, Germany
FORM Á.S RECEIVED IN LA3.: Roek piece
SOURCE: Geology Deparrmenr Collection
GENERAT coLoIIR: GreyÍsh olive 5y6/2, 3oz dark N3/0 inclusions
COMPOSITON:
KNaCaBaAJ.SíFeTÍMg
0.74 3.7 19.7 0.06 3r.4 42.r 1. I 0. I r. I
Source of analysis: XRF JTH CSIRO
Expecred 41, si (wxT") : 3I .4 , 42 .g
K:Na=17:83 Na:Ca=16:g4 K:Na:Ca= 3:I6:gI
OTIIER DETAILS:

NAME: FELDSpAR I9O4g IDENTIFICATION: Byrownire
LOCATION: Crystal Bay, Minnesota, U.S.A.
FORM AS RECEIVED IN LA3.: Rock piece
SOIIRCE: Geology Department Collection
GENERAL COLOIIR: Olive grey, dark inclusions not un1formly scattered
COMPOSITON:
KNaCaBaAlSiFeTíMg
o.12 3.6 20.1 0.01 3J..2 43.r r.5 0.05 0.41
Source of analysi-s: XRF JTH CSIRO
Expecred Al,Si (WtT"): 3I.4 , 4I.7
K:Na= 3:97 Na:Ca= 15:85 K:Na:Ca= l:15:84
OTIìXR DETAILS:

NA.I"ÍE : FELDSPAR 18446
LOCATION: Myakejina, Japan
FORM AS RECEIVED IN LAB.:
SOIIRCE : Geology Department
GENERAI COLOIIR: Clear
COìPOSITON: NOT AVAILABLE

Source of analysís:
Expected A1,Si (Wt%):
K:Na= Na:Ca=

K Na Ca Ba Al_ Si

IDENTIFICATION : Anorrhire

Small sample, lose crystals 2-3mm
Collection

Fe Ti

K:Na: Ca=

M_g

OTIIER DETAILS: Blackened exterior as the sample recovered out
of volcanic ash.

NAI'fE: FELDSPAR 4487 IDENTIFICATTON: Barium Feldspar
LOCATION:Broken IIí11, Ne¡¡ South Inlales, Australía
FORM AS RECEIVED IN LAB.: Fine grains
SOIIRCE: Geology Department Collectíon
GENERAL COLOIIR: I{hite
COMPOSITON:
KNaCaBaAJ-SiFeTiMg
0.94 1.3 11.4 r8.9 Z5.B 41.6 O.O3 O-.05 O
Source of analysís: XRF JTH CSIRO
Expected Al,Si (Wt"/") 2 24.9, 30.5
K:Na= 42258 Na:Ca= 10:90 K:Na:Ca= 7 :9 284
OTEER DETAILS:
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CHAPTER SIX

THERI'IOLUMINESCENCE IN Na-K FELDSPARS

'rSo it may be that feldspar is rea1ly the Cind.erella of the
techniques. rts thermoluminescence is 10-50 times brighter than
quarEz, and its dose range is substantially greater..."

s candard
that of

Martin A1tken
Thermoluminescence Da t.ing

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The subject matter in the present and the following chapter mosEly

handles the overall features in various conpositional groups of feldspars

described in section 5.4 of chapter Five. Att.enpts have been rn:de to

work out some systematics in the thernoluminescence character. Enission

spect.run of the celsian is discussed in Chapter Eight.

ResulEs for sixteen samples on the Na-K axis have been reported in

this chapt,er. These have been subsectioned for ease in discussion. The

end meubers have been reporÈed first ín section 6.2, followed by a

separafe section for intermediate composition feldspars. Synthetic

feldspars are handled in Section 6.4. Emission bands have also been

discussed in the light of information avaílable froro oÈher references.

The Èerms

laboratory beta radiaÈion-induced (artificial )

samples. Unless otherwise stated, the 2D-TL glow

this and the following chapters have been p1oÈted

ferogram data as described in Chapter Four.

ATL and NTL have been used to represenE the natural and

thermoluminescence in the

curves presented in

using Ehe raw inEer-
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6.2 THE END MEMBERS

Thermolurninescence emission spectra of four high potassic feldspars

wilh about 902 0r and an albit.e witin 977" Ab are reported. and discussed in
this section.

6.2.I Hígh Potassic Felds pars

Figure 6.1, plotted for sanple ll3, a high porassic feldspar from

Kingston, South Australia, represents typical natural and. artificial

thermoluminescence specEra for members of Ehis group.

For natural ther¡loluninescence (figure 6.1a), an emission band. near

400 nm with a FI'IHM of about 60 nro extends Ëhroughout the glow curve. The

intensiEy peaks between 350-375c, which is followed by another high

temperature peak still in emerging state at the terminaÈing Eemperature

of 500c. up Eo about 300c, the 2D-ATL signal probably comprises uore

than one trapping centre of decreasing population with increasíng

depth. A definite peak appears at 345C followed by the high Eenperarure

slgnal above 500c. A slight decrease was noticed in the high temperarure

signal afËer successive glowing of this (and sone other) sample(s), This

can be aEtributed to a small but significant partly drained. resid.ue frorn

the high natural thermoluminescence signal aE Ehe terrninating

temperaE.ure.

An interesting aspect of the enission spectrum is the low Eemper-

ature broad-band signal. rL can be seen from Figures 6.1(b) that the

emission band near 200C extends in its FI.IHM fron about 385 nm to 525 nm

Ifith iEs peak at 420 nn, It shrinks wíth increasing tenperature and the

peak shlfts towards lower wavelengths Ei11 t.he 4OO run emission band

characterLstics as seen in NTL are restored from about 300C onwards. The
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(a) Natural and (b) laboratory radiation lnduced thermoluminescence
1n a high poEassic feldspar from Klngston, South Australla. The insert
in (b) shows the correspondlng 2D TL glow curve where the broken l1ne
represents the TL signal corrected for the black body emission. I*r*
ls the maximum íntensity corresponding to the contour 1120.
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shrinking tail nature and the gradual shift of the e¡nission peak suggest

that the broad band may actually be due to some additional centres with
characteristic higher wavelength enission and preferenEial recornbination

aE, lower Eenperatures.

One of the four high potassic feldspar samples showed very lit¡le TL

s1gna1 above 500C (Ftgure 6.2a). An additional peak which corrlcl only be

suggested in the other t.hree saroples, distinctly appeared near ZggC in
the ATL (Figure 6-2b). The sanple showed less narural TL and four to

five times lower TL sensitivity. The wavelength bands in the enission

spectrum' however' appeared sinilar to those seen in other high potassic

feldspars.

6.2.2 The Sodic End Member

Figure 6.3(a,b) shor^rs thermolurninescence behaviour for sanple 1116,

an albiEe from funelia court House, virginia, u.s.A. As can be seen

through Figure 5.5 of Chapter 5, Èhis sample has the lowest K con.ent

among the feldspars on the Na-K axis. Both the natural and ATL spectra

show two main euission bands around 400 and 530 nn. The naEural thermo-

luminescence signal (figure 6.3a) peaks near 350C and readily extends

above 500c. The 530 nn band with iEs FI^IHM of about 90 nm dominat.es Ehe

lower temperature signal, but the relatíve height of the 400 nm peak

continuously increases ti11 the high temperaEure signal above 500c is
nainly due to the 400 nm band. rn detail, the 400 nm band in albite
comprises more than one component and appears broader than that in the

case of high potassic feldspars.

The f35c initial peak of the laboraÈory radiation ind.uced TL ls
followed by two others aË 220 and 30Oc and a high temperature signal
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FIGURE 6.3: Thermoluminescence behavlour of the sodlc end member, an ordered albite from Amelià, Viginla.
Ttro main emisslon bands near 400nm and 530nm as seen for naEural (a) and laboracory radiation
induced TL (b) differ Ín relative heights at a given temperature (c). Flgure (c) has been

plotted scaling the signal for the same helght in the 400nm reglon, and also shor¿s that this
band most probably comprises more than one emissíon centre.

ÞÒ0
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above 500C. Main features of Ehe 530 and 400 nn emission band.s are the

salDe as for the natural TL, the only najor exception being a marked

difference in the relaEive intensities for a given temperature. Some

addit.ional snaller peaks appear in the region for ATL spectrum. They

extend up to about 300C or so. Also Ehe A¡nelia albite is two to three

tines nore

Ir is

locaIity,

froro those

TL sensitive

interesting

and labe11ed

than most high poEassic end members.

to note that another sample ill5,

as an albite shows different TL

from Sitting Bull

characteristics

0r, rese¡ob1ed inof rhe Amelia albire. This sampì_e, wíth ILZ

iEs TL behaviour,

conposition potassic

been bracketed with, the intermediate

6.2.3 Some Discussion about the Emission Bands

Few and very scatËered references are available on therno-

luminescence emissíon spectra of feldspars. Ifost of these have alread.y

been cited in Chapter Five ín connection with a brief review of the 3D TL

in feldspars. This section is an attempt to understand the nature of the

emission bands in the light of the previously reported findings and the

present. results.

6.2.3.I the 550 nn Emission Band

A comparison of relative intensities of Ehe Èwo main ernission bands

in natural and laboratory ind.uced t.hermoluminescence leads Eo some

interesting facEs about TL in the high sodic end meuber. As shown ín

Figure 6.3c, for 300C thermoluminescence signal, Ehe relat.ive heights

change from l:7 to 3:2 for NTL and 2.0 Gy ATL respectively. Two

dif-ferent mechanisms therefore control Ehese bands and the one at 530 nro

and has

feldspars.
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nay well be linked with sone radiation defect. This conclusion is based.

on the fact thar on conparison of TL intensities, the natural radiation
dose appears to be about fifteen times higher than the laboratory dose.

The argument is further supported by che findings of the other
workers as we11. The albite sanple /it6 originat.ed from the Anelia court

House, Virginia. An albite from the same localit.y, along with sone other
sarnples' vlas used by Pasternack (1978, see also Paasternack et al-. L976,

1978) for observíng the chermoluminescence spectra fron roou temperature

to about 350c in the range 200 nm Èo 650 n¡0. Pasternack could just see

the natural TL in Ehe Anelia albite at the sensitivity linít of his
apParatus and reported a síng1e radiation band aE 560 nm. The other

radiation band at 400 rD, which appears Èo be about seven tines smaller

in height than the 560 ûtr band. in this temperature region on our

equipnent 
' I¡/as obviously not observed by him. Three emission bands ,

however' aPPeared in decreasing ord.er of intensiry at 280, 560 and 395 nm

range when Ehe sauple \¡ras given a gamma rad iation dose of to4cy.

Pasternack used a dispersive Èype 3DTL equipmenL and the second order of
280 nn emission overlapped the 560 nn signat. The present results would

therefore be betEer compared \,¡ith his observations nade by interposing a

corning 0-52 uv filter. The two enission bands were then seen in a ratio
of I: 16 whích indicates an increase in the 560 nru band height with the

increased radiation dose.

An earlier report from Ioffe and. yanchevskaya ( l96g) on X_ray

induced luminescence in single crysEals of albite ¡¡entions four enisslon
bands with peaks near 280, 400, 550 and above 700 nn. They add EhaE the

relative 1nËensities of both the ultraviolet. and the 550 nu bands varied,

fron sample to sample depending upon the irradiation.
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The radiation defects observed in feldspars have been reported by

several authors (see e.g. speit and Lehmann, L9g2: Matyash et al. rggz

and Lehmann, I9B4). l^Iork by Speit and Lehmann is of ruore signif icanee

here, as lt includes a table on characteristic TL emission asslgned to

various fu11y or partJ-y identified radiation defects seen in fifteen

dífferent feldspars. They did not see a radiation-induced TL emission

band in the 530-560 nm regíon for their albite sample from Norway. A

band in the 530-540 nra region has, however, been reported for seven other

feldspars of varying composition and localiEies. This band has been

associated with a hole cenÈre on oxygen with Si as one neighbour and

another unidentified neighbour whích has to be a srnall d.ivalent atom aÈ.

the rT'siEes in Èhe feldspar structure (see Chapter Five for the

feldspar structure).

AlEernat.ive possibilicies of 530 nm band association wit.h sorÂe

irnpurity like Mn2+ or surface defects have also been reported by several

authors. Although detailed discussion of this aspect is postponed unt.il
Ehe next chapter on Ehermoluninescence in plagioclase feldspars, yet it
is worth pointing out at this stage that t,he acEual emission bancl seen in

a sarnple may be due to the composite effecE of nore than one possibílity

and such classification is not investigated d.uring the present. st,udies.

6.2.3.2 The 400 nm Eni SS]-ON

The 400 nm emission band

members has not been identified

and Lehnann ( I 982) .

ïhe fact thar a1l rhe high

belong to the high temperature

as seen in both

as a radiation

poEassic and

induced defect

sodic end

by SpeiE

poEassie feldspars

disordered serles

in the present study

whlle E.he sodlc end
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nenber is an ordered albite, suggests that the 400 nm enission may not be

(at least strongry) related to the degree of order of feldspar. rt may,

however, be recalled comparing Flgures 6.1 and 6.3 that the emission from

the sodic end menber differs in detall from that. of high potassic

feldspars. Pasternack and Levy (197S) reported that the thermally

induced disorder in albites changed the 280 and 560 nur band parameters

resulting in peak broadening and shift to higher wavelengths while the

400 nrn band Parameters remained unchanged. Pasternack did noE noE.j-ce a

monotonic change in the absolute intensity of Ehe 400 nm band with

increasing disorder. A sysEemati-c increase ín the ratios of int.egrated

intensities of 400 and 560 nn bands was, however, observed..

Sumnarísing the thermolumínescence study of lunar samples, McKeever

(1985) points ouE Ehe association of 420-440 run with poEassic feldspar

phase. A possible correlaEion with the presence of phosphate points

towards a promising direcfion for further investigation. Phosphorus as

an inpurity tends to associaÈe with the end members in feldspars (Smith,

1974). Mason er al. L9B2 (see also Mason, t9g2) noticed higher p conrent

in lanellae of microcline perthites in K-feldspars.

A suggesrion by Marfunin (1979) thaE the 400 nm enission band may be

related Eo Eu2+ defect in feldspars has been discussed in Chapter 7 on

Ehermolumínescence in plagioclase feldspars.

6.2.3.3 The 450-470 nm Emission

An emission band associaEed

to be responsible for emission

Lehmann, 1982; Marfunin, L979).

with A1-0--41 defect has been proposed

in thís wavelength region (Speit and

According to a review by Lehmann (f984)

it ls a commonly known radiaËion defect in feldspars. As is crear
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from Figures 6.I-6.3, both albite and high potassic feldspar groups show

some emisslon in this region, particularly for Eire t,rwer tenperaEure

signal. The reason LhaE the 470 run emission ls not seen much above 22OC

perhaps relaEes to the facE that the same band acts as a Ërappíng cen¡re

in this temperature region. It has surely been lost by thermal decay for

natural TL.

6.2.3.4 The UV and Infrared Emission

Eníssion bands at 280 nm and 750 nm have been reported for high

sodic feldspars (see e.g, roffe and yanchevskaya, I96g; pasternack and

Levy, 1978). Their absence from other types of feldspars may only be ¿ue

to the lack of experimental observation. These bands were not seen on

our equipment due to its limited spectral response and d,etails can be

seen in the references cited above.

6.3 INTERMEDIATE POTASSIC FELDSPARS

The níne alka1i feldspar sanples wit.h interned.iate po¡assic

coroposition vary in their TL signal when seen ín detail, yet several

common and interesting features throw light on their overall behaviour.

All of thern differ signifícantly as a group fron boLh the en¿ members.

For convenience ln data handling and explanation, the results are

presenÈed in two groups made on a compositional basis.

6.3. I A1ka1i Feldsoa rs with 50-802 0r Content

Six alkali

represenEaEive

feldspars in the

emission spect.ra

present

for NTL

study belong to Ehis group and

and ATL of sample ll9, a high

tenperature sanidine fron Mount Soma, Italy, with about 707" Or are shown
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from Mount Soma, Itali. The figure represents the general TL

behaviour of Na-K feldspars in 50-80% Or region.
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in Fígure 6.4 (a,b).

FI^JHM f rom about 400

The emission spectrun appears Eo be broad band with

region. It ís likely to be

about 550 nrn peaking in the 430-450 nm

due to the couposite effecE of various
emission bands already described in connection with the end members.

The maj or difference ís no Eiced for the trapping centre
characteristics. The 345c peak seen in all high potassic ferdspars, and

the 300c peak in hígh sodium feldspar are either absent or appear very
little in intermediate cornposition samples. Even for the low t.enperature

signal , the sanples show TL sensitivity between one to E\^ro orders of
nagnitude less than that of the end members. The previous hisEory of
exposure to naturar radiacion and sunlight is not known, yet the poor NTL

in most samples may well be attributed. to the rack of any substantial rL
peaks above 250c or so. unlike most end members, the intermediate
conposition ferdspars tend not to show the TL signal extending above

500c.

6.3.2. Feldspars wí th lfixed TL Features

As has been described in Chapter 5, feldspars crystarli zed. aL lower
temperatures or t.hrough srow cooring possess mixed. phases and. mây,

therefore, exhibit mixed coroposiEion dependant thermolumÍnescence

behaviour.

such character has been readily shown by sample #lI fron l.Iisconsin,
u's'A', identified as a moonstone with fine lamellar intergrowths of end.

member phases ' Natural thermol-uminescence of this member has been

plotted in Figure 6.5, which can be conpared with Figures 6.Ia, 6.3a and

6'4a showing t.he NTL specËrun for a high potassic, high sodic and

intermediate composiEion feldspars respectÍveJ.y.

nm to
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It is interesEing to noÈe thar Èhe other two samples, //B and, //tO,

showing mixed spectral behaviour Eo a lesser degree, have been optically

identified as high temPerature orthoclase and sanidine respectively.

Sonne discussion on Ehis subjecE will continue in a following section.

6.3.3 Alkali Feldspars wirh Low 0r Content (10-302)

The three low poEassic feldspars include two triclinic anorthoclase

sanples, with about 27% Or originating fron the same main site of Mount

Anakie in Victoria (Australia), and an ordered feldspar wj-Eh about LI%

0r, 1abelled as an albite fron the Sitting Bu11 locality. The 0r cont.ent

of the anorthoclase samples indicates their vicinicy to the line of

change of structural symmetry as discussed in chapter Five.

IL can be seen through the group represenEative Figure 6.6 for one

of the anorthoclase samples t.hat, despite the change in symmetry, the

general features of thermoluminescence emission spectrum of feldspars

with low 0r contenE do not. differ from those of the other internediate

composit.ion feldspars.

6.3.4 Sone Discussion

Poor high temperaEure signal in intermediate composition feldspars

(rigure 6.7) indicates the absence of sone trapping and/or enission

centres which are exclusive Eo the end members. The exact nature of

Ehese cenEres could not be identified. One such trapping centre could

possibly be ti3+ with its characterisric temperarure peak in the 2g0-300c

regi-on (Marfunin, L979). A peak in Ehis region is readily seen for Ehe

high sodic end nember but also suggested. for Ehe high potassfc
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FIGURI 6.6: Laboratory radiation induced thermoluminescence
in an anorthoclase from Mount Anakie, Victoria
Australia. The TL feaËures represent the alka1i
feldspars in l0-30% 0r regíon.
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feldspars. Ti3+ iropurit,y correlation wíth Ehe end nembers is not quite

established. A review on some t.race and minor elements by Snith (I9S3)

suggests that the Ti cont.ent ín feldspars parEly depends upon the Ti

content of the parent magmâ. Snith also points out the error linitations
of Ti estimates using electron probe analysis technique. One positive

report fron the ion probe analysis of l-unar feldspars (Steele et a1.,

1980) shows only a weak correlation betv¡een Na and Ti.

It is interesEing Eo note thaL the occasíona1 higher TL sensitivity
in the intermediate composition region (Figure 6.7) relates to the d.egree

of mixed TL spectral character shown by a few samples. As rnentioned

earlier, the mixed behaviour roosE probably ind.icaE.es Èhe presence of t,he

end meraber phase, but Ehe fact that the mixed phase character is also

revealed by feldspar samples which are classified. as sanidine and

orthoclase on the basis of their cel1 structure analysis using X-ray

diffraction Eechnique, requires explanation.

Relatively recent studies on perthitic intergrowths in potassic

feldspars show that the XRD or optical behaviour of a potassic feldspar

may not be a true indicator of the degree of ord,ering in the feldspar
(see e.g. Eggleton and Buseck, l9g0; Ribbe, 19g3c). The ordering of
feldspars is prinarily related to Ehe migration of A1 to specific
posítíons in the ce11 structure which Eakes place in an attenpt to lower

the free energy by balancing the local electrosLatic charge distri-
bution' In monoclin{c trigh temperature potassic feldspars, which are

forued if the rock is quenched near lOooc or so, the Al nigration nay

Eake place with slow annealing at ambient temperatures over geological

times' The ordered structure originates as dístorted nucleations wlthin
Ehe monoclinic natrix while Ehe energy release accumulates as straLn in
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FIGURE 6.7: The TL sensitivity of Na-K feldspars used in the present study.
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the lattice strucrure. Ribbe (l9g3c) points out that the distorted

structure, which is ln fact a highly ordered Èriclinic intergrowth,

cannot be recognísed titl it grolrs to a size of 50-100 nn for coherent

diffraction technique or 500-I000 nm for optical observation.

0n Ehe basis of their study of the development. of such triclinic

dolnaj-ns within the basic monoclinic topology of the original feldspar

strucEure by using high resolution transmission electron microscope and

conventional X-ray Èechniques, Eggleton and Buseck (19S0) suggest that

the discreEe triclinic, reflections start appearing in the X-ray patterns

(indicating the presence of low microcline) only when, depending upon Ehe

situaÈion of the feldspar, a balance poinL between the strain energy and

the energy released is passed. Ribbe (l9g3c) points out that a K-

feldspar nay be severely strained thereby hiding iEs true degree of order

and also suggest.s t,he nucleation mechanisro (noE descrlbed here in deuail)

as Ehe possible cause for Ehe existence of low ordered. albite in
rnonoclinic orthoclases and 1n some parEly ord.ered intermedíate

microclines. The 1amel1ar nucleation in Ab- and Or-rich phases during

alka1i feldspar exsolution has also been reported in relation with
strains in feldspars (yund, 1984).

l'/hereas these ref erences are quoEed to suggest an explanation f or

Ehe TL behaviour of only a few sanples, lt nay be ernphasized that the

difference in sensitiviEy can make thermoluninescence a sinple but

powerful tool for estimating leve1s of mixed phases in potassic feldspars

whlch is a field of growing inlerest from various academic and applied

aspects of feldspar mineralogy ( ctre interesEed reader is referred to

Rlbbe, 1983a and Brown, 1984).
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6.4 THERMOLTJI4INESCENCE IN SYNTHETIC FELDSPARS

Most syntheEie ferdspars are prepared by horoogenising the

constituents at a high tenperature (Deer et al., lgg2). The structural
state of poÈassic feldspars is, however, strongry controlled by the
subsequent cooling condiEions as welr, and. these conditons being unknown,

the synthetie feldspars are being handled in the present separaEe

sec tion.

Both of the synthetic feldspars used. in the present study showed

nj-xed TL behaviour which I¡ras nore prominent in sample lÍr2 (Feldspar 99a,

0r = 4I7") ' As can be seen f rorn Figure 6. 8 the eraission band

characteristics as described in the case of other mixed phase feld.spars

are clearly displayed by this sample as well.

Synthetic feldspar sample tl5 (Feldspar 7Oa, Or = 84ij) dominantly

showed the intermediate eonposition broadband. st.ructure, yet the 400 nm

high rernperature extension could also be noticed.

Diffusion in Potassic feldspars for later formation of ¡wo phase

structure has been studied by several uineralogists, an attractive aspect

of the sEudy being that the natural phenomena can be duplicated in
laboratory Èine (ni¡¡e, t9g3d). yund (l9g3a, l9g4) provides a review on

the nicrostructure inEergrowËhs in potassic feldspars and. suggests that
the two-phase texture can be seen after ,a couple of hours of heating
above 500c' The PresenÈ observatlons strongly suggest thernolu¡ninescence

as a tool for estimating the ext,enE of such intergrowt.hs.

rt Eay be recalled from chapter Five, that borh the syn¡heEic
feldspars showed silicon content higher by about ro,Z than what is
expected by an ideal fornula for feldspars. SynÈheEic feldspars with
high silícon content have been reported by several auËhors. ïhese
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feldspars are also noted for later exsoluËion of excessive silicon as

quartz (see e.g. Snith L974, 1983).

The presence of a quart.z-like phase \^ras noEiced in these samples by

the índication of a characEerist.ic peak near 110C. As shor.¡n in Figure

6.9, this peak did noE sensitise wiÈh repeaEed. irradiation and, glow,

indicating perhaps the later 1ow ternperature exsolution of quartz, rather

than sone seParate Si02 fusion froro the inítial constitutions. ( For

tenperature sensitisation of ll0c peak in quartz, see section g.2,

ChapEer Eighr. )

6.5 2D-TL INTENSITY IN K-Na FELDSPARS: COMPARISON OF OBSERVATIONS

The 2D TL observations as summarised. in this chapter can be partly

compared with the scattered reports by other authors. Nishita et a1.

(1974) reported on the natural thermoluminescence of several minerals

including an albite, perthiEe, microcline, anorthoclase and a perthite

intergrowt.h. The NTL peak intensiEy \4ras seen to decrease roughly in the

ratio of 30:8:5z4:2 respectively. Glow peaks in the two perthiE.es were

seen at about 250C followed by another peak at 340C. The albite showed

an overlapping sígnal with peaks near 200, 320 and 410C. The broad band

naËure of the sígnal makes iE hard to locaEe the peak tenperatures in

other sanples buÈ anorthoclase, microcline, albice and perthite showed a

hígh temperature signal ext.ending above the 500c 1init. These

observatlons are generally in agreement \./ith Ehe present ones.

The Present observaÈions are also in conformity wiEh Tarashchan

( I978) Ehat thermoluminescence is commonly more intense in (trigtr

temperaEure crystallized) orthoclases. MarfunLn (L979) and Sankaran et.

a1. (1983) also maintain Ehe same view.
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Reports by PlaÈanov et al. (L97L) and Scherbakov et al. (1g72) seem

Eo contradict the findings of Tarashchan, Marfunin, sankaran et ar-. and

the author' They propose a strong inverse rerationship between the
Ericlinicity of the potassic feldspar and its thermoluninescence.

INor¡oalized beEween uniEy and zero for the staEes of extrene order (lite
ruaximum microcline) and disorder (tit<e high tenperature sanidine)
respectively, Ehe Èriclinicity is an indicat.or of the structurar stale of
potassic feldspar (Snith I974).) Like several other workers, platanov et

al' conclude that Al-õ-il centres play a najor rore i.n thermo-

luminescence' The original work is in the Russian language and citation
is based on the translated abstracts. At the tirne of writing, a full
translaEion is noE available and this nakes comparisons somewhat hard.er.

correlation between Ehernally ind.uced disorder in albites and their
thermoluminescence emissíon specEra has been studied by pasÈernack

(1978)' His result.s show a moderate (uut not strictly monotonic)

decrease in TL sensiÈivity for 280 nn and 560 nm emission band.s which is
partly compensaEed for by Ehe 400 nm band intensiEy change in the

opposite direction. The ultímare 2D TL behaviour nay, therefore, depend

upon the spectral response of the equipment as we1l.

The thermoluroinescence report.s by various authors ci¡ed in this
chapter nost probably t.ake the structural information from t.he X-ray
diffraction techníque. Recently recognised liroiEations of uhis nethod

have already been pointed. out. The usefulness of the xRD analysis is not

denied, YêE it is llkely Ehat some thermoluminescence characÈeristics nay

be beEter related to the feldspar text.ures revealed Ehrough transmision
electron microscopy.

The present study leads to a compositional raE.her than a structural
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correlatíon. The thermoluminescence signal apears to be higher for both

the poÈassic and sodic end members and drops by one to t\{o orders of

nagnitude for the intermediate composicion alkali feldspars. Anomalies

exisE but they roost probably represent the presence of high potassíc and

sodic intergrowths. Hence, as far as the present study suggests, the

encouraging remarks by }fartin Aitken reproduced at the begínning of this

chapter, fit the feldspars localized at the extreme ends of the Na-K

line. Another pronising possibility of dating plagioclases through high

temperature peaks is discussed in the following chapter.

The TL characteristics of the feldspar samples reported here could

not be convincingly correlated with the observations like colour, place

of origin and impurity content as obt.ained by nF. But it is worth

pointing eut here that, as far as the TL behaviour is concerned, the

inpurity estimates using XRF analysis may well be fairly non-

representative. The above sEatement, therefore, does not deny or prove

the role of an irupurity or structural defect controlling the TL

behaviour. The same argument, of course, applies to the plagíoclase

feldspars discussed in ChapÈer Seven.
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CHAEIER SEVEN

THERMOLUMINESCENCE IN PLAGIOCLASE FELDSPARS

r'...if a 1ump, of the size of a snall bean... be laid
the light proceeds gradually upwards from t.he part in
heater ti11 the whole nass is Ehoroughly illuminat.ed,
be heated a second Eime, it is much less luminous....t'

upon the heater,
contact with E.he

if the same piece

Thonas Wedgwood (L792)
fron a report on the Ehermoluninescence
in red feldspar from Saxony.

7.T INTRODUCTION

The fírst Ewo sections of this chapter deal with the thermo-

luminescence sensitivity and the emission bands as seen in plagioclase

feldspars. The observations are based on twelve d.ifferen¡ samples of

varying composition and localiEies, and Ehe results concentrate upon Ehe

general features raEher than the individual sarnple details, except in the

case of a labradoriEe from chain des puys region, which iras been

described in the last section for its mixed thermoluminescence

behaviour. Anomalous f ading as seen in soure of t.he sarnples in the

presenE studies is also reported. Sone suggestions for further extension

of the work are included at appropriate places during t.he discussion of

results. In so far as most of t.he emission bands have been part,ly

discussed in connection wiEh Ehe Na-K feldspars as well, this chapter nay

be regarded as a conEinuaEion of what has earlier been described in

Chapter Six.

7.2 THE TL INTENSITY

The ltrost Lnteresting feature of plagioclase theruoluminescence is
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its inverse correlation with Lhe calcic confent (Figure 7.I). Similar

Nishita eE al., I974.behaviour $ras suggested by McDougall, 1968,

These results indicate that on the plagioclase axis in feldspars, the TL

sensitivity is strongly associated with either a lattice defect or some

impuriÈy affiliated ro the conposition.

For a given cornposiEion bracket a large spread in the TL sensitivity

of the samples can be noticed which can only partly be explained due Eo

any (up to about 5Z) error in the Ab:An ratirr estimates.

7.3 THE E¡'ÍISSION SPECTRA

the salient features of the emission spectrun of albites have been

discussed in Section 6.2 of the previous chapter. The spectra for soue

other representati-ve samples from along Ehe plagioclase axis are shown in

Figure 7 .2 (a-c). Some interesting characteristics are discussed, in the

following sections.

7.3.L The 550 nm Emission Band

The relative heighE of the 550 nm emission band in the emission

spectra aPpears to be decreasing on increasing anorthite content Ëi11,

for highest calcic feldspars it reduces only Eo not more t.han a should.er

Eo the other lower wavelength emissíon band.s. This emission band is
preferentially filled at Ehe lower Eeuperacures. At the sane t¡ne the TL

sensitiviEy of the 400 nn peak decreases dranat.ically with increasing An

conEent.

It was

band nay be

mentioned in the previous chapter t.hat the 550 nm emissíon

associated wich a radiaEion induced hole ceotre on oxygen

has Èo

and

with Si as one neighbour and anoË.her unidenËified neighbour which
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be a snal1 divalent atom at the rT' sites in the feldspar structure. The

alternate possibility of iLs associa[ion with an electron trap on ò{n as

an J-npurlty is further discussed in t.his section.

Marfunj-n (I979) witfr reference Lo Tarashchan (197g) attributes the

TL emission near 580 nm to Mn2+. McKeever (1985) referring to the work

of Geake et al. (L977), Telfer and wakter (1978) and other workers on

cathodoluminescence of terresEríal and lunar sanples suggesËs the

assocíation of 560 nm peak with Mn2+ replacing the ca2+ in the

plagíoclase feldspars. Huntley (private communication) also relates the

560 nn emission to Mn. NeiEher of these references attributes t.his

defect to radiation.

The reason for Ehe higher relative intensity of the 560 nm band in
high sodic feldspars is not und.ersEood. I'fn as an ínpurit,y in feldspar
against 0r and An content has been discussed by Smith (I974). Reviewing

the rePorts by several auE.hors, he suggests a correlation with ca in the

feldspar and that I'kr substiEution is expeeE.ed nore in a ptagiolcase

feldspar than a potassic feldspar Èype structure. SmiÈh also stresses

the inaccuracy of Ehe available data and the need. for further systematic

studíes (1974, I983).

The less sensitive high calcic feldspars have been studied at a

radiaEion dose of about 2OO Gy, as conpared, Eo abouE 2Gy f.or the albít.e

sample' Any radiation-índuced TL emission centres should Èherefore have

shown up with relatively hígher intensity in high calcic feld.spars.

Neither of Ehe above mentioned expected t.rend.s tallies with ¡he

experimental observaEions. IE is worth mentioning that Ehe colour of
non-radiation induced 'spurlous TLt has also been reporËed. in this wave-

length reglon (Fleming, Iglg).
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7.3.2 The 400 nn Enission Band

The 400 nm emisslon band. seen in high sodic plagioclases appears Eo

be broader than the one in high potassic feldspars. Figure 6.3c for an

albíte and Figure 7.3 for an oligoclase indicate that t.he emission in

fact conprises more than one overlapping band.

8.,2+ can be one of the possible enissíon centres (Marfunin , Ig79).

Irnpurity analysis of a variety of feld.spars frorn different localiE.ies has

been given by snith (r974) indicating a general (though not very srrong)

trend of higher Eu content with increasing sod.iun over calcium. Smith

(1983) suggests the Eu intake as an inpurity is also strongly determined.

by the iniEial Eu in the parent magrua and by the reducing environnental

conditons (oxygen fugacity). If associated with rhe Eu centre, the 400

nm emission band should show higher ín lunar feldspar samples with

anomalously higher Eu impurity. Observations by workers like Lalou et

al' (L972) and Durrani et a1 (1973) show that the nain emission is in the

420--440 nm region, with another emission peak near 560 nm. McKeever

(1985) also notes the dominanL blue eak in the therruoluminescence curve,

but also points out that the detailed nj.neral analysis indicates the

association of the blue emission with a potassiun feldspar phase.

7.3.3 The Broad Band Enission of High Calcíc Feldspars

The seven high calcic feldspars included in Ehe presenE study showed

broad band specEra with peak 1n the 430-470 nm region and extend.ing on

bot.h sides with a FT.IHM of up to 150 nm. rn each case the spectra

conprised several overlapping emission bands, and particularly for some

labradorltes, a sna11 4OO nm tail extending to high temperaÈures could
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also be observed. Tþu TL spectral character of high calcic feldspars,

therefore, resembles that of intermediate poEassic feldspars and several

expranaÈions given in section 6.3 (chapter six) may apply to these

sanples as we1l.

It can also be recalled from Section 6.2.3.3 of the previous chapter

that the A1-0-41 defect emission centre in the 450-470 run region may also

take part in thermoluminescence as a trapping centre responsible for peak

near 220C. Absence of appreciable numbers of emission centres mây,

therefore, be a possible explanation of the diminishing high temperature

pealcs in the high calcic feldspars ( Figure 7 .4).

7.4 THE ANOMALOUS FADING

As pentioned earlier in Chapter Five, anornalous fading is rhe name

given to the loss of thermoluminescence signal, which cannoE be predicted

by Ehe kinetic rnodels. Anomalous fading is one of the widely mentioned

TL characteristics of feldspars and perhaps inEroduces the most

significant set-back in their accepEance as a mineral for routine

thermoluminescence dating. Since its observation in lunar sanples

(Garrick and Robinson, L972) and basaltic ravas of granitic origin

(Wintle, 1973) several attenpts have been made for the better

understanding of the phenonenon.

During a systematic sEudy Wintle (L977 ) reported from LO-40% fading

in TL signal above 300C for feldspars like a sanidine, labradorite,

andesine and bytownite. l'lejdahl (1985) reported from zero to 502 fading

in plagioclase feldspar extracts fro¡o archaeological samples. The

results for pot.asslum feldspars fall- inEo two groups; less than 102 and

between 20 and 35"/" fadlng. Guerin and Valladas (1980) reporEed that Ehe
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high temperature peaks (above 500C) do not significantly fade and. can be

used Eo obtain reasonable dates. Akber and Prescott (1985) observed a

trend in the Ca conÈenE of E.he Plagioclases and anomalous fading. Hasan

et al. (1986) suggested sEronger fading in ordered feldspars compared. Eo

Ehe disordered feldspars.

The most popular explanaLion of anomalous fading ls Ehe signal loss

due to quantum mechanical tunnelling as the wave function of the trapped

charge and the luminescence centre overlap (Visocekas et al., I97(t;

Visocekas 1979, 1985).

The ¡oodeL successfully explains the logariEhroic time dependence of

anomalous fading in plagioclase feldspars. rn a recenÈ study of

anomalous fading in a labradorite sample, Visocekas observed that the

anornalous fading is accompanied by the emission in t,he red-infra-red

region between 630 and 890 nm range as Ehe lower cut-off of the fil¡er

and E.he upper limit of Ehe photonultiplier spectral response userl during

the experiment. The actual TL glow curve emission was, however, broad

band in the UV-b1ue green region. Using an Sr/Y-90 beta rad.iation source

Visocekas observed 14"/" and 257" f ading per decade of time af ter a

radiation dose of 900 Gy and (a saturation dose of) 24,ooo Gy

respectively.

All of the five high calcic feldspars E.ested for anomalous fading

over about Èwo weeks in the present studies showed anonalous fading to a

varying degree. The results indicate t.hat the anomalous TL loss ls

fairly independent of the glow peak temperature. A1so, wiEh the exísting

results of the emission spectra, it. is hard Eo say t.hat the fading is

related Eo the preferential quenching of the signal frou a specific

emisslon band in Ehe high calcic phase.
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The

as used

confirm

( Figure

labradorite sample ll24 tested in t.he present study is t.he same

by Visocekas (1985) and earlier by !üinrle (L971). Our findings

the broad band specErum extending from uv-b1ue Eo green region

7 .3, insert) . The red to ínfra-red. emission could not, of

course, be seen with the present equipmenl.

Hasan et aI . ( 1986) argued t.haE. order/disorder d,ependent re-

orientation of bonds of Mn as an innpurity in plagioclase feldspars may

lead to extensive fading in the ordered. state. It is inEeresting Eo note

that the ì'fn substitution in Ca sites in CaCO3:Mn does produce TL euission

in the red region (lte¿1in, 1968). Geake er al. (1971) mention thaÈ the

hlgher field sErength experienced by I'fn in a feldspar matrix compared to

a CaC03 matrix will move the emission to the blue-green region.

ì'farfunin (1979) relaced the enission in Èhe red region to Fe3* as an

iropuricy in feldspars. A broad correlation d.oes exisE in the anomalous

fading and the iron conEent found through XRF analysis of the preseni

samples (Table 7. t). rron is preferentially taken by high calcic

feldspar, though its absolute content is deternined by the iron in the

parenÈ magma (Snith, 1983). The reducing environments result in the

hígher iron intake as Fe2+ against Fe3+ in lunar feldspars compared. to

the terrestrial ones. F\rrther invesEigations on both Fe3+ and Mn2+

content of. feldspars and Eheir correlation with Ehe anomal-ous fading is

therefore suggested.

No investigations of Ehe correlation between the opÈical properties

of the samples and anomalous fading rrrere carried out as a part of the

Present studies. The albite sample llL6 from Anelia is essentially an

ordered sample and showed liEtle anomalous fading.

Radiation dose dependant anonalous fading rat,es (Visocekas, 1985)



TABLE 7.1

Sarnple ll þ{1"Á Locality Fe Content Anomalous Fading (Z)

23

22

24

2L

64 Labrador 0.7

67 SE. Paul
Canada

20

Is land, 1.2

Chaine Des
France

Puys,

32

50

3.26 58

Anomalous fading in the labrad.oriEes from different places of origin.Uncertainties in Ehe values in columns 2 anð. 5 are between 2-5"/.. The
anomalous fading in column 5 refers to the percentage of the to¡al signal
lost duríng 10 days of storage at room Eemperature. The loss for signalhas been estinated around 300C.

62 Chaine Des
France

Puys,
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suggest

7.5 A SAMPLE tdITH MIXED TL SIGNAL

Sanple llzL, compositionally idenEífied as a labra<iorite, showed

nixed thermoluminescence behaviour. rn addition to Èhe characteristic
high calcic broad band emission, a substantial component of high sodic

pragioclase (and/or high potassic feldspar) enission can be recogni-sed. as

Ehe 400 nm signal extending through to Ehe high temperature peak above

500c ( Figure 7 .5). This sanple originated from rhe chaine des puys

region in France (n. Visocekas, private communication) and the )G.F

analysis shows significant potassium concent (see Table 5. I, chapEer

Five).

consistent r.rith the resul Es quo t.ed earrier, the fading at high
temperature appears to be relatively less significant ( rígure I .6). rt
is interesting to note that a pragioclase sample frorn the same region q/as

used by Guérin and Valladas (1980) to d.emonstrate Ehe possibility of
dating plagioclase feldspars using t.he high temperature t.hermo-

luminescence signal.

The sample has high iron contenE and, anong the labradorites used in
Ehe present studies, showed the maximun fad.ing raEe of tenperature peaks

in 300C region (tabte 7.1).

The narked sensitivity difference can make thermolurninescence a very
effectíve but sinple tool in recognising t.he presence of small amount.s of
low sodic phases in high carcic feld,spars. The Ewo phase textures do

exísE in plagioclase feldspars and owing Èo È.heir submicroscopic nature,
generally offer difficulties in recogniEion Ehrough bulk analysis (Ribbe,

r983d).

the involvement of radiation induced defects rn the process.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

SOME OTHER APPLICATION S

8. I INTRODUCTION

rn addition to its maj or application to the study of

thermoluminescence in feldspars, the equipment was also used for oEher

related problems. Two of these applieations, relating to Il0c rL peak

sensiEization in quartz and to fine grain dating of the pacific Islancl

poEtery' are discussed in the following tr^¡o sections. The last section

describes thermoluminescence in a bariun feldspar from Broken Hill,
Aus E.ralia

8.2 THE IIOC EMISSION FROM HIGH FIRED QUARTZ

The pre-dose effect upon the IlOc peak in high fired quarEz as

earlier described by Fleming (1973) may be regard.ed as an increment in TL

sensitivity in proportion to the índuced radiation dose upon subsequent

heating above 500C. The sensiEiviEy esticnaEes may, therefore, be used as

an index to measure Ehe radiation dose as received by a sample i¡ its
natural environment over archaeological/geological time. The basic

principles and advanEages of the pre-dose dating rnethod have been

described in detail by authors tike Airken (I985) and McKeever (I9g5).

Recent successful applications include dating of high fired porcelain and

ceramic artifacts ( sroneham, 1983; Robertson and, prescott, l986 ) . rEs

use in environmental and accident dosirneEry has also been suggested by

Ilaskell et al. ( I9B5 ) .

Considerable interest exlsts in a betÈer und.erstandíng of the nature
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of the traps responsible for the phenomenon. A model proposed by

Zimmerman (1971b) is based upon the temperature depend.ant Eransfer of

charge from a reservoir (R) non-luminescent trapping site to a

luminescent (L) site (Figure 8.la). Trapping at R is therefore grearer

than L because of a larger captrrì:e cross-secÈíon and/or a larger

concentration of available traps. The number of populaÈed R sit.es is

proportional to the pre-dose.

A recenL report by McKeever et al. (19S5) stlmulaced the present

studies. Combining experimental observations using electron spin

resonance (ESR) and thermoluminescence, McKeever et. al. proposed the

existence of two luminescence centres active at lI0oc (Figure g.l b).

They noticed thaE the effect was noÈ due to the recorobination taking

place at the A1-ho1e sites and the enhancement may rather be due Eo the

electron recoubination with the holes aE an unknown defect centre. An

interesting supporting argument Eo Ehe findings of }fcKeever et a1. cane

frou the previously reported information on Ehe thermoluminescence

emissíon of quartz. Jani et al., (1983) while studying Ehe nature of

l'tigh t.lÌnl)rlrature Ehermoluminescence in quart,z proposed. Ehat the enission

is in the 470 nm region and the recombinatíon aE. the A1-hole centres is

responsible for it. IE is t.herefore reasonable t.o assume that the Il0C

TL emission would be in the same wavelength region, provid.ed Ehe same

defect acts as Ehe luminescence cenEre. Zimnerman (l97Ib), on the other

hand, re|orted that 1l0C peak is rpredominantly enitced. at 380 nrn with a

weaker emission near 470 nm. These findlngs lead McKeever et al. Eo

predict that the 380 nm emission Eay be related to the lumine,scence

centre at Ehe unknown sit.e. This prediction being t.rue , Ehe pre-d.ose

effecE should show an increasing ratio of.380/470 nm emission at liO C,
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Our findings about Èhree different pottery sanples from Thailand are

shown in Figure 8.2. The sarnples were in the fo,rm of 200 ym thick slices
of area about lcrn2. Beta dose between repeated heating cycles has been

inserted in the Figures. sanples labelled as Kiln 5l and Kiln 6l are

high fired unglazed stoneware sherds found. in the respectíve kilns in Ehe

Ban Ko Noi region in Thailand and excavated in IgB2 and l9g3 respec-

tively, while T782 is an earthen\¡/are sherd collected. from the excavaE.ion

of a habitation site at Ban [Iang sanrong in 1982. rE is probably a part

of a domestic potlery vessel and was fired to a lower temperature Ihan

the o E.her [wo .

The Il0'C peak sensiEization is readily observed for high fired
po Etery samples , and Figures 8 .3 ( a , b) show that , out of the Ë.\^ro broad

bands near 380 nrn and 480 nrn, the sensitisation is attributed. onJ-y to rhe

former band- Some desensitisation is observed for the low fired T7g2

sample and tìre proportional heights of Ehe two broad. bands remain

unaltered during repeated glorv.

rn addition to the samples from Ehe Thailand poE.teryr wê also

observed the sensitizati-on effect in gO-L25 um quartz grains frorn

I{okewine site. Llokewine is in the South East of South Auscralia. The

results are shown in Figure 8.3. A portion of the sanple which was

annealed in air aÈ 850 oC f or t\,¡o hours and Ehen allowed. to cool showed

400 nrn enisslon band sensiEization.

our results are, therefore, in conformíty with the pred.iciEons of
McKeever et a1. that t,he pre-dose is contributed by the luminescence

centre leading to Ehe TL signal near 3BO nm, while t,he ot.her centre with
470 nm euission does not play a significant role in t.he phenomenon. A

comparison of Figures 8.2(c) and 8.3(b) shows t,hat the mere presence of
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380 nn band or the absence of 470 nm band is insufficient to ensure pre-

dose sensiEisation. The high temperature emission band peaks near 470 nu

(Figure 8.3a) agree well wich a recenE report by Jani et al. (t9g3,,a1so

see McKeever 1984).

8.3 THE PACIFIC ISLAND POTTERY

Atteropts to obEain fine grain d.ates for poEtery sanples from the

Pacific Islands have met with only nixed success. Accord.ing to prescott

et a1. (1982), variations in the geological structure of t.he region seem

to play a key role in the thermoluminescence behaviour of Èhe material

frorn which the pottery is nade.

The islands lying westward of the Philippines and New Caled.onia (dot

dashed line in Figure S.4) are cont.inental in origin and poEtery fron
these islands is rnainly datable. A band, about 1000 krn wide of andesitíc

rocks of volcanic origln extends northward and eastward from Ehis.

Beyond the randesite liner shown dotted on Figure 8.4, the islands are

based on basalt,ic oceanic volcanoes and coral bullt on volcanic bases

(Dickinson and Shutler, lgTg). The last tvro regions are expected, to be

1ow in TL sensitive minerals like quartz and potassic feldspar and high

in calcite and plagioclases.

Historlcally, the problens associated with Ehe thermoluninescence

daEing of the Pacifíc Island poLtery led. to the beginning of the present

projecE. The results presented. in the previous chapters on TL in
feldspars provide a general answer Eo the main probren, i.e. the TL

sensitlviÈy depends sErongly upon Èhe feldspar composit.ion, and, in
addition Eo their poor TL response, the high calcic feldspars have a

tendency to fade anomalously. only a few of the paclfic Island po¡tery
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samples \{erer however, tried as part of this research work, but in
several ways the results are inEeresting and illustrate the nat.ure of the

problem.

As mentioned above, prescocE et a1. (I9g2) faced problerns like 1ow

natural TL and spurious TL signal. YeE the antiquicy of several- saroples

from specific sites r{as established within reasonable Iimit.s of the age

predicted by other ¡oeEhods. viti Levu, being one of the 'successful,
sites appears interesting as the ísland lies within the so-called
andesitic region which is expected to be 1ow in TL sensitive minerals and

hence poor in natural thermoluminescence. The successful resurts, in
fact, come fron a smal1 pocket of different geological structure
described by Dickinson and Shutler (1979) as having rocks of volcanic
pluEonic origin. One of the sanples from Ëhe yanuca siEe
(vt¡¡619L/3/3/9), however, offered difficulries in daring. rr showed

1íctle TL signal which saEurared quiekly.

The thermoluminescence emission spectra of this undatable, and other
two datable sarnples are shown in Figure 8.5. The rnain features of Ehe

emission band near 380 nm are similar, but the change in Ehe overall TL

sensitiviEy is evidenE. The najor contrast is Ehe existence of an

emission band near 540 nn in È.he non-daEable pottery sample.

The multi-uineral nature of the fíne grain samples and Ehe present
linited variety of Èhe minerals for whích the TL emission spectra has

been seen on this equipment ¡nake iE dlfficult to interpret, Ehe resurts in
any greaE detail. Yet a band. sirnilar to chis may be attributed to
calcite' The xRF analysis based. on carbonate loss during fused sanple
preparaËions also indicaEes the presence of about 87" calcite in this
sherd.
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rt ís worth rnenEioning that the ernission peak of the calci¡e is in
the red region (insert Figure 8.5e) and only a smal1 fraction of it is
detectable due to the poor spect,ral response of our equipnent in this
region' calcíte shows a strong low tenperature peak near 75c which nay

quickly fade leaving behind only the higher temperature corûponents

extendÍng up Eo I00C or so. Another sma1l peak near 200c suggestive in
550 nn band is also a characteristic of calcite (see e.g. Medlin, I96g;

Down et al., 1985). t{igher radiation dose revealed a definite 2o0c peak

and overall stronger emíssion band.

I'Ie theref ore conclud.e that the sanple in quest.ion contains

sr:bsEantial arnounLs of calciEe and the TL signal, being nostly in the red

r:+gi'-r)n, will be detected with poor efficiency by Ehe conventional 2D-TL

equipment courmonly used for dating.

Thermoluminescence emission specEra fron tt"¡o other sites are shown

in Figures 8.6 and 8.7. These sites lie towards the north west beyond

the Eop left hand corner of the map shown in Figure 8.4 and cone in the

oceanic regíon of coral built isla,r<1s ,)ir, vr->l canic bases . SanpLes f rom

the Yap (9.3IN, I38.06E) and rhe palau Islands (7.30N,134.3E) hrere

testêd for datability. Yap itself has an unusual geology which suggested

Èhat it might be an exception like viti Levu. No actual dates were

attenpted by Robertson (private communicaEton) but she rated samples

LH-228, AH-233 and All-267 as "promising", "possible,' and ,,doubtful,,

respectively. This is borne out by che spectral data. Broad sini-
larities of the AH-228 and AH-233 nay indicate that Ehe same rype of soil
is responsible for the TL slgnal in each case, Ehough lts contenE r'ay

vary from one to another sample. Marked difference in Ehe enission
spectrum of sanple AH-267 is probably d,ue Eo the absence of the TL
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FIGURE 8.7: Emission spectra for
two pottery samples
from palau Islands.
The island represents
the general soil
features of oceanic
basaltic region of
volcanic origin.
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sensitlve component and indicates a d.ifferent pottery fabric.
Unfortunately, the questlon of classification between the indigenous and

possible Filipino inported poEt,ery could not be answered. during the
present lirnited studyr âs no sample from the contemporary Firipino
pottery eras run to make any comparisons. yet comparison of Ehe TL

emission spectra frorq the pottery samples of three different islands
(Figures 8'5-8.7) strongly suggests the possibiliÈy of such applicarions.

Pottery sanples from Ehe neighbouring Palau rslands which represent

the general soil features of the region llere Ehe reast sensitive to TL

( Figure S. 7 ) .

Sanple discs used in the Pacific Island pottery studies were kindly
provided by Dr. Gillian Robertson.

8.4 THE BROKEN I{ILL CELSIAN

To the best of the author's knowledge, Ehe thernoluminescence in the

relatively rare barium end member of Ehe feldspar family has not so far
been reportecl in Ehe riterature. unfortunately, the mixec mineral

behaviour of the present sample nakes the data of somewhat Iinited
significance' As menEioned in chapter 5, deviation in silicon content
seen through the xRF analysis from that expected. through the idealised
feldspar formula suggested Ehe presence of a silica phase in appreciable
percentage. Later lnvestigations through energy dispersive systen (EDS)

analysis and electron microscopy confirmed t.he existence of a nixture of
barium and plagioclase feldspar phases with quarÈ,. Natural and

laboratory radiation ind,uced rL spec.ra are shown in Fígure g.g.

I^Ie expecE that Èhe IO7" plagioclase phase with g4z anorEhiEic cont,enr

wí11 noE contribute slgnificancly due Eo its poor sensltivity (see
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chapter seven). About 207. quarLz is expecEed. to show a low temperature
peak near ll0C in the 380 nm and/or 470 nn region and a high tenperarure

signal around 470 nm.

The experimental results show t,he presence of a strong emission band

near 360 oE, and anot.her band around 430 nm or so. A weaker low

cemPerature 530 nm band, as seen in several ot,her plagioclase feldspars
is also observed' rn the right of our experíence with some other quartz
samples (see e'g. Figure 8.3a)' we expect a very rnuch stronger llg.C peak

than Ëhe high temperature signal for posE irradiation waiting tirne of ten
minutes. The higher t.emperature signal üây, therefore, welr be due to
Ehe barium feldspar phase.

owing to the similarities in potassirrn ¿rnd barium ionic size and

bondings in the feldspar structure, it is interesting to speculate on the
possibility of some resembrence between Ehe high potassic and barium

feldspar emission spectra. The strong signal near 360 nÍI, may thus be

the counÈerpart of 400 nm emissíon frorn high potassic ferdspar. The

present resulE, however, mostly suggests Ëhe need for further
investigations.
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CIIAPTER NINE

THE LAST CHAPTER

It ís appropriate Eo sumnaríse briefly the findings and to point out
some dírecEions for further investigations.

Some broad based systematics evolved despiEe the complex nature of
Èhe feldspar systex0. Ifain emission bands u/ere seen around 400 nm and 530

nm' The plagioclase feldspars showed nore than one emission band in Ehe

400 nm region. Feldspars of intermed.iate potassic and high carcic
conposition generally exhibit broad band spectra peaking in the 430-450

nm region.

A striking feature is a systematic trend of TL sensitivity over Ehe

plagioclase axis. The sensitivity which decreased over severar orders of
nagnitude, in facE helped correcting the initially labelred cl_assifi-
caEion of some of the samples supplied for t.he present study. The exact

composition e7as later confirmed through Ehe xRF analysis. rt is realized
EhaË the poor sensitiviLy and the effects líke anomalous fading may cause

difficulties in dating high calcic feldspars.

A good proport.lon of the present effort wenE ínt.o the developrnent of
the equipment lÈself for reliable and reproducible operation for E,he E.ype

of research work it was intend.ed Eo be used for. The chapEers re1ated to
the applications are, i-n a way, the first serious aEtempt Eo demonstrate

its capabilities antl staEus. There is no end to further developments and

sone of the suggestions pointed out aE various stages of equipnent

descrlpLion in chapt,ers Three and Four have, in fact, already made
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considerable progress for iuplementation d.uring Ehe tine taken for
writing up Ehis thesis.

Plans for extending the equípmenE. spectral respons¿ i¡r E.he

red/infra-red and the ultravioleE region are und.er way and make a part of

the Ph.D. project of Phil Fox. The proposed EMI 9558Q8 phoronultiplier

tube has a better response ín che red region, compared with the existi-ng

EMr 9635Q4 tube with its dininishing quanrum efficiency above 620 nm or

SO

An interesting extensíon of the eristing research work with the new

photomultiplier tube in the equipment will be t.o investigate further the

phenomenon of anomalous fading with ics expected red emission and to
establish iËs relationship, if any, wiEh the structural staE.e, or iron as

an inpuríty in the feldspar. Existing laboratory faciliÈies can be used.

to separate grain fractions of varying magnetic susceptibility in a given

sample, thereby providing a range of varyíng iron conten¡ in a feldspar

of rhe same orígin.

The 530 nm emissíon band. seen in plagioclase feldspars requires

further investigations. Mn2+ replacement of the caz+ ion in calcite
gives rise to red emission, while a siroilar replacement in a calcic
feldspar is expected to generate a ye1low-green emission band. Mn2+ as

an impuriEy has Dore affiliation for high calcic feldspars, yet the 530

nEI emission is seen nore readily in high sod.ic feld.spars used in the

presenE study. An alternate possibility of the band association with a

radiation defect ls also proposed. This has been used Eo explain t,he

difference in the relaEive intensities of 530 and 400 nm emisslon bands

for the hlgh nat,ural and a lower laboraE,ory radiaEion ind.uced TL ln a

number of high sodic plagioclase feldspars. Further experlmen¡al
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observaEion ls required to observe changes in Ehe relative heights of
Ehese bands as a function of radiation d.ose. Recently, an origoclase
sample observed by Huntley (privare communication) showed. onì-y one band

near 450 nm, while the albite shov¡ed boEh the 400 and 550 nu band.s and a

EransíEion between them with íncreasing Èenperat.ure. It is also
important to menEion that Ehe (non_radiation induced) spurious TL

emission is also Ehought t,o be around 550 nm.

Recently published vorumes on the ratest state of the art in
feldspars (Ribbe, I9B3; Brown, l9S4) helped understanding and explaining
TL observations reported in this thesis. These volunes do not. menti.on
any significant contribution of thermoluminescence as a E.echnique appried
to some aspecEs of ferdspar mineralogy. This area is, therefore, open

for research. An interesEing starting point could be to stud.y the
thermoluminescence in sErained poÈassic feldspars wiÈh end-member

characters unreveared, by the conventional nD analysis for Ehe cerl
strucEure. These investigations are suggested on the basis of the
appearance of some end-member TL emission spectral behaviour in Ehe

inLermediate cornpositional feldspars opEically label1ed as sanidíne or
orthoclase.

Thermolrtl'tittescence emission specE,rometry of multi-¡oineral fine
grains from the pacific rsland pot,tery made onry a small parE of the
presenE research. rt helped in und,erstanding thaE the differenE
behaviour of one sample from t.he viti Levu rsland nay be attrj.buted to
the high calcite contenE. Moreover, it also revealed. wide broad scal-e
differences ln the emission spectra paË,teirns of poÈt.ery samples made of
soils frorn different localities- This aspect. may prove to be of int.erest
in archaeological context to identífy, for exampre, indigenous and
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inported artefacts and for o.her applications where such soil
ldentification is of some relevance.

Quartz is a mineral of priue signlficance in ther¡noruninescence

dating' rE has been studied only wiÈh reference to the pre dose effect
on the 1l0c peak to confirm that the sensicization is attributed. to a

luminescence centre near 380 nm. Further extensive st.udy on the overall
specErum is highry desirable. This nay also include the effecE of
bleaching on the luminescence cenEres and comparison of the ernission
spectra from magnetic and non-magneric grain fracÈions of quartz.

Thermoluminescence emission spect-rrun of a feldspar sample identified
as a labradorite from chain des puys region in France, certainly showed

Ehe Presence of a smal1 amount of more TL sensitive potassic phase in
it' The presence of such a phase probably helped Guerin and. valladas
(I980) with dating a I'plagioclase" sample from Ehis area. HeatÍng above

500c and extensive f i1Ëering of Ehe brack body rad.iation e/as, hor^/ever,

required ' Feldspar sys Eems wi Eh sucir rni:<ed plagioclase and poÈassic
composítion do, though less frequently, exist in nature and further
research on their identification using Ehermoluminescence wirl nake an

interestíng project.

Growth of any radiation induced thermoluninescence emission centres
detecÈed with a different efflciency, or rying outsid.e the firtered
domalns of the commonly used Èhermoluminescence equlpnenE requires
further aEtention to investigaEe its effects on estinates of the
equivalenE radiaEion dose and plateau for Èher¡ooluninescence dating
applÍcations' one such cenEre at 530 nm has actually been suggested for
the plagioclase feldspars.

some nodificaEions to the equípnenE rtserf wourd improve its
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operation' ReplacemenE of the photomultiplier tube and Ehe existing
op.ical components has alread,y been discussed in section 4.7 0f chapter
Four' An iroproved absolute calibration of the oven would be helpfur in
kinetíc studies. rt would be desirable to evaporate grid-1ike patterns
of EoEal reflection film on quartz 

",r¡lt."tu and use thern as neutrar
density filters. spectral response of such filters is expecEed to be

linear, and dependant upon the grid mesh size instead of .he filn
thickness. These can be prepared usíng the thin filn d.eposition
facilities available in the Department.

Paragraphs above show a glimpse of E,he further research and

developmenE possibilities. The author is confid.ent that it is not Ehe

lasE chapEer on Ehe thermoluminescence emission stud.ies using Ehe Fourier
transform spectrometer in the Physícs Department at the university of
Adelaide.
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REVISED FIGURES

. : -"'*';
As mentíoned in Chapter Four, a set of Revj-sed Tígures,

.: I l'

corrected for the speetral response of the equípment

(Figure 4.7) and I57" temperature discrePancy due to heat

losses ( Section 4.6 ), ts fncluded to facllitate compari-

son. The corresponding figures ineorporated in the main

text may be treaËed as relatlve, though''the discussion i
and the conclusfon drawn from them equally aÞply to the

revised fígures as welI.
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